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hour the daily distribution is made. ‘Some
people take a pound and others threé or
four pounds daily. But often before night
everybody is out of ice and sending to his
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BR. BURLINGAME, Agent.

For

one year, $3,00; or if paid stziotly

John’sjLane; ‘with u fellow passenger; and
saw the streets literally swarming with

by the door of faith ani repentance

loose

others

in

advance, $2,50.

Subscribers in jCuads and the other British Proyinces, will be charged 20 cents a year in addition to:
He price of the paper, to prepay the postage to the

women.

Farly

next morning, I had

are going out by the door of disobedience. .a walk and saw the outside df some of the
he history of our church here is sugges- public buildings, which are certainly very
tive
\Jt wag organized in June, 1863, with fine. The scenery from the railroad on the

ice is such a fine thing to cool the beef
and only thréeq members, one of whom has now
other drinks. Yt is an expensive sort of | fallen out, §s I have mentioned above. In
comfort that these. Europeans keep up in August 1885, when I joined the church,
India. Not only does it take money, but there were foyrteen members, four of whom
sometimes life itself. Many a man breaks had heen recejved by baptism, all the othes
down in this climate on account of sheer by letter fronf our southern ely hed, Of
.
carelessness as to his method of living.

All letters om business, retiittances of money, &c.
should be addrersed to the Agent, and all communica.
tions designed for publication should be addressed to
the Editor.
Terms.

; And go it is that our little ries are
ever changing. While some are coring in

wayto London

was very beautiful, and at-

tracted the admiration of those of our fellow passengers who had not seen it before.
London has much changed in its-general
appearance within the last twenty years.
A network of railways now spreads over

| and und: r the city ; and there are also new

Pesaenlary in the matter of drinking in-

streets,

and

many

new

church

edifices.

d” are now connected Take one example of the latter.
About
toxicating liquors are hundreds of foreign
An Ministers (ordained and _licensed,) in -residents in India dreadfully self-deceived:- +-with—the LS
churev; and five have| a hundred and twenty years ago, Rev. |
gop standing n the sown Baptist Connexion are
Still George Whitefield was accustomed to
0! rized and requested to act as Agents in obtaining It is thought that these stimulating drinks been excluded for immoral conduct.
subscribers, and in collecting and forwarding moneys.
the Lord does not leave us to despond, preach in Moorfields, then literally fields
make
men
hardier,
more
robust
and
sure
Agents are allowed 10 erper cent, on afl moneys collected and remitted by
proof against the debilitating influences of even though we sustain heavy losses at just outside the city limits, but now densethe climate. Some suppose that brandy is times. - From *fourteen our number has ly populated "and in the very heart ofthe
Agents and others should be particular to give
the Post Offices (Count and State) of subscribers for
But all this is slowly risen to thirty-eight. And not {in city. In 1753, he erected in these fields a
whom they
e remittances, &c. . Remember, it is a sovereign prophylactic.
not the names of the towns where they reside that we
stupid
nonsense.
The
temperate
men of numbers only, but also in faith, in zeal, in large, square, brick building in. which to
want, but the names of the Post O!
at which they
India, like temperate men the world over, labors for the conversion of souls, in giy- preach, and which he called a Tabernacle,
receive their papers.
ing of their substance for the cause of and opened i$ on June 10th. It was a sinare the strongest, and healthiest. Brandy
2a All obituaries, acconuts of revivals, and other
matter involving facts, must be accompaied with the
and its fiery fellows of the bottle are yearly Christ, and in all that belongs to a consist- gular looking building. The walls were
proper names of the writers,
driving more foreigners out of India than ent and symmetrical Christian life, we have comparatively low, and the windows small.
the climate and all other causes besides. marked a pleasing and promising progress. ‘From the top of the walls, the roof ascendOffto sea, awayto Europe, and into the Now and then comes a tempest, "but it ed on the/four sides in pyramidal form at an
grove, go these poor foolish devotees of blows away only the chaff, leaving the angle of at least forty-five degrees; and at
true wheat cleaner onthe Great Master's the top it was ornamented by a large glass
| strong drink.
It is occasion for grea ntiinie to the threshing floor. In proportion to our num- ‘lantern, which shed light into the interior
Giver of all mercies that all the missiona- hers, perhaps our churches here in India of the building. The inside was almost as
WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 1869.
grand looking as the outside; and I think
ries in thig field enjoy good health, and are save as many as do those in America, i. e.,
would hold about two thousand persons;
the
percentage
of
gain
is
perhaps
as
great.
permitted td¥prosecute their labors without
there being a large gallery on the four sides
But
what
we
most
need
is
faith
to
work
on,
Resignation.
serious hindrances. I think that we all are
holding fast to the precious promises which of the building. Some of my earliest refeeling the heut more this year than before,
cannot
fail. This we hope to do. The ligicus associations are connected with this
What would this life to us be worth
but so far there ha's been no sickness in our
place of worship, as in my childhood my
If we could choose our lot,
circle. * The different departments of work kingdom of Christ is coming even here in
And every time a trouble came
parents used to take me with them to this
India,
and
though
the
hindrances
be
many
at the stations move on smoothly. Tam
‘We said we'd bear it not;
place
to worship. Some years ago; the inand
great,
and
the
discouragements
somenot aware of any special revival interest in.
terior was remodeled, and the exterior was
But turn aside to pleasant ways
any of the churches just now, still we have times well nigh overwhelming, still we |
Of selfishness and sin,
reason tobelieve that the good work pro- cling to the sure word of prophecy, ‘for somewhat embellished; but it still retained
Forgetful of the end of life—
gresses in all our little communities.
The the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the the same quaint-looking appearance as beImmortal life to win?
fore.. But all this is now changed. The
stated meetings are regularly held- and Lord as the waters cover the sea.”
old
building has been removed, and instead
J.L.P.
We'd think we were so fortunate
very well attended. Here I may speak of
thereof, a handsome but smaller building
In passing through each day,
great encouragement in one particular.
‘With trials none, nor disciplines,
has been erected. It is in the gothic style,
Our Sabbath school has cost me much hard
To roughly pave the way.
London:
Correspondence.
with open but plastered roof; the walls are
work besides no little painstaking for three
—O—
stuccoed
to imitate stone;the pulpit and
But we would miss that peace of mind,
years past. The fruit now begins to appear.
pews are finished with varnished wood;
Born from the joyous thought
We
left
New
York
in
the
Cunard
steamer,
I am delighted to see that the people think
* That all our sorrows and our woes
Thursday, May
27th, and and there are gilt trimmings on therails
it worth while to attend the Sabbath Samaria, on
In God's own hand are brought;
reached
Queenstown
on
Sunday
evening, round the communion table, and on the
school. There are multitudes of excellent
June
6th.
On
account
of
a
heavy
fog dur- stairs leading to the pulpit. There are galThat with them He does also give
folks at home who are loud in their praises
A help and strength divine,
ing Sunday night and Monday forenoon, leries on three sides of the building. School

/-
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of the Sabbath school, who, nevertheless,
| very rarely think it worth their while to be

To lead us in our prayers to say,
“Thy will be done, not mine.”

present in it regularly and help carry it on.
Our attendance-roll for several weeks past
cheers me much. Not only the boys and
girls, but their fathers and mothers too, are
constant and punctual at the school. Our
teachers are volunteers. I now ask no one
to take a class. Our weekly teachers’
meeting is one of peculiar interest and I
hope of much profit to us all. About twothirds of the readers in the school commit
the lesson to memory every week and repeat it in concert at the opening of the

That loving hand will give to each
-

No more than we can bear,
—Though
}ife may seem tous so full

Of sorrow, woe and care.
Through discipline and chastening,
. He lifts our souls above
The vanity of things below,
And draws to him our love;
For He, In tender mercy, thus
Hislove to us does show,
That we may learn, as children

.

must,

A Father’s hand to know.

school.

verses for a lesson, and sometimes only
three or four. An hour and a half every

Missionary Correspondence.
——

Sabbath

J

Hot Weather—Perpetual-Motion Pankhas—Yaukee
Ice — Strong-Drink — Good-Fruit — Sore-Trials —
Church Growth in India.

~ MipNAPORE, INDIA, April 30, 1869.
The second month of this very trying
(and I was about to say frying,too,) weathAlmost every foreign
er closes to-day.
resident in India is glad when the hot season

is over.

Even

the

rains,

disagreea-

ble as they are, are delightful in comparison with this dry, dreadful heat, which
takes all the spirit and spring out of a

man if he is not careful to guard and govern himself .most

prudently,

Our English

neighbors keep their pankhas (swinging
fans suspended from the ceiling,) moving

day and night." Two common coolies by
day and another two at night, are engaged
for this single purpose of keeping you cool.
Fyn

This

is quite

a bill of expense, to be sure,

still John Ball believeSin comfort and must

have it. Fancy a man forever at your heels
on purpose to fan you. Bless the fellow,
he means to keep you cool. This servant
ispaid for this work alone. In almost ev-

ery rooin of these European houses there is
. a large pankhas, so whenever the folks go
from one room to another the pankhawalla
follows, dropping one rope tu take up
another. Think of it. These stylish peo-

ple, who have plenty of money, are forever in a breeze. They are pankha-ed when
dressing, when eating, when working and
when sleeping. Through all the hours of
the night

there

he

sits, that irrepressible

pankha-puller, on the cold paka verandah
swaying to and fro as the rope goes and

comes through the hole inthe bolted door.
And should he fall asleep, and the paniha
stop, and the fair lady wake, then mind

your head, poor cooly, for the master will
soon fetch you to your senses and your service by deluging you with dirty water, if

nothing worse. These people who are
wont to sleep under pankhas wake up ina
great hurry. whenever

the

fanning

stops.

The breeze keeps them delightfully cool,
but the sweltering heat of the still night
soon bathes the body with profuse perspi-

ration, : which greatly
disturbs - sleep.
These pankhas are everywhere. In shops,
offices,

churches.

court-rooms,

public

We rarely take more than seven

halls

and

And they are indeed &

great

comfort.
4
And, would you believe it, we have ice
here, real American ice too, in this land of

afternoon is devoted to the school,

full one-half of which time is given to the
study of the lesson in the separate classes,
and the rest to- general exercises. Our
monthly concerts seem to be increasing in
interest. Rut best of all fruit is the salvation of souls. Daring the few months past
several of our pupils have found Jesus, and
others appear to be seeking him. Let us
have the earnest prayers of all our Christian friends at home. No work in India is
80 interesting and none so promising as that
for the children. We believe that God
will raise up some of these dear boys and
girls to places of great usefulness in the native church of their motherland.
And
when we grow weary of looking out upon
the mass of ignorant idolators dil around us,

we gather heart and hope by looking in up-

oh this little oasis amid the desert of paganism.
:
;
But all is not bright. We have our sore
trials in this field of labor. ‘They are doubtless designed for our good. They certainly
gerve to humble

us, and

make us depend

and part of the afternoon, we did not reach rooms are to be erected near the chapel ;
Liverpool till Monday night at 8 o'clock. and it is estimated that the total cost will
We had a tolerably quick passage, the time be seven thousand pounds.
The, English do not formally dedicate
from New York to Liverpool being eleven
their
houses of worship as we do, but indays and five hours. The daily bulletin
showed 276 miles on the first day, 271 on stead of this, they have a number of serthe second, 281 on the third, 280 on the mons preached by eminent ministers; and
collections are taken after each of these
fourth, 270 on t
fth, 264 on the sixth,
The
250 on the seventh, 278 on the eighth, 280 gervices in aid of the building funds.
first
of
these
opening
sermons
was
preached
on the ninth, and 284 on the tenth; making 2734 miles. No bulletin was posted on on. Thursday, June 10th, two days after my
the eleventh day; but the total distance is, arrival in London, and I was glad to avail
myself of the opportunity to attend. An
I believe, 3050 miles.’ On the whole, our
voyage was a very pleasant one. There excellent and spirited prayer meeting was
were two or three days on which there was held in the forenoon ; and Rev. Dr, Raleigh,
rain ; and some which were foggy;tbut gen-

erally the sun shone brightly and pleasantly.
Isaw the sun rise two or three times; and
also

saw’ several

saw

in the distance

be an
seen it
afraid
I had

splendid

taught in our own schools, and on

was

We

said to

iceberg. I shouldt-like’ to have
nearer; but I found the sailors were
lest we should meet one too near.
very little sea sickness; much less

than I feared; but

there

was an indescrib-

able feeling, which Isuppose is.peculiar to

me.
The Cunard Company and their captains
have been justly blamed for their intolerance

in refusing

to allow

any

other

than

Episcopal ministers to preach on board
their ships; mo matter how eminent they
might be, or whether they were English or
American. .J am glad to inform you that
‘this system has given way.
1 preached

when

some

of the

the

Samaria, viz., on

the steerage at the repassengers, who had
a minister. I also
Wednesday evening;

crew and

of thestew-

in

woman, and the wife of a native

Oriya

preacher.

She has been a church member for several:
years and was one of the “original number at the organization of this church.
She had some excellent qualities, but the
gensual in hernature was fearfully developed. O the bitter fruits of sin! Her hus-

band and children are left to mqurn her
terrible fall. Better would it hard boon
for them had she died.
forted

in even this

But they are

sore aflliction,

tom-

and its

very greatness and keenness have, I think,
to the
nearer
them
driven some of
Santal
a
is
person
other
The
Saviour.
young man, formerly oue of Dr. Bacheler's school inspectors, but more recently

teacher Th Mrs. B's Santal Training school

here. His case is indeed a sad one, but in
some respects not 80 sad as the other. He

has never been a steadfast Christian. We
have always looked upon him as very liable to fall. In an evil hour these two
cutta daily. Iam told that i costs them were swept away by that mighty current of
vice which is carrying multitudes down to
four annas (twelve cents) a pound i
t | everlasting death, not among the heathen
But it is kept with extreme difficulty.
alone, but also throughout Christendom.
night the ice-cart comes in and at an rs

the sun. Our@@pighbors have organized
an Ice Club an
their supply from Cal-

-r

At

and never

condition of quiet while awake.

6th, Captain Macauley invited ma to preach
the saloon, and said that if I would do

theme, he took four positions.

First, there

must be a commencement of spiritual life.
Under this head he expressed the opinion
that it was more important to have proof of
this commencement,

in the fact of growth,

than to be able to speak of the exact time
when spiritual life first commenced.
Secondly, itis the growth of the individual,
and of the inner man.
He examined the
phrases, ¢‘A rising man,” and ‘Moral progress,” and showed that these only referred

to exterior things;

while his theme

had

reference to that which was higher, nobler,

and more important. And in urging the
importance of “Christian growth,” he said

there would be finally a full salvation for
n a thingsmay be full,
every Christia
; but’
and yet very small. Thirdly, this growth
should have some signs of fruitfulness; and

fourthly, growth

and fruitfulness should

the portion of the Episcopal service | o on to the end.

He gave it as his opin‘jon
that
the
beauty
of the old is greater
would be omitted, to give me more’ time;
than that of the young; and as illustrations
and he also expressed his regret that he
had not“made my acquaintance sooner, that of this point, he referred to Jacob when
he might have invited me to preach on the blessing his sons, Moses when going up to
previous Sabbath. T, of eourse, accepted die, Paul when ready to be offered, and an
the invitation ; and also preached again in old minister of sixty. years standing, who
the steerage in the evening.
My congre- recently addressed an audience in Exeter
gations were very attentive. Among the Hall. I think he referred to Rev. Thomas
cabin passengers who attended the preach- Jackson, a respected Wesleyan Methodist
ing in the steerage was Mr. Brand, a Meth- minister, who is more than sixty years of
age. The sermon occupied fifty-three minodist of Ohio, who is going to Nuremburg
W. H.
as United States Consul. Captain M. and utes, and was very interesting,

so,

14. IT's A racT, that many who

When called

to take charge of a school, they are quite
likely to ring the bell nervously two or three

|

and

eleven,

1-walked

thither

from

Saint

THE STAR goes to press this week, earlier than usual.

thus

times, and tS cry “Order! Order!” as often

their baptism all their lives.
15. Ir 1s A FACT, that no jrmersed believer is ever troubled about the validity of
his baptism.

;

16. Ir 18 A FACT, ‘that all Christian sects
immersion as scriptural bap-

with loud voice and fidgety manner. If
attention is not thus secured, they perhaps
give out a hymn in stentorian tones, and
even begin to sing while some are engaged
in conversation, and others getting their
seats. A better way woul | probably be, to

accept

tism.

hE

17. I118 A ¥ACT, that those who are anxjousto be right, and do the Master's will,
will

avoid doubtful

ways,

and cleave

to -

have a well-understood signal for calling that about which none have doubts.
18. It 1s A FACT, that many ministers and
attention ; to givesthat at the proper time,

and to do nothing more until order prevails. layman leave Pedo-Baptist churches beIf it, becomes necessary to speak, in order to canse not satisfied with their baptism.
19. It 18 A FACT, that persons never
secure apn do so in a calm, distinct
leave
Baptist churchés on that account.
voice.
"In no case should the superintend20. Iris A Fact, that hundreds of the
ent go on with the opening exereises bef. re
the school is quiet and attentive. "A dis- most learned Pedo-Baplist ministers admit.
orderly superintendent is not likely to have that the Baptists have the best of the arguan orderly school, and self-control is a prime ment on this subject.
21. IT 18 A FACT, -that millions of intelrequisite to the control of others.
Scold not at all. Superintendents some- ligent Christians, conscientiously “believe
times allow themselves to fall into a habit of that sprinkling is not valid baptism.
22. It 18 A FACT, that Baptists are more
scolding at everybody in the school, because
the high standard of excellence which they anxious than others, to have this question have in their minds, is not attained in the carefully investigated by all Christians.
28. IT 1s A FACT, that carefal iovestigapractical working of the school.
They
scold because the children are tardy or ir- tion converts yery many to Baptist sentiregular in their attendance; because they ments.
94. It 18 A FACT, that baptism is a type of
are inattentive and playful during the lesson
time;

because they fail to read in

regeneration, and a memorial of the resur-

concert,

or to sing properly. They scold because rection of Christ, and of these, immersion
the teachers are sometimes absent, and be- only is significant.
95. IT 18 A FACT, ‘that the humble and
cause hey do not look after their absent
And more unprofitably still, they obedient will not refuse immersion because
=
=
scold iy the parents of the children do | it is crossing to the flesh. 26. IT 1S A FACT, that infant baptism
not come into the school, and because the
minister does not take as much interest in and communion appeared inthe church at
the school as he ought. Sometimes these the same time, and both were believedto
persons may deserve a scolding, if anybody regenerate and be essential to salvaever does, but, even then, there is generally
tion.
a better way to cure the evils alluded to.
27. It 1s A FACT, that Christians should
Remember the old sayings about ‘‘easy strive to end the divisiols and strife which
blows” and “kind Words,” and practice the resu't from disagreement on the subject of
course recommended by them.
baptism.
28. It 1s A FACT, a careful study of the
Do not preach-to your schools. There
are times when well-directed remarks Bible on this question will be likely to ‘bring
to ‘the school may be profitable. There all to be of ‘one mind.”
«
are men who seldom ever talk unwisely to
29. IT18 AFACT, that hrotherly intercourse,
children, but as often

as we

find one

friendly discussion, and diligent study of

suth,

the Bible, tend to bring all to accept immersion as the scriptural baptism.
ilies, after the lessons have been recited. In
80. Ir 1s A FACT, that close communion
some schools this is regarded as the chief| is not a logical result of belief in immersion part of the superintendent’s business, and as the only baptism.
we find many who do great mischief, and
often undo much good by their tedious hom-

81. Ixis A FACT, that Bunyan, Carson,

the man who is a ‘good talker,” is the one
chosen to fill the office.

If the
properly,
disturbed
eloquent

Hall,.Spurgeon, Wayland, and many others,
wise and good men, and Baptists, repudiat‘ed the dogma of sloge_commppion as narrow and unscriptural.
%
32. IT 18 A FACT, the most prosperous
churches, and the ablest ministers among
the Baptists in England, repudiate close
communion.
83. It 1s A FACT, that open communion
in England has contributed greatly to the
good repute and prosperity
of Baptist
:
”
churches.
~ 84. Ir 1s A FACT, that the watimony of
open communion Baptists in favor of immersion has always been quite as emphatic
and
cffective as that of close Bap-

teachers have done their work
the impression made should not be
by irrelevant remarks, however
or forcible. It may be well gnough

for some one to sum up and enforce Xo les-

son of the day, but nothing more than this
should be attempted.
Special services
should afford all needed opportunity for miscellaneous addresses.
Your work will often be difficult, and few

things will be of greater advantage than
frequent meetings with the officers and
teachers of the school, for prayer and consultation.

PgILIP.

Baptism and~Communion.*
INGE

2

~ Facts.

2. IT 18 A PACT, that those who

speak of

baptism as ‘‘ non-essential,” or not important, discredit the wisdom and authority of
Christ.
8. IT 18 A FACT, that soviphral precepts
and examples Tefer to believers only, as
proper subjects of baptism.
4. It 18 A FACT, that large

whiner, who

have been ‘educated
in the belief that the
Scriptures enjoin infant baptism, are astonished, on searching for

themselves, to find

tists.
35. IT 1s A FACT,

that

brings odium upon

Baptists,

87. It

18

A FACT,

from his Lord's table.

baplizo,

immerse,”

and

assert#that it means

‘to

sprinkle.”
6. IT 18 a FACT,

*‘ to

that literary

authorities

such as the Edinburg, the London and Rees’

Encyclopedias, and the Encyclopedia Britannica, state that ¢¢ sprinkling”
was a Papal
innovation of about the tenth century.
7. It i8 A FACT, that the testimony of
those who

have written as scholars, is more

likely: to

be correct,

rians.

than

that of secta:

8. Ir 1s A FACT, that this testimony appeared so conclusive to such great men,

| and

Pedo-Baptists as Luther, Calvin, Wesley, Neander, Mosheim, Moses Stuart, that

they confessed that immersion is the seriptural baptism.

pei

im

9. Ir 18 A FACT, that the millions of the

* For Bale—one cent each for any Sunber-by

BALL, Baffalo, N. Y.

A

a

=

that

their

influence

would be much greater if they could be
purged frem the odium of close communfon.
Ir 18 x "rac, that true Christians
aree entitled to all the privileges of Christians ; ¢¢ If children, then heirs.”
39. IT 1s A FACT, that a very positive
¢* thus saith the Lord” should be found, before we deny Christian privileges to Chris-

ars,

define

communion

and weakens

36. Ir 1s A FACT, that close Baptists are
believed to be exclusive and narrow minded.

tian men.

‘none of them

close

their testimony to the truth.

that they do not even refer to it at all.
5. IT 18 A FACT, that all Greek dictionaries of repute among Pedo-Baptist schol-

Greek church which separated from. the
Papists before sprinkling was introduced,
invariably practice immersion.
10. IT18 a Fact, that New Testament
Lopdon,
June
15,
1869.
|
his officers are very highly spoken of by
accounts of baptism, very decidedly indicate
the crew; and as far as my observation
Some buildings are lop-sided for want of immersion.
“went, they appeared to be gentlemen. The
11. IT 18 A rACT, that the Scriptures often
good
under-pinning. A fatal mistake was:
steerage passengers were exceedingly wellcall
baptism a ‘¢ burial,” a *¢ planting,” but
behaved ; and I heard no swearing among made in the selection” of a foundation.
never
a sprinkling.
«For
other
foundation
can
no
man
lay
than
them, and very little from the crew.
12,
It
18 A FACT, that many who have
that
is
laid,
which
tis
Jesus
Christ.”
The
We only spent one night in Liverpool ;
and my fist impressions of it were probably way to avoid the sand of self-deception is been educated to believe in sprinkling, on
to strike for the Rock! Friend, dig deep, reading the Bible for themselves, feel comgathered under unfavorable circumstances.
We did not leave the Custom House till and lay your foundations well. The storm pelled to surrender early instructions and
that will try you is coming.
become immersionists.
about balf- past eight; and having Syeision

tor go down to the Post Office betweente

are

dissuaded, are uneasy and dissatisfied

come toa

1. IT 18 A FACT, that the command to be

one incapable

dust.

persons i$ an

was announced to preach at twelve o'clock.
Rev. Dr. McAll of Hadley College, offered
the invocation, read three portions of Scripture, and made numerous explangtory and
devotional remarks on the first of the three;
and then offered prayer, laying special
stress on the following petition: ¢ Whether

flutter,

baptized is imperative, and no loyal heart
will be disposed
to trifle with or disregard it.

which renders

ards were present; and on Friday evening
when there was a further addition of some
of the cabin passengers. On Sunday, June

One of these

also one of our best friends during the war,

a perpetual

Some men seem ‘to be in |

of mental effort. This to me is very un- that delight in war.” Dr. Raleigh took two
pleasant, and I should never think of going btexts: Psalm 92: 12 and Ephes. 2: 21, both
‘‘down to the sea in ships,” for the pleas- of which, hé said, had reference to the
ure of it; and only the ulterior objects I theme he was about to present, viz., ChrisIn the discussion o this
had in view rendered it at all endurable to tian growth.

and

both, much care, many lessons and considerable money have been expended.,
Of
both we had hoped better things, but satan

by one fell stroke has laid our hopes inthe

ago with others as a deputation from the
English Congregationalists, and who was

dissuaded from immersion.

Get yourself in order before you call your

school to order.

in this, or in other lands, scatter thou them

the sea,

more on our Heavenly Father and lesa on five times on board
We have recently been Sunday, May 80th, in
circumstances.
quest of the steerage
obliged to exclude from this church ‘two’
learned ‘that I was
persons who have long been connected
preached to them on
with the mission.
Both of them were
children

sunsets.

what

who visited the United States a .few years

“13. IT 18 4 FACT, that many converts in
Pedo-Baptist families are with dificalty

Hints to 8. S. Superintendents.

40. It 1s A FACT,

that there is no

‘‘ thus

saith the Lord” for excluding any Christian
41.

It 18 A FACT,

that error

on

the sub-

ject of baptism cannot justify such exclusion ifit is not fatal to Christian character.
42. Ir 18 A FACT, that to justify elose communion, the scripture should read: ‘‘ him
that is weak in the faith, receive
ye
not.

48. It 18 A FACT, that distinguished Baptists like

Wayland, Casswell, and Ide, con-

fess that there is no precept for €lose communion,
44, Ir 1s A Fact, that all arguments for
close communion, logically assert, that
there is no lawful church or ministry, except that of close Baptists.
45. Ir 18 A FACT, that the champions of
close communion are made unebaritable
and exclusive in their own feelings by their
own arguments.
:
46. IT 18 A FACT, that thousands in the

Baptist churches are dissatisfied and unhappy, uniér the yoke of close communion.

"47. Ir 18 A FACT, that it costs groat effort
to make young converts satisfied with close
communion.
48. It 18 A FACT, that close Baptists hold
the rod of exclusion over the heads of those

~N

who dare to goto the Lord's table with
Presbyterians. or Congregationalists,

make
48. Ir 18 A PACT, that close,
table
Lord's
the
réach
to
difficult
it more
on earth, than

the marriage Muppor of the

* | Lambin Heaven.” ;

.

=

THE MORNING

210.
restricted sense.

~ @ymmunications,

absurd to say, the

The Seventh Trumpet.

métter

‘“ And the seventh

angel

there were great” voices in

‘sounded; and
heaven, saying,

The kingdoms of this world are become the
kingdoms of our Lord, and of his Christ;
and he shall reign forever and gver.

We

give

mighty,

thee thanks,

which

art,

O

and

by

supposing

“| man—the human

nly
fp Meee

Lord God AL

wast,

that the Son—the

part of Christ will, at the

world, become discdpnected
end of the
from the divine, become subject to it, and

cease to reign in conjunction withit. Either of these roads leadsus ait of the difficulty.

.

;

and art toy

But to suppose that Jesus would say,
come ; because thou hast taken to thee thy ‘¢¢ All power in heaven and in earth is givgreat power, and hast reigned. And the
nations were angry, and thy wrath is come, ‘| en unto me,” when.as yet he had only the
and the time of the dead, that they should promise of this power, would place him in
be judged, and that thou shguldest give re- the same ludicrous position. as Prince Al-

ward unto thy servants the prophets, and to
the saints, and them that fear thy name,
small and great,and shouldest destroy them
which destroy theearth.”
Rev. 11:15—18.
Any

one, who has not made

the study of

prophecy a speciality; would naturally conclude that John was here describing the

final judgment,

and such indeed may have

bert would

be in, should

House of Lords

he stroll into the

and assert, ‘“"All power

in-Great Britian and Ireland was given unto me.” Some noble Lord would take him
aside quietly, and say, ** Albert, Jou are a
little premature in your statement.”
© 8.D.C.
>

been his ultimate object, but the primary
object is the overthrow of some great pow__er_ which stood-in the wayof the spread-of

The Millennium.

inspired

to

foretell the

overthrow of some great nation, he mixes
up with it the destruction of the world; or
at least he uses language which fitly describes that event. Here is an assertion;
it would require several columns of this paper to give the proof, but the proof is at

hand. It may suffice to cite a few texts
bearing. upon the point: Is. 13; Dan. 7:9,

14; Mal. 4; Matt. 24; Rev. 6: 12,17.

By

a careful examination of these texts, it will

be found that Isaiah has Babylon as the
primary object of his prophecy;

Daniel has

the Papacy in immediate prospect; Malachi
and Jesus are discoursing about the destruction of Jerusalem; the revelator about
Rome; and, yet, in every case, language
is employed adequate to describe the destruction

of the

world.

An

astromomer,

speaking

of the

moon,

will

tell in what

constellation it chances to be situated ata
- given time, and yet he knows that the
stars, which appear to be in close proximity to it,are untold millions of miles beyond.
The moon in passing in its circuit through
the heavens only comes in range with those
distant worlds.
So in prophecy, when
Babylon, or Rome,

tinople

Jerusalem,

is to be destroyed,

or Constan-

it comes in

range with the destruction of the world;
and the prophet describes the vision as it
appears to him. This principle is forcibly

illustrated in the second chapter of Daniel,
where a great metalic image is seen, representing four great kingdoms.
These
four kingdoms, as seen in the vision, ap. pearat the same time and are destroyed

at the same time; asa matter of history

they arose one at a time

amd fell one ata

time, thére being a thousand years between
the fall of the first and the last. ‘Christ
inseparably connects the destruction of

Jerusalem with the end of the world, and
yet Jerusalem has been trodden down eightéen centuries, and the world is still stand+ ing.

The book of Revelation is prophetic, and
follows the same law that pertains
er prophecies. We have three series
bols ; the seals, the trampets, and the
The seals relate primarily to the
empire, beginning with

to othof symbeasts.
Roman

prosperous events;

(Rev. 6: 2;) and ending with (its overthrow (Rav.9 : 12517).
After this come
the trumpet angels. These symbols relate
principally to the East, that part of the
world which was formerly included in the
Eastern or Greek enipire, now ruled by the

does not directly assail either of these propositions,

as the reader may

to the same,

see by reference

but cites certain texts fo prove

the conversion of the world
He says, “By Millennium
means the conversion of the
universal extension of the

a rifle upon their shoulders, and

before the end.
1 suppose he:
nations and the
kingdom,” &e.

their fine-

spun theory was lost in the smoke of battle.

There are some texts applied to the present state, which evidently refer to the glo-

ries yet to be revealed in the world to come.
The brother employs facts ‘and figures to
show the spread of the gospel and the triumphs of the church. All this is ‘well, but
seventeen centuries ago the church could:
boast quite as much; and I am thinking
that if satan was disposédto give us statis-

tics of his various enterprises,

he might

give a most appalling statement.
“At the
present day science boasts her, ‘triumphs,
religion boasts her triumphs, but false
doctrines
numerous
as the frogs of
Egypt boast their triumphs too; and wickedness can boast of quite as vigorous a
growth

as purity and virtue.

Millerite

In my article upon this subject in the
Star of May 5, I stated several propositions
may complain of this method of revealing bearing against the expectation of a milfuture events; we may object to this meth- lennium before Christ's second appearing.
od of exposition; but whenever or where- Bro. Whitcher, in thé Star of Jan. 9,
is

hoiding wickedness
belched
forth its
flames, and some of these preachers were
seen marching in a southerly direction with

The brother states that the

the gospel, such as Rome, or Constantinople, the Papacy or Mohammedanism. We

“evera prophet

STAR: JULY 7, 1869.

It may not be any more Férs were declaring against war as alwsys
* everlasting” kingdom
upjustifiable. But the volcano of slave-

of the Son shall cease, than tosay, thé *‘ everlasting” priesthood of Christ shall end.
There are those who find a solution for this

view makes

Advent or

all mission—efforts

‘‘a mere humbug.” I have sufficiently defined my views of Advent errors on other
occasions,

and

will

leave

them

to

them-

selves; but if the brother means to assert
that, unless we accept the belief that this
world is to be nigion ot converted to God,
but

mere

cause but few received him?

humbug be-

Were apostolic

mission efforts mere humbug, because all
their hearers were not converted?
Was
Isaiah's preaching mere humbug because he
Let me answer, I suppose that those who
had occasion to exclaim, “Who hath bebelieve in the universal reign of Christ be-- lieved our report?” Was the great comfore his second appearing, understand the mission to go preach the gospel to every
thousand years of Rev. 20,to measure the
creature a mere humbug because it was
duration of such universal reign of peace
therein expressed that there would be these
and righteousness.
who would disbelieve to be damned? The
As the brother does not assail the propbrother comments upon my discount upon
ositions of my former article, itis not my
‘the ‘imperfections of Christian character,
present work to defend them ; but as he at- and asks, “Do I not know that it is human
tempts a flank movement,

a brief review

of

his positions may be calied for.

His theory

rests upon

should

certain

texts

which

be

to err?” Yes, but when professed ministers of Christ, after being openly convicted
of falsehood, dishonesty and perhaps still

very explicit and of no doubtful meaning,
worse sins, with bold front continue to
when they are employed to prove the truth | preach, without even. apologizing for such
of a theory which, at least, seems to con- wickedness, I cannot avoid the conclusion
flict with a large portion of the holy Scrip- that their labors tend more to the reign of
tures.
infidelity than the universal reign of Christ.
His first proof is, ‘This gospel must be
I, too, can say that I am not of those who
preached in all the world for a witnessto ¢“call the church Babylon,” or cry “Come out
all nations, and then shall the end come.” \) of her;” but all the eriticism upon wickedThe brother has very good reasons to sup- ness in my former article I think the compose that the gospel will first be preached mon sense of readers will approve. I love
to all nations, but what good reasons has the church, and willmake my best endeavhe for supposing that they will consequent- ors, in my limited capacity, to correct her
ly be all converted? If -he means by the faults, that she may be presented at last
conversion of nations that they will become
‘‘without spot or wrinkle or any such
just about as pious as the United States, or thing,” but must say that
Great Britain, perhaps he may see them
“My hopes are built on nothing less
converted ; but let me ask, if the judgment
Than Jesus’ blood and righteousness.”
should sit to-day would not the actual guilt
HERMON.
‘of “these religiously enlightened countries
be found greater than that of China or
Notes with Suggestions.
Hindostan?
‘‘The men of Nineveh shall

rise up in the judgment with the men of
his generation

and

shall

condemn

them,”

&c. Bat does this text ever imply the conversion of all mien to Christ? There is
nothing

in the

histary

of the past

dition of the present to warrant
position.
‘“Many are called
are chosen,” Has not every
righteousness since Noah had
use the text, ‘‘Strait is the gate
is the way

or con-

such a supand but few
preacher of
oceasion to
and narrow

which leadeth unto life, and few

there be that find it?
:
According to Bro. W., the preaching to
all nations will convert all nations, and
when the reign of righteousness has thus
become universal the end will come.
But

how

will

the brother

reconcile

this

idea

with our Lord's declaration, that ‘As it was

tl

pi

Harp. There are many small churches
which find it hard to keep up their meetings
and maintain their visibility. But there
are harder cases in London.
There are
more than fifty societies of the established
religion, having meeting-houses that will
hold a thousand people each, but have
usually from thirty to forty, and this while
the societies have an income from property
rented of from $25,000 to $50,000 a year.
Voice oF MANY WATERS.
The revelator
heard repeatedly a voice from heaven as
that of many waters. Niagara roars with
a mighty thunder. The waves of the ocean
roll in upon the shore with great noise when
the waters are tossed by storm and tempest.
But in neither

case

is there

discord,

but

grand harmony. The thundering roar is
day of the coming of the Son of man?” The sweet music toour listening ears. ¢ The
voice of many waters” is a grandly fitting
other texts named by the brother are difversion of the East to Christ.
The third ferently understood by good and wise men, Tepresentation of the song of the redeemed
series, that of the blasts, rélates more espe- and taken by themselves might be used as in heaven. May all seek to be there to parcially to the Western or Roman empire, in- a subject of endless dispute. Bro. W. can ticipate in and enjoy it.
A PassAGE.
One sin forms a great
cluding the Papacy, ending with the bind- say they mean one thing; and another,
ing of the dragon, which is the symbol! for without violating laws of language or in- chasm, an immense gulf, separating us
But Jesus Christ bridges
the final overthrow of that power, located
terpretation, with just ad good right can from heaven.
at Rome, which has ever opposed pure assert that they mean another thing; and that gulf so that by faith in him we can go
Christianity.
thus a “tis” and ““taint” controversy might, over it securely.
The question oftén arises, How shall the | at the pleasure of parties, be sustained a
A CHANCE TO RisE. When one feels the
kingdoms of this. world ever become the very long time. I will now attempt to « ginfulness of sin” andis led to exclaim,
¢ Of sinners I am
chief;"—I sink in
kingdoms of our Lord, and his Christ?
The show that these texts may lawfully have a
deep mire where there is no standing ;” it
most reasonable answer to this question is different interpretation from what Bro. W.
| is hopeful of a higher life. Seeking the
the following :—All opposing powers shall gives.
‘
be overthrown, and the people embrace
Ps. 2. “Ask of me and I shall give thee mercy of God, who will raise him up “to
“Christianity.
God has proceeded in this the heathen for thine inheritance and the ut- sit in heavenly places in Christ Jesus.”
way #o far, and there is no reason why he termost parts of the earth forthy possesDENIAL OF CriME. When it is alleged
should change his plan now:
Babylon, sion.” Israel was alone God's chosen in- or charged that a Christian is guilty of
Greece, Rome, Jerusalem and many modheritance, but the eye of inspiration was some heinous offence, if wholly innocent,he
ern nations and institutions, have been looking forward to the day when all other denies it in tones of firmness and evident
found in the way of Christ's kingdom, and ‘nations should equally share with the Jew sincerity which convince others that he is
have been
overthrown.
Slavery
lately inthe blessings of salvation.
All other na- not guilty. But when the charge is true
found itself in the way, and was removed tions had been counted heathen, but these there is: hesitation, not knowing what
by the breath of the Almighty; now the should so far be given to Christ that in strong evidence may be brought.
At
‘South is receiving Christ. So of the rest.
every nation and people those who feared length, having ygained the sympathy of
Christ ‘how reigns. = But as nations and God and worked righteousness should be some, there is a bold denial, but not being
individuals exercised their own choice, as accepted, and be counted the children of in tones of conscious innocence, it amounts

Mohammedans.

The text under considera-

tion
most
probably relates
the overthrow of this power,

primarily to
and the con-

to whether they would submit to the reign
of God,

before

his

Son

was

in the

days of Noah so shall it be in the

Abraham.

It is the- fact,

that

while

the

born, 80 now q 'then most favored country now lies in chains
of darkness,
the islands of the sea, the
Son. Still it is uttermost parts of the earth, and even

they elect for themselves whether they will

submit tothe reign of the
worthy of note, that the very Seripture under consideration, contemplates him reigning before these kingdoms were converted.
¢ Thou hast taken to theethy great power,

and hast reigned.”
with

This is in accordance

the oft-quoted saying of Jesus: “All

powerin heaven and in earth is given un-

to me.”

Batsome one will say, ‘Ifhe has

all power, how does it happen that so small

_ a part of the world obeys him.” Did God
have all power in heaven and in earth before Jesus
us

was. born?

We

are contentto

assert, at whatever of power God bad be-

tion, he has since that event.
has now all power that God

to nothing.

i

CARE FOR SATAN.
this day speak of the
ease, nothing more.
der of him, perhaps
at length fall into his

Some skeptics in
devil as an evil dis‘They are very tenaware.that they may
hands.

what was then unknown parts of the earth,
have become the most flourishing parts of
the Lord's inheritance. Isa.2:2 and othAt the anniversary of the AmerPEACE.
er similar texts also show that the time ican Peage Society in New York in May,
was to be when the Jew, with his temple and “fourteen were present. We are not yet
worship, would no longer be counted the pe- ready for peace.
5

culiar inheritance,

but that tothe grander

temple of Christianity should #‘all nations
flow,” or have free access, equally sharing
in its unspeakable blessings; while the 4th
verse shows the peaceful tendencies of pure
Christianity, without, however, positively
asserting that all would become subject
toit.
pL
:

But is it not the fact that some of our
“converted nation,” (falsely so called) are
the most warlike? 1t will take a sounder
conversion phan they have had’ yet, to cure
their wickedness and make peace possible.
Preachers sometimes, either get the wrong

4sting,” “forever,” and words of text, or come to wrong conclusions. A
milar meaning, are sometimes used in n very few years since, nearly all the preach-

What the

Angel

Said

to Me.

]

LEGITIMATE INFERENCE.
Ar infidel
now living says he believed much more in
prayers to the Legislature

than

to God.

The inference is, that he thinks more of the

created than the Creator;
of man than those of the

more of the laws
living God.
O

the folly, the madness of unbelief!

ReAcHING FAR. The drinking places in
Boston and New York in a line would
reach several miles. But one liquor place
of itself reaches a great moral distance,

even to the bottomless pit.
He that will steal a

thing.

oe

ad

~The successful farmer seeks out and
replenishes‘his soil with such substances as

will render
I lay on a bed of daisies,
Looking up in the sunset sky ;

knowledge,

the trees close by.

——The

The grasses were waving around me,
The grasshopper chirped at my feet;
;
And the summer air sighing stgle o’er me,
With flowery fragrance replete.

But I did not see all these beauties,

shall

be

An apostle has
to our faith, virtue,

patience,

ance, we
fruitful.

‘And the birds and the brook were singing
On and under

it fruitful.

told us that if we -add

charity and tem per-

neither barren nor un-

spring-time

has

‘hands to the cultivation

°

called

busy

of the beuatiful

flowers that shall soon add their loveliness
tohome delights; but how soon again will
earth's loveliest blossoms go down to their

h

:

tomb. But those whose hearts are the gar-

For my heart was all burdened with care;
And I marveled why man was created,
Such loads of sorrow to bear. .
To sail o’er the ocean of space,
Till I found, far-away from this planet,
A purer and happier place. :

roll.

And as I lay on the daisies,
Looking up in the azure sky,
A little robin alighted
On the bough of a maple near by.

r—

I looked, but the bird was changing;
Then an angel it seemed to be,

Which through the lengthening shadows
“Came floating down to me.

i

O mortal, my brother, your murmuring cease!
O come to our Father where only is peace !
Aud if ye are ever o’erburdened with care,

as Critics.

We think we know some ministers’

ment,

good

taste, and

good

manners

in

| which they might perform excellent service.
Many of us (ministers) get into some little
habits—some things very unpleasant in our
manner in the pulpit—in our modes of expression, or in our articulation, which might
be very readily corrected if our attention
was called to them;

but as it is a

delicate

matter,no one cares to speak to us about it.
The Saviour has promised your burdens to But if the minister's wife is a woman of inbear.
telligence and good taste,she ought certainly to be able to notice some of these little
0, do you not think how on Calvary’s crest
defects; and it is presumed that no minister
He gave his dear life that you might be blest? of the gospel would object to his wife corHow bitter the scourgings and scoffings he bore ? recting his blunders or criticising his matter
How cruel the thorns his sinless brow wore?
or manners. She, indeed, is the only one
who can feel entirely free to speak to him
Your sufferings are light, your sorrows are few,
about
these things. Thereare many good
Beside what the Saviour has suffered for you;
and
able
ministers whose usefulness is much
And yet he has offered your burdens to take;
hindered by
some
habit which they
0, come! of this fountain of mercy partake!”
are, perhaps, mot conscious of
possessing,

and which a word from an intelligent and

the summer air sighing awoke me,

observant wife might correct.
For example, there are ministers

Aud wafted my vision away,—
Away where the western heavens

we have heard,

Were hurrying out the day.

Chips.»
—r—
——When you pray, if you think yourself to be so far from God that he will neither hear nor answer your prayers, you
should employ as nice sounding expreshearers may

be pleased, for you cannot afford to pray
altogether in vain; but in case you can of-

sion, but

may give

you need not be 80

elegance
free

of expres-

vent to your hun-

gry, longing souls.
——Preaching to a godless
more trying to the nerves than
with the

whom

who, in some way or other,

have formed the habit of putting in the article ““ a” or the word ‘‘ah” between sentences and between the members of the same
sentence—thus, *‘ All we like—a—sheep
have gone astray—a—and the Lord - hath
inid on him—a—the iniquity of us all—a.”
Now this is very unpleasantto ‘‘ears polite.”
It is indeed a useless and disgusting habit.

And I rose from my bed of daisies
And knelt where the angel had been,
And prayed— “ O, dear Father in Heaven,
Forevermore keep me from sin!”

the

church is
watching

dead.

It may be that it is acquired

by

the

effort

to keep up a sound when there is not a sufficient flow of words; but silence would be

keep up the sound.

There are other faults which some public
speakers, and especially ministers, have—
such as using unnecessarily the pockethandkerchief, leaping on the pulpit or pacing furiously from one end to the other,

of

the audience, &c..
Now, any wife of ordinary common sense cannot fail to notice

such improprieties ; why not, then, ask her
husbarrd at the first opportunity to give
them

up?

‘

our defects as others do;

sure—for

crystal waters,

a home where the

pure and holy shall dwell in immortal
youth.
The Christian hasnot long to wait,
for he is swiftly approaching the glories to
be revealed,

and

some

who

hear

these

less be advantageous

bat it would doubt-

it good wives, instead

of aksuming that their husbands are almost
perfdct, would sometimes ** view them with
a critic's eye,” and ‘stir up their pure
mings by way of remembrance.”
S¢
men there may be who, * vainly

puffed up by their

fleshly minds,”

are un-

willing to be criticised or corrected even by
their wives.
But would it not be better for

thoughts will within one short year beintroduced to the splendors of their ¥mmortal . us to heed their criticisms and encourage
home,—will know what robesthe glorified them, than to have others laughicg at our
;
wear, what songs the angels sing, and will blunders ?
If your wife is what she ought to be—a
behold the sweet smile with which a Sav- ¢“ helpmeet” for you—-you will do well to
iour shall welcome his children to the place ask her advice in many things, and yield
prepared for them.
great deference to it. You cannot elicit the
views
of your people, or encourage their
——A faithful Christian lady, whose life criticisms.
Your wife is the only one, usuhad been embittered by such woes as only a
drunken husband and father can entail, had,
after years of faithful endurance, come to

ally, who is in a position to be useful to you

in this matter. No other person feels so
deep an interest in your usefulness and
he hour of release. As she lay dying she success. Urge her to criticise you—prune
you or your crudities—pluck your wings if
affirmed that the unspeakable happiness of you soar unduly—yea, even to use the prod,
just one hour would outweigh all her past lestyou should be exalted above measure.’
sorrows.
Suffering brother or sister, if Excessive humility is better than excessive
your dying hour does not yield joy enough vanity.— Christian Secretary.
to compensate

for all your present sorrows,

the first hour that you shall spend in heaven
will suffice,
:

"

—ly —

Some years ago a clergyman in a neighchildhood, so wheu we shall have cast off boring cily had in his congregation a genthe garments of mortality shall we look up- tleman of rare moral worth and intellectuHow we
had been

al culture,

with an urbanity of manner that

was irresistible. Day after dayhe sat under the ministry of the word ; alwaysin his

so much fixed on such trififng toys !

seat, polite, affable,

~—8o0 blinding is sin that the greatest
ginners sometimes regard themselves with
the greatest complacency; and the worse
the world becomes the more righteous it
deems itself to be.” Undoubtedly the world
before the flood was looking for the ¢* good
time coming,” and had quite as fair an
opinion of itself as the world now has.

able in the.fastnesses of a morality that
could not be impeached.
:
In the providence of God the pastor was
called to the care of another church in the
same city. What was his surprise to find
his friend had taken a pew there. He had

~The trae Christian is like the living
spring which is not impoverished by send-

ing forth its grateful waters.
freely received,

and the more

become

he could

interested, but immov-

so much attached to his

not

and

would

not

pastor that

leave him

Still he was a
weight on that pastor's
heart; friendly visits, religious conversation, the most pointed appeals glanced and
rebounded ; the man was always there, it

be gives the

more abundantly does God supply him; but
there ars too many like stagnant pools,

withholding that which tends to poverty.
Like the servant with the one talent they

a:
goa

‘It I may be” pardoned,’ replied the gen-

What

has hap-

pened?
cried thepastor.
‘Has misfortune overtaken you?
Any disaster happened to your beautiful family
‘Nothing of that,’ responded the gentleman, trying to stay his tears and speaking
brokenly; ‘I have come to say that what
you have so often told me is true. lama
helpless, wretched, undone sinner.

1 want

you should pray with me.’
i
- The
pastor was nearly as much overcome
as his friend, and, sinking on his knees, he

bore on the strong arm of faith the case of *

his friend up to the mercy-seat.

‘Never before,’ said the pastor, as he re-

lated the scene,

‘did I witness

such a per-

fect breaking up of all the old feeling, such
ony, such

prostration.

The walls of his

old morality swept completely away. The
loy,
rushing in and over him like
the swelling tide of a great sea.’
When he left the pastor's study he was a
new man. No longer trusting in his own
works, but in the precious blood of Christ; |
rejoicing in salvation as a tree gift. not because of his morality, but because Christ
died.
:
.
All these years he had been tryingto buy
salvation. Hechad been careful to lead a
pure and spotless life. He had not committed open sin. He. was constantin his
observance of the Sabbath.
He was always
to be seen in the sanctuary.
His example
was good, what more did he need?
He
needed just what you and I need; he need-

ed a new heart; a heart to love Christ; a
heart to labor for Christ,
The blood-shedding of Jesus is the propitiation for our sins, This is the good news: ‘God commendeth his love toward
us in that while we were yet sinners Christ
died for us.” You must have forgiveness or
perish forever.
Why not have it now?
God pardons freely, and at once. All the
preparation you need is to feel the want.
‘If we confess our sins, He is faithful and
justto forgive usour sins, and to cleanse
us from all unrighteousness.’
‘The blood
of Jesus Christ, his Son, cleanseth us from
all sin.’ All that you have to dois to accept
what God, for Christ's sake,so freely gives.”
—American Messenger.

‘Getting Dinner for a Minister.
a

—

obtain a supply for their tables, when enter-

the very midst of his sermon his host,

who

sat near the door, suddenly rose from his
seat, snatched the gun from its wooden
brackets, upon which it lay against the
joist, went

hastily

out, fired it off, and re-

turning, put the gun in its place, and quiet
ly seated himself to hear the remainder of
the sermon,

:

The whole affair had hardly consumed
as much time as it requires to read this a¢count of it, and in a very few .moments alwas going on as smoothly as if no baternytion had occurred. / After service was ended, Bascom inquired of the man the mean-*
ing of his strange conduct.
:
‘4 Sir, ” said he, ‘“ we are entirely out of
meat, and I was perplexed to know what
we should give

you for dinner, and

it was

preventing me from enjoying the sermon,
when the Good One sent
a flock of wild
turkeys this way. I happened to see them,
took my gun and killed two at a shot; my
miod felt easy, and I enjoyed the remainder of the sermon with perfect satisfaction.”
~—Christian Advocale.
|"

The

¢ Sins ot Youth.”
—

It is

common

to

see a sailor, and

here

and there a landsman, having an anchor or
some other figure tatooed on the back of

his hand.

These markings are the. result

of some half hour's foolish work with sharp
needles and ink in the far days of their boy-

vain. The stain is so deep beneath the
skin that it cannot be taken out, and they
must wear it evermore till they die.

we see people with these

marks

on

When

their

hands it makes us think sadly of the more

hurtful stains of sin.

How

many

men

now

living

whose

character and happiness in this world

are for-

and

women

ever marred

are

grown

by sinful acts they have done

in youthfal years goneby.
Alas!and the
deed of sin—the theft, the impure act, the

dishonorable

doing—unlike

the

tatooed

mark upon the skin, is not a painless

scar.

Ever and again, all through life, when

memory awakes, the stings
of shame and
sorrow pierce the soul and
rob the spirit of
its strength. We cannot have a kinder
wish

for

you may

you, dear young

reader, than. that

be saved the life:long heritage of

- BAD THOUGHTS are worse enemies than

lions and tigers; for we can keep out of
the way of wild beasts; but bad thoughts
of the natural heart’; but in his own individ- ‘win their way everywhere. The cup that
tiun
tun

teaching, and the beauty of a Chrislife. He also admitted the depravit

unl case,

the regenerating

Al

EN

business is

in.’

unmoved and immovable as adamant,
When addressed personally, he was always ready to admit the necessity ot Chris-

influence of the

availing efforts to arouse him to a sense of

wy

‘I can wait.’

misery which grows out of. such * sins
and faults of youth.” ‘Flee youthtul lusts. ”
** Watch and pray.”—Christean Index.

Spirit was uuthought of, ©
pia will steal a better are afraid to u-e their possessions for God's Holy
At length the pastor, wearied with un.
a
glory.
2

\

gentleman,

made no Hifference what kind of weather,

He is not the snme affable, gentlemanly manner, but

afraid to freely bestow of that which he has

the

hood. Many ofthese men now wish
tly they could be wiped
off, but the desire is

The Shell of Morality.

——As we now look upon the toys of our

on earth's most valued treasures.
shall wonder then that our minds

Still Mr.

taining the minister, on as easy terms:
Mr. Bascom traveled two years in the
mountainous region of Kentucky. The
country was rough, and the people generally poor. But the romantic wildness of the
country was genial to his feelings and he
enjoyed the rude hospitality of the sincerehearted foresters.
He used to tell, with much apparent
pleasure, of a dinner he enjoyed with particular satisfaction. He was preaching on
one occasion in a cabin, which was at once
church and dwelling. The
people were
listening with seriousness and with attention to the truths of the gospel, when in

pauses in the de-

shall not fail—for flowers fairer than Eden’s,
be

given orders not to be disturbed.

livery of his discourse, not having the subject well at command, that we should never
stop. Better to say something if it should
be nonsense, as the silence would confound
us. Bat he never advised usto grunt to

had made sonfe very long

It is very true that we-cannot ‘‘see ourselves 48 others see us;” and the partiality
and affection’of our wives may blind their
judgment so that they too may not observe

that shall

time

much preferable.
We remember one of our
theological professors once told the class
when criticising one of the students who

——Earthly glories are like the fading
flower, but the child of God is looking for
the ¢ gloriesto be revealed”"—for the trees
whose leaf shall not wither and whose fruit
fade—for

man’s

The following isa good illustration of the
free and easy habits of pioneer life. Some
families might feel relieved, if they could

stamping, looking at the ceiling instead

——The
minister of the gospel should
be something more than a dignified beggar.

that shall never

good

““What is the matter?

Now, we think there is a field of useful-

To God, the dear Father, your thanksgivings
bring!
All ye dwellers on earth, come fall at his feet,
And join in the anthem with reverence meet.

faith,

The

tleman, ‘for intruding ‘upon your time,'—
and throwing himself into a chair, he burst
- | into tears.

ness for some of these women of good judg-

“ Sing praises! sing praises to Jesus, our King!

particular about

him.

look, said: ‘If your

wives who excel them in the former science

And the words that I heard were these:

fer the prayer of

see

ud been broken with unavoidable calls
uring the week. It was Saturday,andhe =~
was not prepared for the Sabbath, He had

very urgent, Mr.——, come

at least, albeit they are doctors of divinity.

that your

study, Mr.——called at the door, with a requdst to

ish, but the work of the Christian shall sur-

O’er hills, and through valleys and trees;
All the heavens were filled with the music;

as possible, so

:

One Saturday, when the pastor was in his

the pastor, seeing the distressed,

bands.

sion

‘mer.

At length,

And he sang a song which re-echoed

Then

pastor

hesitating

;
i m——
;, A sensible writer, who signs himself Presbuteros, thus discourses on this subject :—
Our ministers’ wives are generally women
of good education and more than ordinary
mental culture. They are supposed to be
as competent to detect an ungrammatical
| expression, an improper pronunciation or
enunciation, as almost any other class of
persons. In sesthetics,if not in ethics, they
are perhaps better authority than their hus-

LS

and the

his praise, yet the solid marble shall per-

Ministers’ Wives

2

years,

felt that his friend was given over to hardness of heart, that his shell of morality
would never be broken by the gospei ham-

——The sculptor shapes the solid marble
to his willand admiring generations speak

Selections.

’

continued
for seven

‘Yes,’ said

\

I wondered at his rejoicing,
And what it was all about,

pointed appeals. ‘He is joined to his
idols, let him alone. This state of things

Still he hesitated, while there was that in
‘his countenance which betrayed anxiety.

vive the wreck of worlds.

as I listened,
that had troubled me;
what the burden
lay might be.

He made no more pastoral calls, no more

BE

And out on the evening breezes,
He poured such a glorious strain,
That my sad and sinful repinings
Were lost in the joyous refrain.
And I quite forgot,
All the thoughts
But I tried to think
Of this songster’s

his true condition, turned reluctantly away.

dens of the Lord, who are cultivating the ——was there.
:
J
‘It your business is not very urgent,’ said
graces of the Spirit, - are cultivating more
beautiful flowers that shall continue to ex- tthe pastor, ‘could you as well put it off till
Monday?
I am very busy to-day,
I
pand in beauty ‘while eternal ages shall shall have plenty of leisure then.” -

And I longed to. mount up through the ethe¥,

we make all misgion efforts a ‘‘mere humAnd wished that I knew the language,
bug,” I would ask him; was Christ's ofhe 3 So the song could be written out.

forts to save men

i

- grt

\

is full will hold no more;

full of good

keep your head

thoughts that bad thoughts

may find no room to enter.

x
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THE ‘MORNINNG STA R: JULY
awakening, eleven of the fourteen pupils
gave their hearts to Jesus,

ruptions upon my ear as I sit recalling the
tranquil hours I have spent beneath the
trees!

at

Blessed, holy union!
Strangely, mystically wed;

self did

self upon

“They. the members, he the head.

Rover

Grieve his dear and coming Lord!
Uniformity, we know,

was

mine;

Oar labor niust

it fall upon

|

of balsam=houghs, with

of

the

wilderness.

The

Why

She has preached to large audiences in this
city and elsewhere; and the Methodist,

morning

clergy

eastern sky!
After three or four nights of
such slumber, the sleeper
realizes the

force and

Bhepherded beneath whose care,
aoe
in whatever fold,
In what lesser name enrolled,—

|

love but thee,
dear to me;
thoughts impart
hand or heart.

raveled sleeve of care,

If every church would make up a purse,
and pack its worn and weary pastor off to

Sad confession! this is why
Christians feel unbrotherly.

| feeds

the fish

that

swim,

and

this and that seatto ‘“crowd in closer,” insisting that there was * room for a hundred

ually-minded
people can bore their minister. If I og a spite against any clerical
brother,

and five

of some

a quarter of an hour he went on thus, all the

army

wrote,

of

shall cease to

*‘ Let all things be

Moreover, while some have béen ‘‘ shock-

ed” at the unprecedented commingling of
exhortations, songs,
‘prayers, and praises,
that characterized
Mr. Hammond's meetings; and while others have been crowded
almost to the verge of disgust by his awkexpressions, all

have seen that God was pleased to own his
labors, and give him ‘seals to his minis“try.” And, so long as this is true, it becomes all of us who are given to the weakness of the impulsive Peter, to remember

the ** object lesson” taught him upon the
housetop
at Joppa: What. God
bath
cleansed, that call

not thou

common!”

—

Christian Advocate.

that you find the
the most benefited
they should go as
in both capacities,

a visit to the North Woods

could not fail

them precisely such a change as

is most

desirable, and needed by them.

the wilderness they

In

would find that perfect

relaxation which all jaded minds require.

In

its vast solitude is a total absence

sights and

sounds

and

of

duties, which keep

the clergyman’s brain and heart strung up,
the long year through, to an intense, unnatural,

and

often

fatal tension.

There,

from a thousand sources of invigoration,
flow into the exhausted mind and enfeebled
body currents of strength and life. There
sleep woos you as the shadows deepen
alobg the lake, and retains you in its gentle embrace until frightened away by the

guide's

merry

call

to breakfast.

You

would be astonished to learn, if I felt disosed to tell

you,

how

many

consecutive

ours a certain minister sleeps during the
first week of his annual visit to the woods!

Ah me, the nights I have passed in the

woods!

How

they haunt me

sweet, suggestive

with

memories of silence

their
and

repose! How harshly the steel-shod hoofs
smite against the fisty pavement beneath
my window, and clash with rude inter.

members

two

qualities, which Nps old methods
are unattainable,
.

to a neighbor
of his

in

society, in:

of

:

the

ras, the Washington Street ehurch, Dover,
new subscribers tosprovide itself with two

ood organs,

Let other churches go and

do likewisé, and let no one of our churches
however small in numbers, be without an

organ.

By a faithful, persistent and united

effqrt, any church can

secure

some

one, of

the organs pow offered as premiums,

Let

every one who reads this go to work now,
and continue to work through the year in:
getting subscribers for the Siar, and by and
by he willbe rewarded.
The offers which
we how make are numerous, varied and °
liberal. Look at them.

detail,

leavinga and accuracy and uniformity in their time keeping
of manufacture
i

Countess

E

of

Preaching.
——

sermons,” says a
who

went

out not knowing whither he went.” We
would not advise any preacher to take this
course, unless he has the express promise
of Abraham's God to guide him. He may
possibly reach the promised land, but he
will not go there with directness; he will
wander about first. Better have a plan,
and think according to order. A capital
quality of a sermon is unity; but without
method unity is impossible. He who aims
at nothing in particular, hits nothing in particular. His shots scatter. He fires a blunderbuss, not a’ rifle.

The minister of the gospel should be confident of the divinity of the truth he utters.
teach that which he knows, be-

cause it has been revealed to him by the
Spirit; that which he has felt, because
forming a part of his own personal experience. If he has doubts he cannot speak as
if he was quite sure, nor ‘in such a way as
to enlighten and convert others. He will
not, he cannot be religiously, heartily earnest. He will preach rather like one who is
feeling after, than like one who

the truth;

like one who

must

has found

say

some-

thing,-rather than like one who has

sowe-

thing important, vital to say, and his words
will be without power.
RR

Ie FO

Teach

in Love.

The late Dr. Hamilton, of London, in one

pupils had been led to seek the Saviour ; not
one saw any beauty in Immanuel, that he
should be desired. This
persistent indifference was a ‘‘grief of mind”

to the teacher,

who really felt a deep interest in her pupils.
At length this teacher was summoned to
the bedside of a very dear friend. This
friend was soon released by death. The
teacher spent several weeks with the relative in whose house her friend had died.
During this period her mind was drawn by
the Spirit of God from its hold on earthly
things, and fixed with a firmer grasp on
heavenly and everlasting things.
When
she returned to her class;-it- was with such
love for their souls, such love for the Mygter,
as she had never before felt. Never béfore

had she so desired to glorify God in body
and soul as then. Her pupils were bound
to her by new and tender ties. She gave
out a hymn, and such was the solemnity of
her manner, and the deep tenderness that
trembled in her tones, that in the reading of
that hymn one of her pupils was led at onge

to ask, ‘*What must I do to be saved P" The

lesson for the next Sabbath was the freeness

of the Eospel offer, and the pupils were requested to search the
When (they ‘assembled

Bible for proofs.
the next Sabbath,

every heart was too full for utterance, and
the whole class sat silent, bowed before the

felt presence of God.

<4’ The

Two
———

As the result of this

at the various manufactcries in the United States,
semarks in reference ty“‘Waltham: “ On leaving the
fictory, I felt that

golute uniformity, and at a cost which more than
compensates for the difference between manual labor in the Old World and New.

influ-

stone; the vital

‘the

are not more marked than are their advantages over
the products of other American mahufactories, These
are positive in their character, and are the natural
consequences of the precedence we acquired in the
trade, and the proportions to which our manufactory

Voices.
$n

I knew a dear child who, at an early age,
loved to hear about the silent voices.
His

dark eyes would sparkle with intense delight
x

I had told him that when disposed to do
anything wrong, if he would stop and think
he
would aljvays hear something that
would say in his heart that he must not do
it; and that was his conscience, which was
God's voice; and which he must always be

now let me

die, for I am

we

may know

the right

and had not seen the children for some
time, but thought they were still in the

yard at their play, as they never left /t
without permission. ‘ Very soon little Willie
made his appearance, looking as if he had
something of great interest to tell me. I
calléd
him and he instantly began:
¢ Mother,

I ran

away

this

afternoon,

and never stopped to ask my conscience.
1 did not think of it till I got almost there,

and then I heard it say,

* You

have done

wrong; you must not go from home without asking and getting leave; and. mother, I turned right about, and minded the

ready an d

voice,

and

came

home fast as 1 could.”—

Church Advocate.

Are Ministers Hirelings?
—yr —

“ Are you the man we've hired te preach
for us?”
:
:
+¢ No, sir, 1 am not.”

;

when

you speak of him, you think more

of

brought to our
and valaable
whether home
thus acquired

the construction of our watches, have placed

tution of the church,

and then 7

affix a

galary, thuthe may give himself wholly to
the duties of his office.”
“Your theory appears very well ; but what
practical difference does it make?”
:
«¢ Just this, When you hire a man, yb
expect him to do as you say. When you
elect a man to an office, you expect him to
do what the Constitution says."-— Baptist
Tidings.

¥

—

—

i

Jonn Howe once observed two men in a
violent passion.
Their mutual cursiogs
shocked his religious sensibilities. He looked
at them, raised his hat, and said, in a solemn
voice,—

«J pray God to bless you both!”
This prayer sb impressed the quarrelsome
men that they ceased their strife and thanked
Mr. Howe for his supplication.
Our Eves, though exceedingly useful,
ask, when reasonable, only the cheap assistance of spectacles, which could not much
impuir.our finances. But the eyes of other
people are the eyes that ruin us.. If all but

myself were blind, I should want neither

quality for quality,

bought

AS

THESE
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JEWELERS,

BY

THE

FOR

SINGLE

dil RENEWER .
YOUTHFUL

1t wil! prevent the hair from falling out.
Makes the hair smooth and glo:sy, and
TREATISE

ON

THE

does

not

HAIR.

SENT FREE BY MAIL,
R. P. HALL & Co.
Nashua, N, H. Proprietors.
For sale by all druggists,
Price $1,00.

are

adaptedto every variety of FamS, ily Bowing and Manufacturing.

T

:

*

INK KNITTING MICHIE,

1meow25

FE. wonder of the Age—with single,
Needle. Simple, Cheap, Reliablo—for Family Use.
Ad.
introduce them
Agents wanted evervwhere to MACHINE
CO. Baw,
giv as HINKLEY
(N

KNITTING

spintanlism Victorious!
of Spirit Phototig
MYSTERY
aphs sent on rece)ni of 250,
ddress Spirit Picture
a2
0.,34 Libertyst.,, N. Y.

St., loston,
wh

and

stops and Book-Case, and combining

| This works offered for sale, cash on delivery, without the privilege of returning,
| at 10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,
.
[or $7,00 per hundred.
| Persons wishing it sent by mail, will
remit the amount of postage in addi(tion to the price, The postage on a
single copy is 2 cents,—six copies, cents—
| twelve copies, 12 cents—fifty copies, 48 cts

This Register has a blank page for memo-

~

Adbertisements.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
| rhoea, Dysentery,

COLOR.

stain the skin as others.
OUR

Baker

|
JY ARMERS, FAMILIES,
AND
OTHERS CAN
|
LN
no Remedy’ equal to Dr. TOBIAS'S VE{ NETIAN LINIMENT for the cure of Cholera, Diar-

Is the best article ever known to
RESTORE GRAY HAIR

ORIGINAL

eof

Orders are solicited from all parts of. the

HALLS
VEGETABLE SICILIAN
HAIR

ITS

one

{randa for each month; also a fine cut of
| the Star Office Building on the cover.

158 Washington St. Boston.

TO

give

F. Baptist Register for 1869.

|

ROBBINS, APPLETON & CO.
,
Agents,

DISCOUNT

60 Bromfield
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|
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For facts and all other information, address

PLUMMER & WILDER,
12t2t
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J

to Sunday schools.
THE
"
ELIAS HOWE|
“WORLD RENOWNED”
MACHIN

of the watches,

WATCHES.

ces we make

Sewin

seven

made by
will be

will

the latest excellences and improvements.
(Transportation to be paid by the receiver.)
Adapted to churches and large vestries.
Price $240,00.
;

in

DECLINE ALL OR-

DERS

six

England.

Machines

elcewhere

other useful information

WATCHES

COMPANY

We

From these pri-

AF These

in

cheaper,

watch-buyers.

In another column, see

LIBERAL

those made

In addition to a deccription
pamphlet contains much

ers, we offer our own prize books which
| are not excelled by any other books

A

cent.

the American Watch Company of Waltham,
sent to any address on application.

In addition to the publications of oth-

list, and retail prices.

thin

per

An illustrated description of the Watches

Prices,

New

of

the United States.

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schools at as low rates as they can be

of their class.

» Varieties.
¥

favor, being at least twenty-five

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
in

the presence

the important matter of price is also very greatly

discord among brethren.”

elsewhere

and

we

Randall's Five Octave Single Reed Organs,
in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.)
Price $85,00.
VIIL
For eighty-five new
subscribers. and
$212,50, we will give one of Baker and
Randall's Five Octave double Reed Organs,
in"Black Walnut Cage.
(Transportation to
bé paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the
parlor or vestry. Price $125,00.
IX.
. For one hundred = and fifty new subseribers and $375,00, we will give one of
Baker and Randall’s Five Octave Three
Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having

discriminating watch-buyers, especially so since

by

things that God hates is ‘‘he that soweth

Wholesale

00,

within

over 400,000 Waltham Watches in the pockets of the
people is the best proof of the public approval, and
must be accepted as eonclusive of their superiority

are told in the Bible that ‘‘the tale-bearer is

At

and
and

The various styles of these watches have under
gone the severest trials in the service of Railway Engineers, Conductors and Expressmen, the most ex.acting class of watch-wearers,

.

VI.
For eleven new subscribers and $27,50, . (with $1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send the first and second volumes of the Cyclopedia.
Price $10,00.
VIL
For sixty new subseribers and $150,-

very few in Europe.

TE MIND is like a trunk—if-well packed
it holds almost everything; if ill packed,
next to nothing.
REV. RicHARD KNiLL says: ‘Nearly all
blemishes which have been found on the

the

tock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopzdia.

Price $5,00.

attempted.
In the manufacture of very fine watches
we have no competitor in the United States and only

con-

and 815,00,

For six new subscribers

| (with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
the first volume of Strong and McClin-

our means the production of a greater variety in
grade and finish than other American makers have

ceded that the Bible knows nothing of infant baptism.
.

;

Price $2,00.

for January.

aid all the mechanical improvements
inventions of the last fifteen years,
or foreign in their origin. We have
the exclusive possession of the best

These constant efforts to perfect in all ways,
by all means,both the machinery of the factory

LET 1T BE remembered that the scholarly

among

the

the current year, commencing with the No.

ed by any similar establishments in the world,

a poor, unlettered man, “if people would
but take it. There are : only three steps—
out of self—into’Christ—into glory”

thief,” and

and

ence, high religious tone,and in many other
respects,is fully equal to the book last mentioned Price $1.60. Or,

and most valuable improvements now known in eonand secured for the
watch-making,
nection with
Waltham factory a force and completeness not ghar-

work there.
=z
«Jr 18 A very simple way to heaven,” said

a

$7,50,

8. For three new subscribers and $7,50, °
| we will send the ¢ Sabbath at Home,” for

ever experience or art, or skill may ‘suggest, but we
adopt nothing until experiments have demonstrated
In pursuance of this rule, we have
its excellence.

EVERY act of sin is more injurious to him
who commits it than it can possibly be .to
any other who suffers by it; it will return
into the conscience, and perform a strange

than

Price $2,00.
Or,
new subscribers and

for the $500,00 prize, entitled
¢¢ Shining Hours,” which, in iterary excel-

the

tion and improvement has been tested, and if approved, adopted. We are always ready to examine what-

Vinet.

worse

combines

sition. Among other tributary causes, may be stated the readiness with which each succeeding inven:

-.¢ I begspardon.
‘Are you not the minister?”
wb
j
a | character of ministers, for the last fifty
¢¢ Yes,sir; I am pastor ofthe church here. years, have arisen directly or indirectly from
But, do youreally think I have been hired to the use of intoxicating liquors.”
preach for you?”
;
PresipENT Hopkins, of Williams College,
« Why,yes,sir;I was at the meeting when in his address at the annual meeting of the
the vote was taken to raise the money. Did Alumni of that institution, held lately in
Jou pot come here expecting to receive a sal- Boston, ably maintained the position - that
ary
"
religious instruction is an indispensable req*¢ Certainly ; and so does the Governor of “uisite to a truly liberal education.
this State enter upon his duties expecting to
THERE IS probably no person about any
receive a salary ; but, would you say that he
establishment so trying and disgusting as
is hired to govern the State?”
the tale-bearer, the scolder, the whisperer
«¢ Not exactly.”
:
He makes enenries to
¢ And the reason is exactly this: the Gov- and fault-finder.
ernor is elected to fill a certain office, and himself and to his employer, and accomhis office than you do of his salary. You do
not hire him to do whatever you may wish
to set him at; but you elect him to an office,
fixed beforehand, and expressly defined by
the Constitution, and then you fix a salary,
thal he may attend to his duties without embarrassment. The same is
f a pastor.
You do not hire him to a0 S Job otope
i
ing for you. You elect him to an office; ordained by Christ, and defined in the Consti-

-

(with'16 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send a copy of the new $500,
prize volume, containing about 400 pages,
entitled #¢ Andy Luttrell,” and pronounced

work.

be alone sufficient to secure for Waltham its high po-

is the-most glaring of all contradictions.—

plishes nothing but misery to himself.

For three new subscribers and $7,-

Sabbath School ;—or, we will send the new
volume of more than 400 pages, written in

best workers in évery department that are available
—workers whose expertness and experience would

TaE MERCIES of God to some have been
.as oil to the wheels of their obedience, and
:
made them more fit for service.

La

of

:

to be asuperb book for the Family

subtleties-of science with the strength of practical
skill, have produced a body of artisans whose efliciency is for the time pre-eminent. We have the

and yet to tyrannize over men’s consciences

has lately

one copy

Price $1,20.

four Gospels.”
‘9. For three

at

larger than

of our

excellence

the

effort, under a superintendence which

within the limits of a life, it must struggle
to solve. The intellectual spirit is capable
of embracing all finite things. Man is

Alford,

to

favorable

Restate)
Or,

| competition
Our artisans long ago ceased to be novices. Time and

with the physical earth asa problem, which,

Dean

1.

The conditions which make this cheapness possible
are also

of *¢ BX
Price $1,60.

5

iy |

50, (with 80 cents additional to pay ‘postage) we will send * Life Scenes from the

mak-

that of all other

is double

annual manufacture

ers in this country combined, and much
the entire manufacture of England.

i

e

IV.

prices considerably below the watches of other American makers, comparing quality with quality. Our

waiting:? His last words were: “Come,
Lord Jesus, come quickly.”
Tue MiNp.—The mind of man, in its
progress toward its higher destiny, is tasked

churchman,

pages.

at

offered

are

watches

0

«« The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479

the profit on any single watch. And, acting on this
principle, with reduced cost of production and an
our

Yi

5. For the same, and (20 cents additional

lower rates than thos of any other manufacturer.
The aggregate of profit isthe end kept in view—not

ever-widening demand,

to

to pay postage) we will*send

machinery

with

perfect and‘ ample—enables us to offer watches

sure to obey, wherever he might be. And | gifted with powers for studying the entire
when he heard another voice tempting him circle of visible creation ; and he 13 equal,
to do wrong, and urging him to disobey, it under ‘proper training, to the task of examwas the wicked spirit, and he must not inin
much of the secret machinery that
listen for a moment.
I was truly gratified stirs the whole.
with the influence which a“knowledge of
‘To BE A PROTESTANT is to protest unceasconscience seemed to have over him, and
in matters of
could not but rejoice that such voices were ingly against all constrainst by the name,
religion. To eall ourselve
that

= will send one copy
ology,” 456 pages.

proportion to the magnitude of its production. The
extent of our establishment—the combination of

and gave to his wife and each of his children
his parting counsel, and requested of them
to kneel near his couch, He then commended them to God, and the word of His
grace. He subsequently asked the clergyAfter prayer had
man to pray for them.
been offered, Mr. Rogers remarked, “That
is all;

with 28 cents additional

has attained. No industrial law is better established
than that which cheapens the cost of an article in

New Yoik, he called his family around him

Post.

8. For two new subscribers and $5,00,

of quality and price,over English and Swiss watches,

skilled labor on an extensive scale,

4gi
y

(with 20 cents additional to pay
postage)
we will send a copy of the new *‘ Book of
Worship.” Price $1,00. Or,
4. For two new subseribers and $5,00,

But we assert for the Waltham Watches more than
a generdl superiority. Their advantages, in respect

ences vigorous in the newer portions of the
plant, while the older are imperishably fixed
in marble.— Hugh Miller.
Lying.—No vice more’ easily than this
stupefies a man’s conscience. He who tells
lies frequently will soon become a habitual
liar, and will soon lose the power of readily
distinguishing between the conceptions of
the imagination and the recollections of his
memory.
In THE last moments of Mr. Rogers, the
victim of the latest street assassination in

connection,”

IIL
1. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
(with 16 cents to pa;
) we will send
the book entitled *¢ unny Skies; or Adventures in Ttaly,” 261 pages; or,
2. “Bright Days;or Herbert and Meggy,”
257 pages. Price of each book $1,50.
Or,

They admit that the results aimed
same testimony.
at in Europe by slow and costly processes are here
realized with greater certainty, with an almost ab-

reminds us of what may be sometimes witnessed beside the waters of a petrifying
spring—tufts of vegetation, with their upper
sprigs green and flourishing, and the lower
converted into solid

of these hooks, 75 cents.

on

watches

of

manufacture

the

the old plan was gone.” Other foreign makers,
some of them eminent, have publicly borne the

PROLONGED existence of-a veteran

THE

that

way.
1 was very busy one Saturday afternoon;

.

« Well, then,” he asked, lost in wonder,

should

asserts

of a people,

Huntington's

given to us,

‘“ who are they inside ?”
“¢ Christians !" was the jubilant answer.

He

of

10art.

a

my

a man

When I asked him what voice he heardin his

[1 No.”

I prepare

when

observation

scribing the result of two months’ close

chair.
He that knows himself best, esteems himself least.
3
¢
He who deals with a blockhead has nee
:
of much brains.

|.

‘ Any Presbyterians ?”

“When

and

let her have a fair chance ?—Fvening

“No,” was replied.

preacher, ‘I start like Abraham,

He who wants content can't find an easy

her

ware was an excellent one too, we have heard
—why should men opposeher?
Why not

;

I

of

city—or be a blacksmith,as a woman in Dela-

heaven. Improving his opportunity, he
again inquired :
;
** Are there any Roman Catholics here ?

‘“ No.”

idea”

who number several thousand persons at
this day.
:
That all women should not preach, is
clear—nefther ought all men. But if a
woman wants to preach or paint, or make
shoes—or carry on a newspaper, as one
very able woman did for some years in this

an agent

:

¢ Any Congregationalists ?”
* No.”
¢ Any Methodists ?”

the

and became the leader

to him'—A4d%

Christians.

sin,

¢ woman’s physi-

refute

These general claims to superiority are no longer
contested. An English watch-maker,in a recent lecture before the Horological Institute of London, de-

avoids the temptation avoids the

HE wo

by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz.:
1. ¢ The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
. *“ Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
. ¢ Making Something,” 184 pages; or,
. “ Jamie and Jeannie,” 165 pages; or,
.*¢ The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or,
. “ A Rainy Day at School,”
by Mada,
194 pages; or,
hy
7. ¢ The Birth-Day Present,” by Ma
Latham Clark, 174 pages, Price of ea

grades of watches have more than a general resemblance each to its pattern; they are perfect in their
uniformity, and may be bought and sold with entire
confidence as to the qualities we assign to them.

Eden.

Cott; or, Lady Selina Huntington, also a
Methodist, we believe, as well asa widow,
who preached zealously and effectively in
the last century, built churches, founded
a college, which is still in existence,

For years she had taught them, but the
careless were careless still; not ore of her

——

of giving

enterprise

women are *‘physically incapable of preacking,” one has only to point to Mrs. Van

in-

\\

capabilities

in freedom;

of his tracts, tells us of a young lady who
had charge of a Bible-class of fourteen girls.

Why Clergymen Should Go.
It is in the ministry
very
men who would be
by ‘this trip. Whether
sportsmen or tourists, or

to

transition—and he stood before the gates

‘“ uproars,” and

uncouth

manure

by a precision

part

purchasér and | The application of machinery to watch-making has,
property of the in fact, wrought a revolutionin the main features of
Premiums
for New Subscribers.
meanness, but
We offer the following premiums for new
the too frequent the business. In conjunction with enlarged power of subscribers to the Star.
production, it has enabled us to secure the smoothness
treatment of ministers. ..
II.
and certainty of movement which proceed from the
it,
grapple
hour;
every
on
Success rides
1.
For
one
new
subscriber
and $2,50,
piece to its.place. Instead

preaching. That isan argument which used
to be brought. against the negroes. They
were physically incapable of a proper enjoyment of freedom, therefore they ought
to be slaves. But they have done very well

In the mystic ways of dreams, a sudden

done decently and in order.”

ward actions and

enough

swered.

hear it insisted upon that Paul had his proPhetle eye directly upon a Methodist lovehe

whereupon

horse

righteous rage, visited, the
demanded the article as the
society. This is a novel
every way characteristic of

:

Then we are told that

cal

¢ Any Methodists ?” by way of a clincher,
asked the pious Wesley.
“Yes!” to his greatindignation was an-

other forms of religious excitemens,
Till the memory of Mr. Hammond's meetings is effaced, we shall hear no more of

east, when

to sell his

waste her time in idle-

ness.

college thrownin for va-

‘“ Yes.”

workers fell to work, with hearts full of
zeal, and often eyes full of tears, exhorting,
singing, and praying with these, unconverted people all over the house. A few re.pel them and go away mad, but nearly all
yield, and seek and find Christ. Thisis the
glorious part of the work; and Mr. Hammond’s success here not only atones for his
defects elsewhere, but leaves him a liberal
« margin” of favor among Christian people.
Besides the good Mr. Hammond has accomPlished in building up the churches, he has
one a good work in pulling down a long
line of fortifications that, time out of mind,
have been pouring a fusilade into Methodist

and

other

by greater simplicity, but

the

obtained, last year, a sufficient number of

machinery for hand labor has been followed not only.

his contempt is honor.

A, WORTHY clergyman, when

such to be debarred

some

look with scorn—if is

Hampshire county town recently, ventured

better for Mrs. Van Cott,a widow, to preach,

“Yes,” again was the answer.
*“ Any Congregationalists ?”

him morg than ordinary pulpit ability. But
as I have intimated, his forte is ** management.” He invariably finds out, before
closing a meeting, who are Christians and
who are not, usually taking some kind of a
“vote.” Then he has a score or two of
men and women scattered all over the
house, who see and mark all who are not
converted. Then dismissing the congregation with an earnest request that all stay to

confusion,”

Ought

than to dance and

¢ Any Presbyterians ?”

most enthusiastic admirers will claim for

‘“ noise and

children.

from entering upon

Bl

ity and solicitude. * I do not think that bis

“ revivals,” ** powwows,”

praise;

would like to marry ; some who marry have

no

John Wesley once was troubled in Yegard
to the disposition of the ‘varioas sects, and
the chances of each “in reference to future
happiness or punishment, A dream one
night transported him in its uncértain wanderings to the gates of hell.
*¢ Are there any Roman Catholies here?”
asked thoughtful Wesley.
* Yes,” was the reply.

what some call ¢ rant,” when Methodist
preachers speak thus.
His language indicated limited culture, but the utmos: sincer-

this

Western.

Only

time puffing and sweating profusely.
Half
a minute afterward he called a brother forward to lead in prayer, and immediately
turned to the chorister, and began, in a
whisper, giving him some direction about
the hymns to be sung, taking no farther
notice, seemingly, of the praying brother,
Then came another song, and then a short
chapter, with long remarks that could not
be called ** comments” truthfully. Another prayer and hymn, and then came the
sermon, His theme was the conversion of
Saul. He told the story first scarcely excelling Luke—and then went largely into
incidents, chiefly connected with his meetings elsewhere. The matter of the sermon
was generally good, but pot better than
any pastor in the city could have presented.
The manner was earnest, and abounded in

all

felt wicked

riety, and set them all on
ventures in the Wilderness,

one that stood his

meeting,”

and

and several ‘‘local ‘ visitors,” with

und, ¢ See here, you dog in the manger, move off to the left there!” ¥or fully

* second

of occupation, may

is

riage. But some women choose not to
marry; some have given up all hope of
being addressed by any man whom they

dulge it, I would get his Sabbath-school
superintendent, a female city missionary,

hundred more up in that corner; shouting
to those back by the door, ‘Come away
from that door! don’t stop there! come in
out of the draft, as they used to say in the

the

gies of body apd mind are rusting

depended chiefly up-

audiences, and that her speech is intelligent
and clear. At a meeting of preachers yes-

tis astonishing how much a loving, spirit-

idly from side to side of the stage, telling

finally, to

question

on how well she doesit. Report saysshe

clothes the

mink and beaver with their warm and
sheeny fur. The preacher sees God in the
original there, and often translates him
better from his unwritten works than from
his written word. He will get more instructive spiritual material from sich a trip
than from all the ‘‘Sabbath-school festivals”
and “pastoral tea-parties” with which the
yor, smiling creatute was ever tormented.

and,

the

this gentleman is an infidel. Surely that
THE MEANEST are mighty with God, the
is not an argument. Whatever Mr. Mills re- mightiest mean without Him.
ligious opinions may be, they have nothWould we do our Heavenly Father justice,
ing to do with the question whether it is we must look on Calvary as well as on

He is a good man, and a good manager,
and that is all—at least it is ¢“ all” in the
« good” line.
As a preacher he is not
above the average. His manner impresses
Jou with nothing, exceptits unclericalness.
ntering one of his Sunday-night meetings
recently, in Music Hall, where a dozen
ushers were on duty, I found him trying to
do the work of them all. Walking rap-

army ;”

discussing

ticity in his step, fire in his eye, depth and
clearness
in his
reinvigorated voice,
wouldn't there be some preaching? And
what texts he would have from which to
talk to the little folks in- the Sabbath
school!"
How their bright eyes would
open and enlarge as he narrated his adventures, and told them how the good Father

Is.

—

here in front,

now

:

on

church members and Sabbath school schol-

Fifteen years’ successful experience justifies us in
| claiming for the Waltham Watches peculiarities of
excellence which place them above all foreign rivalry.
The sy stem which governs their construction is their
for want moss obvious source of merit. The substitution of

useful to their fellow: creatures ?

5
Nearer, each to each, shall be.
—( London) Christian Times.

down

it

by. falsehood,

the North Woods for a four weeks’ jaunt, in

Draw us nearer every one,
Lord of love and union!
Nearer to thyself—then we

right

and

violated

good our, promises,
By a united effort

may be not improperly prefaced with a

brief mention of the considerations which induce us
to press them upon the attention of intelligent watchbuyers.

Croup, Colic,

| taken internally (it is perfectly
agcompanying

each

bottle), and

and

Sea

Sickness;

harmless—see oath

externally for Chron-

it Rheumatism, Headache, Toothache, Sore Throat
oid
Cuts, Burns, Swellings, Bruises, Mosquito Bites,VeneSores, Pains in Limbs, Back and Chest. The
| tian Liniment was introduced in 1:47, and no ome
| who has used it but continues to do so, many stat.
ing, if it was Ten Dollars a Bottle they would not be

without it. Thousands of Certificates can be seen at

the Depot, speaking of its wonderful curative properties. Price Fifty Cents and One Dollar, Sold b
the Druggists and Storekeepers throughout the Uni
Depot, No. 10 Park Place, New York.
THREATON

FEWALRE

NORTON, MASS.

SEMINARY,

The fall term will commence September 9, to continue 14 weeks. Application may be made to H.,

COBB, Esq, or, during term time, to Mrs. C. Cs
METCALF,
.

M.

Principal,

PETTENGILL

ny aginia. 0 Stace

|

ror

»
nN

3

Pi =
PR ANT

Therefore so apart we are ;

more

is

Manufactory

it | perfect adaptation of every
“(with 12 cents additional to” pay postage)
you may win; but without a grapple
of the speakers, opposing the right and
| the hot months of July and August,it of- One
Work is the weap- of a feeble, sluggish, variable action,the balance,even we will send uny one of the following books,
will
never
go
with
you.
women
to
preach,
put
his
opposition
on
would do a very sensible as well as pleasthe weapon under the pressure of the lightest main-epring, vi- just publistied,or immediately to be publishant act, For when the good dominie came the ground that John Stuart: Mill was in on of honor, and he who lacks
brates with a wide and free motion. The several ed,.for the Sabbath School and the ily.
back swarth and tough as an Indian, elas- favor of ** woman's rights,” and Mill, shid will Eever triumph.

___Ah! from Thee we live too far,

Hammond

crown.”
TruTH

terday it was asserted by one gentleman
that the proper function of woman is mar-

The death of each day’s life, sore labor’s bath,
Balm of hurt minds, great nature’s second cougse,
Chief nourisher in life’s feast.”

.

a

‘eloquent; that she interests and moves her

beauty’ of the great poet's apos-

“Sleep, thiat knits upthe

are

, We.should say that

trophe,—

Whatsoever name they bear,

into

>

re-

ceived it, is requested to inform us of the
fact, as we have recently learned that some
of our letters sent with money to pay for
premiums have been lost. We wish to make

CARD.

EVERY YOUNG .man should remembe r
that the world will always honor industry.
The. vulgar and useless. idler, whose ener-

whether she ought to be allowed to preach.

.russet, of orange, and of gold streaking the

Love and union, each with each;
That no strivings vex their breust,
But the strife to serve thee best.

Not?

I am going to be made

Premiums.

- Any one having sent for one of the Pre-

A record of the ‘watches produced at the Waltham

with

me now;

The “ people called Methodists” have may be equally outraged by silence.—dmgot among them a woman who preaches. man.
:
f

in the branches overhead, and the colors of

Dearest Lord, thy people teach --

would not say, I am going to be destroyed

Re.
, le,

hlowing its perfumed breezes ° into your
“face! The drip, drip of the odorous gum

This he gave us as the sign
:
Men should own his truth divine.

+A

1f a lump of gold were conscious and were
throwi into u furnace hotter than usual, it
—but rather, something is to be' done

!

‘| miums offered last year, and not having

tion is being prepared for some good work."

-must keep us ag the eross pleading for souls,
at my side, not twenty feet from the. —8. 8. Times.

aroma

"Twas for this the Saviour prayed,
Ere to cruel death betrayed;

we

expect God's blessing, Love must keepus
patient, and watchful, and earnest. Love

me, as I stretched my-

my bed

be a labor of lov i

— Ben Franklin,
:
|. “A CHRISTIAN who is. nudergoing “afflic-.

ea

Valen

ges
Adavertie=

3? Park Row,

Now J ak, are authorized to contrast for advertisivg

i

: “To the world Christ's law of love:

What Mr.

slumber

ji Bubertisements

fine clothes, fine houses, nor fine farniture.

ON

{s not found in aught below;
Union should, however, prove

If, blest Lord, they
Each shall be most
Nor shall differing
Strangeness to my

restful

shore where the ripples were playing coyly with the sand, and lulled by the low
monotone of the pines, whose branches
.were my only shelter from the dew which
gathered like gems upon their spear-like
stems, sank,
as a falling star fades
from
sight,
into
forgetfulness. _ And
then the waking! The air fresh with the

How, then, should each Christian strive
Lovingly to act and live,
:
Bo that neither deed nor word

*

What

and not 10:3 gently than the close of day it-

rN

SSO

Fry

7, 180.

i
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GEORGE T. DAY,

Editor.

remittances of money, &oc., Towa
‘the

a

ance of things around him, and, like Peter

sucess,

Again, it is te be assumed that every
young man, proposing to himself the minis-

good for us to be here; let us

try in these times, feels sooner or later the
need of an ample preparation for the work

make

three

Ep

—

a

resporsible “than

we

are

for a stroke

of

. lightning by which our property is consum-

ed. In many cases this may be the fact, as
far as the individual is concerned. It may

us make

doubt whether to seek itin the schools, "or

this our home.”

But, alas, how
We may cal-

| culate to remain where we are, but. the
mandates of destiny are—we must movgen.
We cannot stod@vhere we are. On; on, we

we

could

retrace

our

steps and live over

again what, with dissatisfaction we have
passed through. But with all our regrets
and wishes,

we must move

on.

We have a boy just, the xight age fora

pet, and we wish we could keep him where
responsible than he is for the circumstances » he is, we are so delighted with him ; but no,
of his birth; but in most cases it is a se- he must move on. - We find ourselves pleasquence of violated law—a result that follows antly situated, surrounded with all that is
his own responsible acts.
It may be a care- necessary to make life desirable and happy,
less or inadvertent act to which he did not and we wish that we could stay where we
give the attention demanded, not being ap- are and enjoy ourselves.” We are in the
prehensive of the legitimate consequences. midst of life, with the wife of our choice and
Sometimes the penalty follows so tardily, the ““olive-plants” of our household around
men are deluded with the idea that it will not us, and our prospects are such that we imcome at all, and so think they can indulge agine our fondest anticipations are about to
with impunity.
‘Because sentence against be realized, but we must move on; our chilan evil work is not executed speedily, there- dren grow up and are scattered or, perhaps’;
fore the heart of the sons of men is fully set some of them are with sadness consigned to
in them to do evil.”
the silent grave. Age creeps upon ourselves
This passage implies that the sentence will before we are aware of it, disease overtakes
eventually be executed, that the impunity us, the grave stands gaping before us, we
anticipated is
i a vain anticipation, and those
enter it, and thus pass on.
deluded by it will sooner or later re over:
This is life. We pitch our tents for the
be

an entailment for which he is no

taken.

more

This applies to physical laws as

those that would he hinders.

to which he is called.

3

dent of our lives, for which we are no more

and

tabernacles, one for thee, one for Moses,
and one for Elias.” The child said, “Let

be1 ‘addressed to 20, 1
or not!
It makes no
Agent.
difference whethek we are willing and ready
or not, time sweeps us onward in its inevitable march towards that country from
“Disease ga Crime.”
which there is no return. ‘We cannot go
back if we would. We may be dissatisfied
as
sickness
upon
We are very apt to look
with ‘our past improvement, and wish that
sort of fatality, or, at most, a mere acci\

TAR:

on the mount, he wi-hed to: make it a permanent. abode.
Peter said, ‘Lord, it is

vain are all such calculations!

All communications designed for publication should
be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business

MORNINGS

night, but we are travelers and sojourners;
to morrow we must move on.
Thus we are

But many

are

in

by themselves in conjunction with active la~
bor, as did most of the

fathers; whether

to

obtain it in our own schools, or in those
of other denominations ; whether to pursue
a longer or a shorter course.* Well, all
this is better than indifference. Perhaps it
may be said that if one secures the preparation it matters not how-or where. Exactly ; the preparation is just what we are talking about.

Bear

in mind,

however,

that

a preparation for a specific work, and for an
association with a definite people, requires
specific and definite qualifications.
Two things seem indispensable to one's
highest usefulness in the denomination,—
viz., he should keep himself in sympathy

with its life and spirit, and so manage

as

to secure its confidence and esteem, at least
so far as these may justly and reasonably
be sécured.
Young men, you are providentially and
happily flung on a great hour, even so far
as our own denomination is concerned. It is
passing through a sort of tramsition state;
its course is marked by progress; that
work isnot yet complete. We who are older have endeavored to build on the founda-

tion of the

fathers—and so have

into their labors.

entered

We have seen proper to

JULY

1869.

=,

in common are destined5 be a mighty

are sharp utes and razors, and loaded revolvers; but’ we do not often give them to
our children, even 1 though they may cry for

power among the nations, and

them.

Do you want © be rich that you may be
influential, and contribute’ that influence
towards the welfare of the cause ?
It
might injure you and your family more
than it would benefit the cause.
Christ did
not take many influential persons into his
original church, and did not make them’
rich after they were received.
Had he
thought it best that they might be influen-

tial he would have made

them s3' But

to exert.a|

zation and religion of

the werld.

It may

prove that the time when they shall be most
signally felt is close at hand.—b. R.
|
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——*“ GRAY HAIRS AND FIFTY.”
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The idea

seems to be quite prevalent that in the case
of a minister, when gray hairs begin and
the ‘dead line” of fifty is reached, he must
retire and give place to a a young mfan who
in-turn isto be treated in the safue way by

the church. was: warned against rich men,
because they were powerful and oppresthe churches. This islaid down'as a genersive. Perhaps their influence made them
al rule. The people it is true are someproud and arrogant; and possibly it would
times carried away with young men.’ There
produce the same effect upon you.
'{is a novelty about it which attracts. But
But do you desire wealth that you may
is there not some other reason why the
do good with it, and benefit the cause, and
build churches, and seminaries, and relieve

minister in the very prine of life is discarded and the novice introduced in his stead.

the wants of poor ministers who have beCertainly a man can never preach better than
come broken down by hard labor and poor at filty unless he grows lazy and dull, and
fare, and by .the parsimony of covetous then there is a good reason for the change
churches? There have been a good many 4 aside from age. But if he isa man of
exercised with the samé desire.
When | studious habits, his sermons will have a
they were peor they did faithfully what maturity and finish which they did not

they were able to do, and 'then they grew
suddenly or gradually rich; and just as
fast as they grew.rich, they grew covetous’
and-werenot half as beneficent to the church

when rich as when poor.
The Laodeceans grew lukewarm and
spiritually poor, and blind, and naked,as
they increased in goods; and said they
had need of nothing. Do not be over-anxious to be rich that you may dosome great
thing for God. He owns the silver and the
gold and the cattle—the earth and its full-

modify somewhat their policy to adapt it
to our times. You will doubtless see occasion to modify and perfect ours. We have
no pride of opinion or self-complacency
that will or can be wounded by this. . Our ness. He can as well build semingries and
aged ministry who have borne the heat and enrich churches without you as by your
burden of the day have none, we think. aid, if he pleases. Do not be over-anxThey rejoice that you enjoy greater educa- ious, or you will be swerving from the
tional facilities, and that you bring to the Golden Ruleto get money for God. That
work a higher discipline and a broader cul- will be as contrary to his law as to steal
ture, only solicitous that the principles “of androby and he ¢ hates robbing for burnt
the denomination be maintained, have a offerings.”—A. K. M.

* Denominational News and Notes,

controlling influence in shaping the civili-

have in earlier life.
His experience, also, is
of great value to the church and the cause
of

God,

and

his

judgment

becomes

far

more reliable. What he has learned by
false steps and. bitter sorrow, the young
man has to learn at the expense of the

church;
learns

and
it,

the

by the time he thoroughly
‘¢deadline”

is reached and

these qualifications go for nothing, thé
church and the world lose the advantage

Bricks

or Brains?
————

‘

‘In the discussion of a great denominational mater, it is Gesirable not oy to

which particular opinion carries the most
suffrage.
The Biblical school seems now
to be eliciting the attention of the denom-

ination. Thus far its location has found most
room; & pile of bricks and mortar has been
considerd next; and the brains which are to"
give significance to place and buildings
have, as yet, scarcely been discussed. This

orderin the discussion may have beei well,

acting on the principle of the wood-chopper
‘who drives the smallest wedges first.

It is

to be hoped that the patience ot the readers
will not be exhausted before the weightior
/
matters are reached.

- the
* Its enoughto make one tremble for
denomination to consider the condition’ we

arein-with referenceto teachers
for the —
coming’ generation of pastors. We have
assumed that our present teachers could
well perform ‘the labors of, from two to
four men, and that they would last forever.
I will make myself understood. Not yet
being called an old man, I can remember
when there was but one teacher in the Biblical school, who, with the occasional assistance of a teacher in a literary school, constituted the full board of officers for the
school. I speak of this not by way of reproach, “but to bring out a fact, without offense, that ought not to be overlooked.

of his acquisitions,—and will the church
seek to get rid of him?
What can'one man accomplish, when tryWe do not believe this can be so. It seems
ing to do the work of from four to-six men ?
too absurd and impossible. The churches Students have. felt that they did not and

cannot be so lost to their best interests as
could not receive the instruction they needto takeany such course, stand in their own ed in our school, and have gone to attend
laws of nature, disease is superinduced travelers to another country; we have no
light, and really impede their own prog- other schools, or have become their own .
and the man is as really the author of his abiding city here; we are on our march,
ress. If there are other reasons for dis- masters, and have studied the languages,
own sufferings and death, as though he crossing the desert of time ; and though our
carding the pastor, let it not be laid at the "and theology, in connection with their pastook a dose of fatal poison. The guilt in home seems afar off, and fleeting phantoms
door of ‘‘gray hairs.” Such a charge is toral duties. This has been a source of ineither case would depend on whether the are ever ready to divert us from the course, wider application, and yield larger and
too preposterous to be sustained. On the tense pain to the noble teachers, who have
act was purely accidental or intentional. yet we are not to turn from our way. ¢On- riper fruits.
‘
Not War but Peace.
other hand mature years united with tal- done all that men could do to remove the
BE
The legitimate, natural consequences in ward ” should be our motto, and progress,
On your heads is fast falling the dying
ent, studiousness, sociability and devotion,
Between
England
and
our
own
counobjections to attending our own school.
either case would be the same.
our history. We should not for a moment blessing of many such—a precious legacy
will always merit and usually receive the
try
there
exists
a
serious
misunderstand:
When they have finished their labors,a
Men have no right to be, prodigal of life forget our destiny, or relax our efforts. Let to every young man who enters the breach
respect and honor of the wise and good
more appreciative generation will Cherish
. and health. They should attend to the ‘us do the work of the day in the day, and when they fall with their faces fo the enemy. ing. The depredations of the Alabama everywhere.
during our late war, the sympathy and
their memories.
wants of nature with a scrupulous exact- never be satisfied unless we are making —J. F.
Let no minister, then, grow old and effete
support which its captain and crew receivWe are always forgetting that it ogre:
ness, and “live like Christians,” as Dr. Aber- some spiritual advancement from day to
at
fifty, but let him so cultivate his ined from British capitalists, and the aid
as thuch talent, and as varied leaming,to
aethy used to, say to his dyspeptic patients. day. Like the traveler, we may stop for
“I Would Be Rich.”
tellect
and
maintain
his
spiritual
life
that
and encouragement which they afforded
teach one man how to be a pastor, as it
Dr. Samuel Johnson also used to say, “A the night, but ‘to-morrow we must move
to
the South have become matters of Histo- he shall always, however gray his locks may does to teach forty, and that it is much more
man who does not care for his stomach is on. Our home is still far away.”
Wouldyou? We have read of some oth- ry. While the existence and work of this become, have a warm, young heart beating
embarrassing to do so. We are always saynot to be trusted:” There is a right and
ers who desired to be rich, and were gratsinglé pirate vessel constituted but little in bis breast and his productions shall have ing, * One teacher ought to be able to
© wrong in ‘this question. Men have no liified.
Our Young Men.
more than a speck of the black cloud by the vivacity, freshness and vigor of youth. teach six students or ten students; two
cense to trifle with the laws of life and
Dives was one of them, who was clothed
which our political heavens were then ob- Such a man will always be young, having teachers ought certainly to be able to inhealth. If it is wrong to take poison in a
in purpleand fine linen and fared sumptuAs the contest for truth thickens, as the
scured, the position which it occupied, the characteristics of youth with the matustruct twelve or fifteen.” Here we have
fatal quantity, because it is a violation of wants and woes of the world become more
ously for a few days, and then lifted up his
and the causes which gave it
heing were rity and accuracy of age, a blessing to any blundered, and have done cruel injustice to
law, how can it be right in any other way apparent, as our denominational work un- eyes in hell. Another was a man whose
church which employs and sustains him.
our teachers. If we had but one student,
to bring about the same thing by a slower, folds itself, and the demand for faithful la- grounds brought forth plentifully, and his such, that its trail and influefice remain
when
every
other
portion
of
.our
sky
is
and felt that we ought to educate him for
more lingering process,—by intemperance, borers waxes more and more imperative, wealth increased so much and so suddenly
——SLEEP, . We have heard much said the ministry,we ought to have six teachers,
self-indulgence, over-tasking our physical the eye instinctively turns to that class of that he did not know what elsé to .do clear and bright.
The alienation of feeling between the about sleep, representing that all the time
or mental powers, or in any other way in- young men who have it in mind to ‘enter with it than to increase
the capacity two countries has been enhanced by some consumed in bed above four or six hours or at least four, to do that work. Weareto
cotisider what is to be taught, rather than
fringing on the laws of life ?
:
‘our ministry. A word with reference to of his store-houses and barns. Another of the attending circumstances.
As is usu- was wasted. But this is a great mistake.
Shall we indulge in the ‘‘death-fraught the obligations and duties of such, if justly morning, after he had laid these magnifi- al in such cases; England, the doer of Sleep is something more than the mere ex- how many are to learn. Here comes a young
who wishes to
follies” of fashion with impunity? Corsets, conceived, properly expressed, and candid- cent plans, found him a corpse; and inspi- the wrong, has been disposed to regard ponent of indolence and stupidity, it is the man fresh from the col
study
Hebrew,
New
pent, Greek,
rich,
shoes,
paper-soled
dresses,
low-necked
ly considered, may not at this time come ration pronounces him a fool.
her offenseas only a-slight one, while our resuscitator of our physical and mental pow- Theology, Church History, Homiletics, PasWe have read of another who would have country, its receiver, has felt it keenly, and ers; and nature just as much requires
exciting, and fever, scrofula and consump- amiss.
toral Duties, &c. It is the hight of abtion-breeding food will produce their leItis to be assumed that all such in the been glad to join himself to the disciples of may have been inclined to magnify it at itas it requires food.
We may as well surdity to suppose that one man or even
in
indulge
one
any
can
and
fruits,
gitimate
main adopt the doctrinal views held and the Saviour, and have eternal life. Noth- every point. England, soothed in her slum- think to deprive ourselves of the one two, can ever master, in so thorough a mansuch violations of the obvious laws of life taught by the denomination, that they ac- ing prevented him but his love of his bers by the pleasant words and gentle lul- as the
other with impunity.
This is ner, all these things, or be able to do
and he guiltless? We abuse our stomachs ; cept its church polity, and sympathize with wealth. The offer was made that he should
labies of Mr. Reverdy Johnson, our rep- especially the case with him who tasks justice to them all. In point of fact, he
we improperly expose ourselves to extremes its missionary, educational and reformato- be received as a disciple,and become an heir resentative to that country, by whom we the brain. The more he tasks that the
who should attemptto master all, would be
of heat and cold ; we overtax our powers of ty enterprises. Perhaps they were born in to life eternal, if he would part with his were egregiously misrepresented, is at more sleep he needs to restores its vig
fit
to teach none. To be a good teacher in
expect,
we
can
endurance, and what else
the denomination, the second if not the first goods and become poor; but he could not length awakened to a full understanding or.
Greek, Hebrew, Theology, or Homiletics,—
but that the legitimate consequences will time. All this being true, the sphere of bear to see the wealth he had inherited of the perils of the situation, by the masWe may make rules and limit ourselves “not to mention other necessary branches
“of
follow, just as really as in the case of put- their life-work, as Christians, is providen- from his ancestors, or accumulated himself terly speech of Senator Summer embody- to fear hours sleep,and endure it for a while, learning,—a man should first have a peourting our hand in the fire cor plunging
tially assigned them. There is no need of the by hard labor, or strict economy, or shrewd ing the ideas of our people upon the subject but it will exhaust our nervous power, and, culiar fitness. by natural endowments for
selves into the water. No man thinks of expenditure of time and labor to ascertain calculation, all dissipated in a moment ;and in question. England is not only aroused if - persisted in, will bring us to a prethese branches of study, and then bend all
taking coals of fire in his bosom and not be where they belong.
and alarmed, but she is angry. She foams, mature grave. There may be some poetry his energies in that one direction.
In this particalar so he went away sorrowful.
intemperate,
be
Neither can he
burned.
Do not haste to be rich. Such shall not fumes and threatens. America,
Christians association, they are to perfect
on the in the student's ‘* burning the midnight oil,”
Take Hebrew as an illustration; to be
licentious, careless about his food, exercise Christian character,and prepare for heaven,
be innocent, and shall fall into many temp- other hand, conscious of, the justice of her but there is more folly. Ifhe isa student he competent to teach Hebrew, a man should
-and rest, without introducing or developing and through this. organization, as far as |. tations and the snare of the devil, Would cause and feeling strongly’ entrenched in can do all that is demanded 6f him— devote his life-time to that one department
you like to have God send many tempta- her position, awaits the issue with calmness all that nature can endure, without infring- of study. Some young man who discovers
disease. As he is responsible for all these organization may be used instrumentally,
ing upon the laws of lite in any such way. a peculiar fitness for this branch of learning
sins against nature, is ‘he not Tesponsibie they are to do their great life-work for God tions upon you, and allow satan to spread and composure.
for the result?
your path full of snares ? Do you not find
and humanity.
But what will the issue be, war or peace? Like any other dissipation, if he has a should be told that his services may probDr. Johnson could not be far from right
enough to do in resisting the snares and Such is the question with which the philan- good constitution he may recuperate, but ably be needed ten or fifteen years hence as
The fact is not to be disguised, however,
when he said, ‘Discase is crime.” The that there is a spirit aboutin the land, which, temptations which already surround you? thropic and Christian sentiment of both itis not safe to violate laws because we professor of Hebrew, and advised to make
only palliation we can see is ignorance. under the pretence of independence and lib- The god of this ‘world, mammon, blinds the countries is now “agitated. We believe, can endure the penalty for a time. Indeed that his life-stady. When called to his work
We may violate a Jawignorantly, instead of erality, is weakening the denominational
eyes of them that believe not. Would you however, that the signs of the times favor we should neger take any such liberties, he could do justice to it. So of Greek, of
intentionall, which gives a very “different attachment of some, loosening théir anchor- like to offer a prayer to God thathe would peace rather than war. On all hands it lest our ‘constitutions should break. down, Theology, and of the other branches of
character to the act. It remains for us to age in the stern principles of the fathers expose you to such an influence ?
is felt that a war between the two leading and when it is too late we discover our mis- learning.
learn as far as possible the laws to be ob- and setting them quite afloat on a very
Itis harder for a rich man to enter the nations of Christendom would be a most take. We may be assured that the day of
Whence shall come the teachers who shall
served, and be as careful to observé them as wild and indefinite sea of adventure.
To kingdom of God than for a camel to go dreadful calamity, while a continued peace reckoning will surely come, and sooner or fill the vacant chairs when the present noble
we are to regard the laws of” burning} and assume that one belongs to one denomina- through the eye of a needle. Is it too easy would perpetuate the blessings which are later we must pay the penalty; for Nature men are gone? Nay, whence come the
drowring.
tion as much as to another, or to dodge
for you to enter now ? Would you like to now showered upon them in profusion. Both will enforce her laws.
men to fill the vacant chairs, while they are
Many persons believe that sickness is a from this to that, is to fritter away a por- have the difficulties of the way increased by countries have experienced enough of the
We have accounts of distinguished men living? The chairs are not half full now.
curse which comes upon us in consequence tion of his strength, and to circumscribe the
getting yourself loaded down with silver evils and ravages of war to lead them to who studied, like the late Judge Woodbury,
Shall we take the pastors P They have
of Adam's transgression. ‘Disease goes influence God has given him.
and gold? When Christ called Matthew avoid it in the future. The spirit and tem- sixteen hours a day,and had only the re- forgotten their Hebrew, they are rusty in
where it is sent,” we are told, just as if it
One may be thoroughly denominational, he took him away from worldly prospects. per of the men to whose hands the gov- maining hours for exercise and sleep. Wes- their Greek ; they cannot teach Theology,
came upon u$ without any cause in our- and at the same time no narrow-souled
When Zaccheus, who was very rich, be- ernment of the two countries are now com- ley,Napoleon,and Brougham are said to have their energies have been directed to other
selves; and yet at the same time, it is a vi- bigot.
He may be true and even devoted came a believer, he suddenly became mitted are for the continuance of peace. In slept only four to six hours in twenty-four, things for the past ten or twenty years.
olation of some law of health, or rather the
reduced in his circumstances. both countries the liberal and progressive but did they not sleep by day? Ifthey did Most
to his own people; and at the same time greatly
of them would be too wise to attempt
penalty of that violation, A man exposes serviceable to the church of God at large, No doubt his neighbors and his brother parties
are in power. They are in sympa- not, they were exceedingly abstemious . in such a thing, and those who should attempt
himself, and a cold or a fever follows. He
and enjoy greatly all its triumphs and suc- publicans thought him crazy, and his thy with all the great movements of the their habits and lost no time in bed trough would fail. Some teachers think, if they
over-exerts himself, loads his stomach, and |
family thought him a fanatic to give age. ‘Forward, not backward,” istheir mot- wakefulness.
cesses.
can keep one lesson ahead of their pupils
, reaps the bitter consequence in disease.
We may lay it down as a settled rule they do well; (it is not so pleasant when
A man may be a member of his own one half his wealth to the poor, and make to. Gladstone, the English Premier, and the
This being the case, it becomes
every one
family, and in no sense a member of any such ample restitution from the other half. great leader of reform, is gifted with too that nature will have about so much sleep the order is reversed,) but the teacher in
to study the laws of life and health, and as
But was he not a gainer by the bargain? broad views and has the good of his coun- or it will sucumb to the penalty. If we the higher branches should be able to bring
far as possible avoid the bitter penalty ; and other family, and still be a very good Joseph of Aramathea and Nicodemus
neighbor,
and
a
very
useful
citizen.
Indeed
try too much at heart to plunge it unnecessa- lose sleepat one time we make it up at to bear, on every point under consideration,
if he ddes not, how can he be innocent in
a much better neighbor,and a much more use- were wealthy men, it seems, and perhaps
rily into war. Grant,the American President, another. We may go without one night the results of many years of patient study.
the matter?
[If a man puts his hand into
ful citizen, than though he belonged to every true believers ;but they were night worship- while great in war, possesses extraordinary and make it up the next, or one week or It is only by so doing that he can command
the fire, is he not responsible for the result?
family in general, and to no one in particu- ers and secret disciples. Christ made it a common sense, and will not resort to the one year, and make it up in another, or the respect, secure the attendance, and atSo if he takes poison into his
stomach, jumps
lar. So with the Christian under the pres- condition of discipleship that houses and weapon which has given him his em- perhaps we may say-—go without it at one tention, of those who are the most anxious
into the river, partakes of fhe intoxicating
lands should be surrendered. Would you inence, and placed him in the position time of life and make it up at another.
ent order of things.
to learn. The opinion of Professor Stuart
cup, or in any other way
ges upon the
fills, until every other
There
gge some things, perhaps many have him make an exception in your fa- which he now
on a question of Biblical exegesis would
If
nature
is
thus
imperative
it
becomes
us
laws of being, is he not responsible for the
things, in
the practical application of our vor? “Abraham and Lot and Job and Sol- instrumentality shall have been tried and to regard her laws with the utmost scrupu- have its weight with a class of eager learnconsequences which legitimately follow?
ciples, in the management of our insti- omon and David were rich. Perhaps they found futile. Indeed, it is reasonable to lousness and form the habit and maintain ers because he was an able man, and had
As these results may depend on wrong dotutions, in the cause and conduetof indi- had grace enough to bear such temptations. suppose that he is anxious to prove himself it, of retiring early to rest, and being as devoted his life to this subject; the decision
ing, so'may fever, consumption, palsy, and
viduals, some going too slow, and some But Job's wealth excited the envy of the dev- as great in peace as in war.
particularto get our needed sleep as we of Prof. Park on a question of ‘Theology,
other diseases; and as far as we have the
Satoo fast, which cannot, and, perhaps, ought il, and sub ected him to terrible trials.
In addition to these considerations, the. are to secure our food; for we cannot dis- for a similar reason, woulg be respected ;
means of light, we are responsible, and dis- not to be approved. Bul to waste one's tan said that the reason why Job served God
first ebulition of angry feeling which ‘regard the demands for the one any more or of Neander on church history.
But
ease, as well as suicide, becomes a crime.
time and self in criticising and fault-finding was, that God had made him prosperous. But England manifested on the reception of than we can for the others. We write these where a man has brokenup his time, and
is to little or no purpose. Just here is one’s he prabably knew better. At least we know Mr. Sumner’s speech is fast passing away, few lines because there is too little atten- divided his energies between six ¢} eight
opportunity for work.
The whole effort better; for we never yet knew anybody to and her sobér second thought is beginning to given to the matter.
different branches of learning,he canhot inWe are Moving on,
should be to elevate the denomination to grow pious because they grew rich. All manifest itself. When she shall have fully
spire enthusiasm in any of them.
“We have seen anfi arom of a gentleman its proper position, and set it in the line of our experience and observation teaches that recovered her self-consciousness and her | We call attention to the notice of ** The
We may locate our school in Maine, or
“who was traveling the old overland route its true mission. The generalrule is, that men usually grow cold towards God the reason, she will, we believe, discover Green Mountain Seminary” found in anoth- in Rhode Island, in New York, in New
wealth they have, and that when 'the ‘untenableness of her position and
to California. As he pitched his tent for those who ‘complain the loudest of wrongs more
It is a new interest in our de- Hampshire, or in Michigan ; we may put it
wealth is taken from them they are more see things more as we see them, The pres- er column.
and
evans
do
the
least
by
way.
of
removing
boy,
little
his
spot,
beautiful
a
on
night
the
nomination
in
Vermont, and its friends are in the north end, or in the east end, of some
likely to turn to him.
ence of Mr. Motley in England, the pacific justly deserving of commiendation for their other institution of léarning; we may give
delighted with the scenery and the flowers, them.
If wealth would be a blessing to you, no character of his utterances,’ and the cordial perseverance in the accomplishment of this
| father to build a house and
For one to become so dissatisfied with
to it walls of brick, of wood, or of stone;
eir home. {The father, ae be the general management, as to throw him doubt God would bestow it upon you,if you reception given, may be regarded as work. We have received
a photograph. of 80 long as we require of each of our teachout of sympathy with our denominational walk uprightly ; for he withholds no good tokens of whatis to come in the arrange:

well as moral.

By repeated trespass onthe

the building located at Waterbury, Vt. It
thing from them that walk uprightly.
| ment of terms for securing a Janting pines |presents quite an imposing appearance,and,
with pleasant and romantic surroundings
nd epli , “Wo can-| severe judgments and bitter complaints | Butdo you say you want wealth for the between the two nations.
Two people, having one common origin, | and good teachers, it will
re, my
child, Tomorrow we | result simply in putting himselfin the way sake of your family? Perhaps God withdoubtless apon. Our home is still far away, "| of others. He does not himself enter into holdsit quite as much for their sake as speaking the same language, professing the preciated by the students who ‘will asem!
ohild was pleased with the appar the kingdom of large achievement and ample yours. ' Riches are good in their place. So same faith, and having numerous intcrets ble there. Success to the enterprise,
work, and to find time ¢2 occasion only for

ers the work that two men cannot do well,

we shall expectto find few students in attendance and unsatisfactory results.
us the brains,

and set them

Give

judiciously at

work, and the question of location will settle itself. © Almost every locality will great-
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“Bors to rewards, since our last session,
therefore,
East Dixfield, June 22, and continued unResolved, That we as a Y. M. feel deeptil the evening of the 25th.
ly afflicted by his sudden death, and that
The standing clerk called the meeting to we shall ever hold him in grateful rememorder, and read the Scriptures. The as- brance for his many virtues, exemplary

—Met with

the church at Brook Village,

the cause of Christ.

S. Curtis of New

Assistant Moderator;

_

Rev. L. Given, Clerk.
J. Edgecomb, and

L. Hutchins,

F.°Reed,

Gerrish,

from

there

to seats in the con-

appeared

Rev. A.

» .

L.

the Penobscot Y. M., Rev.

Ladd, from the MaineM. E. Conference,
and Rev.J. I. Porter, from the F. Baptist
Conference of Nova Scotia. These all came
to us in the spirit of the gospel, and our
made

glad

and their words of good cheer.

Delegates to other bodles.—Rev. A. LibG.
‘by to Penobscot Y. M.; Rev. E.
Page, Maine W.; Rev. A. W. Purinton,
Mass. & R..1.; Rev. A. H. Morrell, N. H.,
Rev. C. F. Penney,Cong. State Conference ;

both

A. H.

State Conference.

Voted, in

Heath, C.

Rev. Ezra

Baptist

%

accordance with notice given

;
forenoon.
Notice was also given, to. be acted upon

“Supervision over the Printing Establish-

the

and

adopted,

of

Morrell,

will cheerfully

swer all communications

from

an-

ministers,

churches, or from any persons interested in
this-euterprise.
i
The reports from the Q. M's gave cheering evidence of vitality and progress in true
religion
in those bodies.
Temperance,
Sabbath

_

schools, missions, education, free-

was baptized by
Haverhill,

Mass.,

the Sabbath previous to his ordination.
Rev. J. Runnells has been pastor of the
church at Tamworth 17 years. Rev. J.

Vt., on Wednesday
1869,

under the care

none.

Sh
Seminary

is

social religious meet-

ings, interspersed between other exercises,

surrounded

by

ing

that no theme

felt

We

power.

could be better suited to the occasion, since

just now

is being put

so great an effort
advo cates

forth by the

of skepticism

to

lead the masses to undervalue the Saviour
and to account his cross ** foolishness.”
EDUCATION.

Resolved, That Bates College and the
Maine State Seminary at Lewiston, Me.,
have proved

themselves eminently

pathies,

of our earnest

contributions ; and

friends of

tinue their

we earnestly

worthy

prayers,

and

entreat the

education and religion to con-

donations

Wednesday evening, the United Literay
Societies of Bates College were addressed

and is well calculated to awaken and
cultivate sublime aspirations.
The location is very desirable from the

to be

are expected to enter.

Revivals.

O. I. DANIELS,

to these institutions

until all their financial wants are met.

Resolved, That our.interest in the Maine
Central Institute, at Pittsfield, as expressed

last year, remains unabated, and we hereby
renew our pledges of sympathy and cooperation to the Trustees, and brethren enagedin that enterprise, and acknowledge
t to be an undertaking so individually connected with the interests of our Zion that
it must not be allowed to fail, but must be
liberally sustained by enlarged endowments
and numbers of students,
MISSIONS.

Resolved, That in view of the importance
of missions this Y. M. approves the planproposed in the Circular recently published by

te

The exercises of the twelfth anniversary of the Maine State Seminary commenced
Wednesday evening, June 23, with a Prize
Declamation by the second and third classes. The parts were all well performed.
The first prize was awardedto W. H. Ham ;

the second to Will Durgin, and the third to

Twenty-two have been added
and about the same number
dist church, who occupy the
of the time. “The society

Donations.
REv. W. SB. EMERY and wife gratefully acknowledge the receipt of a donation from their
friends of North Partmouth, Mass., on the evening of the 23d of June, amounting to $110,00.
Ordination.

that purpose, June 16. Order of exercises as
follows: Opening Prayer by Bro. A. D. Fairbanks; Reading the Scriptures and Sermon by
Fellowship by J. Chick;

The F. W. B. meeting-house in Fabius, N.Y,
will be dedicated tothe service of God on Wednesday, July 14. A general invitation is extended
to ministers and others to attend.

HOULTON Q. M.—Held its June session
the church

The exercises

BATES

COLLEGE.

were

opened by the customary Baccalaureate
sermon by President Cheney “from Col. 3:
24. ‘Theme—** Working for Christ.” In
addressing the graduating clase; President

Cheney used the following wotds: ¢ Ire-

our. Home Miss. Board for executing the in- jolce that I ¢an say to you as I have said
structions given to the Home Mission Society
by the last Gen, Con., and we will take im- to the two classes that have preceded you

in Patten, June

19,20.

We

with

had

interesting meeting, and all were encouraged

renewed effort by seeing

how

eager

the

an

to

people

were for the bread of life. The Patten church
has had no regular preaching for a long time,
and now there are four evangelical churches
that place without a minister of any kind

in
to

preach to them, May the Lord send laborers to
gather in those harvests which are already white.
Clerk.
W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE, Ass’

¢

CORINTH Q. M.,Vt.—Held its June session
Heavy
with the church in E. Williamstown,
storms of rain detracted
interest, still
bers and

at the New

center.

which has been in existence more than twenty
years. Mrs. Marshall O. Roberts presided. It
was unanimously resolved that the evils suffered
by women would be extensively remedied by establishing, for training them in domestic economy, institutions which shall be as generously en-

dowed as are institutions for men; that the scibe

studied

in

all institutions for girls; that certain practical
employments, especially the art of sewing, should

be a part of common school education; that every
young woman should be trained to some business by which she can earn an independent live-lihood if necessary ; that there are out-door em-

ployments suitable for women, and which are especially favorable to health, such as the raising of
fruit, flowers, and bees, the culture of silk and
cotton, etc. They urge that schools, liberally endowed, should be provided, in which the

practice

of these

employments

science

may

be

taught.
A villain recently lured a young girl of respect-

able fumily from her home in New York by ardent professions of honorable love and solemn:
promises of marriage. Having thus got . her
conipletely into his clutches, he ruined and soon
deserted her at Chicago, having never intended to
make her his wife." Finding herself alone in a
strange city (Chicago), with no alternative but a

Mr. George Harris. Jr., of the senior class. in

the Andover Seminary,has received a uninimagus
call to settle as pastor of the

of Auburn, Me.

Mr.

Samuel

High-street

church

Bell, of the same

class, has received a call from the Congregational

Church, at Groton Junction.

Pim
49 Bond
rade

§

Sec’y.

All the Gold and Diamond Mines of the
Earth are of less value than one healing Spring. The
Seltzer Spa is worth all the treasures of C.
roia

®

and Pern, and it has this advantage over them : Chem-

istry can reproduce it. In TARRANT’S SELTZER APERIENT 1ts remedial ingredients are all present—while
every useless element is omitted. ‘Tne effects of this
delicious effervescent preparation in dyspepsia, sick

PARLOR

H Graves—W
M Hadley—A

E Griswold—A H Graj~4
Hall-H W Hilton—

Maxfield—R
Nason—W Negus—W

L Ricé—0Q

Russell—D

C

Peck—J

Pitman—

M Rithardson—J

M
B
R
B

HORSE JIKAINING.—Just out, a book containing a new system of horse braipinh from the ,
0
colt up.
By Dr. Tridball, the we! "known old
nl sh Horse Trainer and Farrier. Our most noted
trick horses have been taught by this p ain, practical

roh—
B Hopkins—C
Hart—J

sy+tem, and wild

Rodgers—

Lewiston,

$10,00

Mr. D."A, Easton,

of the same class, is ‘invited to Danbury, Conn.
Mr. Henry Marden, of the same class, has an ap
pointment from the American Board,to go as a
foreign missionary, and will probably be located
at Tarsus.
:
3

SIX

;

23,88
4.45
3,41
20,06

FIFTY

CENTS.

AGRICULTURAL AND

FAM-

they will scarcely be able to do withoutdt, at regular

5,80
45,00
11,10

published; and suited to the wants of all classes,
whether in the city, village or country; rich or poor.
Its Literary, News an
Commercial Departments
combine with the Agricultural and Horticultural to
make it UNSURPASSED as a family paper. Its eight
large pages embrace departments devoted to or treating upon Agriculture,
Horticulture, Rural Architectwee, Grazing, Breeding, Dairy Farming, Bees, Poultry, Gardening, Entomology, Literature, Education,
New Inventions, Domestic Econom , Natural HistoTravels, General Intelligence, News, Commerce,
he Markets, etc. With Illustrations, Tales, Essays,

50,51
15,50
3.43
10,(0
5,00
10,00

Sketches, Poetry, Music, Rebuses, Enigmas,

The following

25,00
25,00

Freedom Q M

14,00

E Kimball
Villanovia ch

250
7,06

Buffalo ch
eremiah Richardson,

13,00
10,00

Chatauque Q M
”
Erle Q
T Simons

10,65
8,00
5,00

G. H. BALL,

}

131 81
Treasurer.

Notices. 5

w

00UGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS.
SORE THROAT,
INFLUENZA, WHOOPING
COUGH:
Croup, Liver Complaint, Bronchitis, Difficulty
of Breathing,
Asthma, Bleeding of the
Lungs, and every affection
A
of jhe Tiroats Lange aad host,
/
re §
y and permanently
cu
y the useo
that old and reliable remedy, y

Wistar’s
OF WILD

18 now at liand for the use of Canton

and Japanese Matiings, and J.J.
Washington Street, Boston, who

Peasley & Co.. 47
makes a specialty

in thes$ goods, are now opening

invoices

from

Lungs and allays irritation, thus removing

and finest qualities;
also, invoices of the lower
grades,all of which are for gale at a slight advance on
the cargo auction prices.
a
durability

manufacturers’
and

finish,

are

of the complaint.

CONSUMPTION
proved by

proprietors.

thelr customers.

and sol

Rev. Chas. E. Cheney, of Chicago, ‘who is to
KIDDERMINISTER AXD INGRAIN CARPETS, of ele-by
eo design and colors, have just been received
quite full and marked with business of impor- be tried by an ecclesiastical board for the offense John J. Peasley & Co., 47 Washington Street, Boston,
Mis- of omitting the words ‘ regenerate, etc.,” from from: the recent auction trade sales in New York,
Temperance,
Resolutions upon
tance.
siong, Sabbath Schools, Bates College, &c., ‘were
the office for the baptism of infants, has been “ins and will be sold at from 85 cents to $1,00 per yard.
on
discussed and adopted. Revs. 8. 8. Nickers M . | formed by Bishop Whitehouse ‘that none of the
Q.
Strafford
AN TNVo10E has been received by the carpet house
the
and H, F. Scribner from
Bosritualism and of J, J. Peasley & Co, 47 Washington Street,
"preached the word with profit, Rev. L. Sargent | signers of the late protest against to
of new jaijerns of English Tapestry. Brussels,
ton,
allowed
he
will
notions
the
church
on
sit
high
ns,
|
to
and
bargai
; allowed
;
hoy
slightly damaged—a chance for
the Huntington Q. M. was present
from
spoke in behalf of the Green Mountain Semina*
833
j
ry. The occasion was rendered still more desi-

Prep

Ta

hundreds of testimonials

receiv

by SETH W. FOWLE & SON,
by dealers generally.
-

sa

is

y the

BosTON,

GRACE’S SALVE
like magia Ai ob i
Sprains,
Bruises,
Wounds,

Ml
ute,

Chilblains, &o.

in

#

Dun

BOALLS,
8.

Itis prompt in action, soothes the

the Jorentits andl reduces the most
inflammations; thus af8 olings
and Acompin oure
SeTH W, FOWLE &
S0y. Proprietors, Boston, 27

in, takes out

Jookin

nge

{

tieres
anote

CAN BE CURED

By a timelg resort to this standard remedy,

one ot the inducements offered by
John J. Peasley &
Co., Boston, carpet dealers, 47, Washington Street, to

somewhat from numthe conference was

Balsam
CHERRY.

preparation does not dry up a
This well-known
d, as is the case
the’ cause
Cough and leave
the
with most medicines, but it loosens and cleanses
the cause

the

cargo auction sales of elegant styles in variegated
and fancy checks and stripes of the choicest brands

at retail at

Times

THE WESTERN FARMER.—“Edited with suporior
abliir sud Ju
ent,”— Towa City (lo.) R
.
THE
WISCONSIN FARMER is published every
(52 issues a year), with offices in Chicago,
Saturday
I'l. and
Madison, Wis. The principal business office
being at the latter place all remittances should be
aadressed to
W. B. ‘DAVIS,
1 a
ener WESTERN FARMER, Madison, Wis. -

5,60

Mrs C L Ostrander

Western

HE WESTERN FARM®R
“Furzishes more reading matter than Moore’s Rura. »-w Yorker, and must
be of far greater value to farmers ci the Northwesi.”
— Watertown ( Wis.) Rep.
THE WESTERN
FARMER —“The best of the Agriguitaral and Horticultural Weeklies.”— Chicago
Ere.

5,00

T Care

“The

THE WESTERN FARMER.—'‘A large eizht, page
sheet of unusual typographical neatness and perfection, well filled with the choidest matter.”— Cedar

14,40
1,00
5,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
15,00
11,21

Bethany ch
P Ford
L Stanhope
John Shepherd
MC Sprague
Buffum
DM
Mrs CL Loomis
Genesee Q
Poland ch

&ec.

are extracts irom a few notices, out

of hundreds, that have been given
Farmer,” by leading Journals:

267,38
Treasurer.

LIBBY,

of

rates, after giving
it a trial of six months.
THE WESTE
FARMER is one of the largest,
handsomest,and best conducted Journals of its class

Rapids, Towa,

of

FOR

LEADING

FARMER

quainted with the chafacter and rare excellence

New York Home and Foreign Mission 8 ociety.

the goods

THE

its reading matter, is offered for the balance of the
year (to Jan. ’70), for FIFTY CENTS, half the usual
subseription rates, and about the cost of the white
paper.
Those who avail themselves of this unprecedented offer, will be so well pleased with the paper,

Dover, N. H.

and

w

:

ily Newspaper of the West, in order to let the
people, in all parts of the Union see and become ac-

J B Rich, T H Gllpatrick, sucts'each, Col-

prices,

MONTHS

HIS

lection. 40,79
Mrs H C Keath’s 8 8 class, Minneapolis
:
Minneapolis ch, on cards in part
Ch and
Congregation, Edgecomb, Me, per Rev
J Granville,
A friend, Boston, Mass
Mrs Chloe E Houginaing, toward the support
v
of a child in n India
.
Maine Western Y M, Cape Elizabeth, Me., to
constitute Rev B F Pritchard life member,
per 8S Curtis
.
r—

O1L CLOTHS

Pox

MACHINE.

.

Manchester, N.

WESTERN

J Thomas, Gardner, Me
Kingficld ch, 5,8 Apson ch 8,80, 2nd ¢h in Madison, slo, per ey M Merrill
Ch, Greene, Ohio, per'J Rodgers
West Bethell ch and soc, per Z J Wheeler
Col Montville Q M, Rockland, Me
F W B church, No Vasselboro’, Me, per G H
k
Ramsell
z
G H Ball, Buffalo, N Y
Ch, East Oranse Vit, per Rev I, W Cowell
M, L Lewis, J B Hinckley, AJ
Hennepin Q
Billings, $5, each, Rev W Hayden, B
Haney, $1, each, Rev A Turner, 75cts,Rev

Froor

SEWING

OFFER EXTRAORDINARY :

Foreign Missions.

SEASON

!

be done on the high-priced machines.
We want
agents to introduce this machine in every county;
will pay $75 to $200 Jor month, Address, oS

H F Smith, Waterbury Center, Vt

THE

WANTED

The most complete Machine for the price ever ofIt will do all kinds of work that can
fered for sale.

W H Cutler, Waterford, Pa
J F Nason, Hallowell, Me
B Townsend, Newfield, Me

special

com-

Male or Female to sell our new

N B Jackson, Arcade, N Y
Rev C A Hilton, Frankfort, I
H F Smith, Waterbury Center, Vt
‘Welcome Angell, Providence, R I
A D Carse,
No Jackson, Pa
Jerry Eldddge, Naples,
NY

Buffalo, N.Y.

can

Agents wanted.

Me.

AGENTS

BY MAIL.
Minard, Starksboro’, Vt
Potter, Lansing, Mich
Norton, Farmington, Me
Drew, No Tunbridge, Vt

0.0.

and runaway horses

Dletely subdued.
It also contains a Treatise on
hoeing and 100 Recipes for the most common diseases, with numerous {iricks practiced by Horse
Jockeys. Every
horse breeder and owner should
have it. You wil never regret using
Sent by
mail for only 60 cts. Address, GEV.
S. MELLEN,

HILL,
t

ENGINE:

8,
A
free with instructions for $1 00.
:
WALTER HOLT, =
‘8me7
NO. 102 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK,

Richards—B A Russell—A Sargent—B F Stochwell-H F
J Seribner—Mary J Talbot—d Vail—A E Wilson—E N
Wright—R Worline—8 Wheelér—H Whitcher—Mrs M
C Wardner—H Whitcomb—C G Warner—J E Richard:
son.

R
L
8S
a

STEAM

Made entirely of Metal; Boiler and Furnace com plete; will work for hours if supplied with water,
&c. ; free from danger; a cbild can work them. Sent

Baldwin

—J

Angell

— W
Allen

9

.

LAE
FEMALE
SEMINARY,
Auburndale,
Mass. Best advantages in every department.
Fall Term begins Sept. 30,1869. Address
awl
‘CHAS. W. CUSHING.

EXPRESS.

of the state feel the throb-

ence of domestic-economy should

General

13123

|

of the In-

Books Forwarded.

A large number of ladies assembled in New
York, May 81st, in response to the call of the
American Woman’s
Educational Association,

and

sg

ba

:

life of shame or a suicide’s death,she chose the latb ter, and was a corpse scarcely two weeks after
she was enticed away from her parental home.

Quarterly Meetings.

usual exer-

«of Commencement

of

Hand

the church

Dedication,

Y

AT

to

Jonx CHICK, for the Council.

didate.

On Friday, class-day was observed by
with the

Address

by Bro. 8. F. Bean; Benediction by the Candi-

class was com-

ladies. The exercises passed off finely and
it was observed by those present that there
were none which could be called poor.

Consecratory Prayer by Bro.

C. Paris; Charge by Bro. E. C. Heath;

posed of twenty-one gentlemen and eight

COMMENCEMENT

recent-

extremities

>

Mrs

convert to Swedenborgianism.
The
of his: old church, or some of them at
not seem to remember the lessons of
charity taught by the Scriptures. Mr.

ings from this warm

~

Letters Received.

Some twenty-five hundred crowded the Academy of Music at alate Sunday evening service,
and hundreds arose for prayers. The churches

at the

Druggists,

REMEDY, prepared only by Dr. B. C. Pei
8t., New, York,
re
ki 0

Post Office Addresses.

The great revival at Indianapolis, although
Mr. Hammond has left,is still going forward.

ly purchased a good cabinet organ. They
have also paid me to my full satisfaction
for my labors with them the past two years.
Brethren, pray for us that the work of grace
may go on till many more precious souls
H. F. DICKEY.
are saved.

Bro. 8. P. Fernald;

:

°

Sold by all Druggists.

Wholesale

St , Boston,

Dress-

Rev. B. A. Ruassell,3, New Berlin, Che. Co., N. Y.

of those of

Keyes preached to a large audience
Jerusalem Church on Sunday.

to the church
to the Methohouse one-half
have repaired

their house at a cost of $800,00 and

The day was fine, and

the graduating class
cises.

N. H. I had the pleasure of baphappy converts. The revival incommenced some two years and a
connection with the labors of Bro.

Osgood has continued most of the time since.

the exercises of the

the house well filled.

Last Sabbath was a

ical School at New Hampton,was set apart to the
work of the ministry, at Ossipee Corner, by a
council appointed by the Wolfboro Q. My for

ANNIVERSARIES OF THE MAINE STATE SEMINARY.

The

come a
oe
st, do
hristian

good day'to the brethren of the 2d church
in Wilmot,
tizing four
terest that
half ago in

they may

Our correspondent at Portland writes that there
is quite an excitement hy that city over the case of
Rev. E. R. Keyes, late of the Chestnut street
Methodist Episcopal Church, who has recently
renounced his former religious views and be-

Bro. DANIEL I. QUINT, late from the Theolog-

Lewiston.

graduating class.

Wisor, N.MI.

of hope.

PERRY,

26 Tremont

Agents,

of the 17th. "Hancock is tourteen miles east of Ellsworth on the sea-board and 40 miles east of Bangor.
1 am not aware that there is any public conveyance
(except stage) nearer Hancock than Bangor.
G. E. 8. BRYANT.

There is a secret society in Spain, composed of
about 8,000 Christians, meeting in secret places,
with signsand passwords solemnly pledged to
each other to renounce the Church of Rome and
circulate the Gospel of Christ. They are printing the Bible secretly, and are actively at work
extending its circulation, strong in the patience

seven received the hand of fellowship in
behalf of the church. In the afternoon we
enjoyed an interesting communion season.
The good spirit of revival is still with us.
To God be all be praise.
T. D. CLEMENTS.

BITTERS, for purl-

headache, heartburn,
biliousness, constip:
y and
nervous weakness, are among medical marvels which
session
Penobscot Y. M. will hold its next
with the church in Hancock, on the 17—I9 of Au- | must be experienced to be believed.
2627
OLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
at two o’clock, P. M,
commencing
next,
gust

Sweden.

young men, three of them heads of families, followed their Lord in baptism, and

has noequal in. the Wovld.

BURR

will report the amount of money its members have
aid during the year for benevolent purposes; also
0. of Sunday School scholars.
G. W. SPAULDING, Clerk,

* The Prussian Baptists held their annual meetings the first week of May, in Stettin. There

&c.

“@4DR. WARREN'S BILTOUS

fying the Blood, Curing Liver Complaint, Jaundice,
iliousness, Headache, Dizziness,
s of Appetite,
and all Spring Complaints ; tor Cleansine, Strengthening, Invigorating and Resylating the Human
System,

Chemung Q. M. (late Yates & Stubén,) will hold
its next session with Pine Valley church, (on the
Northern Central R. R., four miles north of HorsIt is expected that each church
heads,) July 9—1L.

Baptist Home Mission Socie-

exclusive

An

,

OBED Foss,

:

2626

so far, foots up 8,677 for
en

tists on the Continent,

16t11

nn

a

NOTICE.
The Trustees of the Maine Cent#al® Institute will
el of the Instihold their annual meeting in the Ch
tute Building, July 21, 1889,at 7,0’¢’'ock, ¥.M,

A. . | were reported 8,709 members, and 17,000 Bap-

-

bn

good. ’—DR.

stitution far and near are earnestly Jequestad to be
TASKER, Sec.
L. B.
present.

wish to start mission enterprises; and a committee of the Society is now going over the ground
to locate sites.

al-

Twenty-six have

quite large.

to give the

Hair

The friends

to the erection of buildings.

watth of “Lay Del-

ty lands along their road on which

ready entered and some ten or twelve more

Committee.

L. SARGENT,

0. L. Perry.
Thursday occurred

offered

very interesting and entertaining.
The prospects of Bates College are very
class promises
The Freshman
bright.

yon

GOODWIN & CO., Boston .~ Sold by all druggists.

the
10 o’clock, A. M., for the choice of officers, an
transaction of other important business in relation

nently established in their own buildings.
The officers of the Union Pacific railroad have

by Rev. Dr. Fulton of Boston; subject,
« Trast.” The speaker made the subject

the

finest scenery to be found in New England,

were more than usually precious.
Also, that the delegates from other bodies, * preached Jesus” with peculiar melt-

England

—

This Seminary will be opened to students

The

lady

first

ugglata.ie

do

Notice.

There are not less than seven houses in Madrid, where prayer meetings are held. The new
Protestant church will seat nine hundred, and is
crowded every Sunday.
:
There are in N. Y. city 125 Protestant missions where Sabbath
schools or services for
adults are carried on. Of these 41 are perma-

SoutH BostoN. Last Sabbath was a joyful day to the church recently organized at
South Boston. At nine in the morning four

Green Mountain Seminary.

the 1st day of Sept.,

the

is

believe

4

I'll

The second annual meeting of the Corporators and,
Trustees of the Lyndon Literary and Biblical Institution will be held in the F. Baptist church at Lyndon Center, Vt , on Wednesday, the 28th - of July,+at

The Wesleyans of England contributed last
year £146,072 for mission purposes, an average of
over £150 (currency) each.
Our Methodists give
about 60 cents each for the same objects.

College.

D. W.

dom and equality all share a generous facts that the citizens are highly moral,
sympathy from our churches.
r
and large numbers are truly religious, and
Rev. S. Curtis, Secretary of the Home that there are no places into which youths
Mission Society presented the claims of can be decoyed for vicious purposes. It is
that branch of our work with the. vigor, within 20 or 80 minutes drive of the Vt.
zeal, and clearness, worthy of so justa Central R. R. over which seven trains of
cause, and was followed by our worthy passenger cars pass every day except.Sunmissionary to the freedmen, Rev.J. W. day.
Dunjee, of Winchester, Va. Bro. Dunjee
No pains will be spared to render the stay
is taking collections for a few weeks, in of pupils here safe, pleasant and profitaid of the new meeting-houseat Winchester, able.
and we rejoice to know that his eloquent
Those wishing to secure rooms in the
and soul-quickening appeals are not in Seminary building, rooms for self-boarding,
vain.
or board in families, will address Rev.D.
Committee to locate next Y. M.—Rev. |S. Frost, Waterbury Center, Vt.. who will
Geo. Plummer, Little River, Me.; Rev. give attention to their wishes.
‘
C. Campbell, New Sharon, Me; Rev. L.,
D. 8. Frosr,
Executive
Hutchins, Salem, Me.
D.H. ApAMs,
J. D. WALDRON,
To the praise of the Holy Spirit we de-

sire to say that the

+

of

of a full corps of experienced and popular
teachers.
:
The Trustees design to make this Seminary one of superior rank, second to

to act in conjunction with the Q. M. agents

He

He

Mariner

at Waterbury Center,

Phillips, was appointed agent for the Y. M.
and missionaries.

J.

its

change

A.H.

Rev.

we

who has ever graduated at a New

and

LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS are a
sure remedy for Liver Complaint in all its forms,
4Humors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia,
Costiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache, and
Bilious Diseases, General Debility, &c. They cleanse
the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite,
purify the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare it to resist diseases of all kinds, GEO. C.

hair

Notices and Appointments.

As a result of the recent revival in East Boston, between three and four hundred have been
.added to the different churches.

by Bates College excited considera ble comMiss
ment in the speeches at dinner.

Mitchell

Lyon’s Kathairon is a very delightful

Dr. Holland says, “There
are 6000 Roman
Catholic priests in Naples and 300 churches, and
a better dressed, better looking set of ecclesiastics than one sees in Naples, he will not see anyYhere else.”
os

The fact that a lady has been graduated

me,

et A

ing.

Augusta, Ga.

and,

PATCHES, FRECKLES

ness, Freckles,

tributed.to rise, when he solemnly consecrates
Every one gives
the collection with prayer.
something.
:
~
A new Jewish Synagogue is to be built in

egation Returns’
and 3,040 against.

MOTH

It removes all unsightly Blotches,Red
.
COLGATE & CO’S
\
Tan, Sunburn, and Effects of Spring Winds and
Vegetable Soap, Combined with
Aromatic
gives to the Complexion a Blooming Purity of trans- Glycerine; is recommended for Ladies and
Iy28
mr
To
parent delicacy and power. No Lady who values a Infants,
.
fine Complexion can do without the Magnolia Balm :*
¢
75 cents will buy it of any of our respectable dealers.

In the largest: Episcopal church in Mobile, after

The ‘Methodist is keeping

Supt. SiR

Try it.

HE

Agitation | a contribution is taken up, it is ceremoniously
handed to the pastor, who asks all who have con»

Cheney announced that he considered the
conditions of the gift of Mr. Bates as virtually filled so that work upon the proposed
‘college building can commence in the fall. -

MERRITT,

#3 BURR'S PATENT NURSING BOTTLE—The
Bottle in the
most Perfect and Convepient Nursing
world, We suoply ho trade with all parts & the “
“when.
required,
including
rr’s
“Bottle-separate
Silvered Wire Brush, which is of inestimable value
to
the
Infant,
as
it
keeps
the
Tube
perfectly
sweet
0
a
and free from acid, especially in warm weather,
of Brush 10cts. -BURR & PERRY, Successors”
Hagan’s Magnolia Balm. This article is the Price
to M.S, BURR & Cd., Wholesale Dru
ts, 26 TreLaFashionable
what
is
It
Beauty.
of
mond St. Boston, Mase, Sold by al rugglsts, :
True Secret
produce
to
use
Singers
Opera
and
es,
Actres;
die:,
that cultivated distingue appearance: so much admired it the Circles of Fashion.
il
.

ulate

Herrnhut, Saxony.

dinner,” President

At the Commencement

C. Durgin at Hampton 11.

Missions, was presented

and Rev.

church in Atkinson.

’

Wheelwright Mitchell, Dover.

Representatives.

late pastor at Hill,

Fullonton at Raymond 16, and Rev.

viz. giving the

constitution and by-laws from a three:
fourths vote to a two-thirds vote.
The * Circular,” embracing a plan for
the work of Home

at Hoss Corner,
4

.

¢ Buy

“The
by

secretions. of the

the absorben's and the

WM.

only by Dr. B.C. Perry.

Hair Renewer will stim-

tubes until they regain their original vigor.

the State is Dr. Emerson, of Salem,whose pastorate of the South church in that city begun in
.
1805.
N
i
The Moravians of the world are all connected
in a single synod, which is now in session in

Paris

N. H., and of LL.D. upon Hon. Jas. G.
Blaine, Speaker of the National House of

ston, N. H., was from the ‘Congregational

ter their election.
Voted, in favor of the change in the constitution
of General Conference,Art. 10,
striking out the following: ¢ To exercise

power to

Wis., has

in Leicester, Mass., for

BENEDICTION.

N. H., has closed labor there. We understand he is engaged as agent in the Bible
cause in which he formerly labored.
Rev. J. B. Merrill, recently ordained pastor of the church organized at South King-

Voted, that the Q. M. clerks be requested to forward the names of their delegates
to theclerk of the Y. M., immediately af-

proposed,

charge
:

Rev. J. H. Brown,

sessions of the Y. M. from the 4th Wednesday in June to the 1st Wednesday in September.

General Conference

was im-

been pastor of the First’

0 REMOVE

Mgrs. N. H. CUSHING, Missionary at 7Tongoo,
writes: I have used all of the Arpold’s Balsam,and
find it very valuable indeed; so much so, I must have
more sent to me, care Missionary Rooms, Boston.

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian

oa

st,

use been cured of coughs, colds, + od

chitis, sore throat, influenza or: consumption,
prudent will always keep the standard remedy
them.

the expenditures

Rev. Dr. Nelson has

LA

BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,

WISTARS

and by such

The Association’s new building is nearly

Congregational’ Church

* Excused.
The degree of A. B. in course, was ‘conferred upon the graduating class—that of
honorary A. M. upon Charles A Bailey of
Oldtown and Stephen G. Abbott of Meriden,

has moved to Providence, R. I.

next year, to change the time of holding the

_ other change

ordinance.

rite

$7812."

Leave Boston for Dover at 7.80 A. M.,12M,,8, 5 P.M
and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 P. M.

“ HEALING ON ITS WINGS,” say all who have made

use of DR.

ing Wednesday, shows a membership of T12,
whereof 194 were admitted during the past year.

st xe
Eh
Charles Albert Mooérs, Vienna.
MUSIC.
CONFERRING DEGRE ES.

Rev. J. A. Stetson, pastor for the last
year at Union Village, Wakefield, N. H.,

noon to Wednesday, at 10. o'clock in the

voted to lay on the table

the

and the
-

Tuttle of RichMnd,

N. H., has taken
Shapleigh, Me.

one year ago, to changethe day of holding the conference, . from Tuesday after-

ment,” and

administered

been invited to the pastorate of the church
in Milton, N. H. He was pastor there a
few years ago. He has engaged to come
about this time and spen#l three months.
Rev. Uriah Chase, late pastor of Epsom,

Rev. A. H. Morrell, Nova Scotia F. Baptist
Conference; Rev, C. F. Penney, Maine M.

E. Conference;

aged,

Many were present
pressive.

fail to bring re-

The report of the Young Men’s Christian Asso
ciation of Washington, reid at the annual meet-

Giviliza-

VALEDICTORIA.
8. ORATIO
and Reform.

an-

an aged member of the Congregational
church there wished baptism by immersion.
Revs. Jeremiah Clough and Joseph Clough,

php

cannot

proach to our Zton.

The receipts were, $7600, and

| ». wm. and on Monday, Wednesday, and Fridayat 7.88 P.M

Otherwise they will be at the risk of those
ne
:
seriding them.

<'more than fifty-seven years, and is now eighty~*"©
the Un- | three years of age. The oldest settled minister in

American:

Modern
ti

ion.X

presented the church in that place ,with a
silver communion service. Not long ago

by their presence

church

age, iy unchristinn, and cannot

’

Mary

of Gilmanton, and

Christian.

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 545, 6.45 P, M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A, M., 2.45 P. M.'
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8. 10.66 A.M. 5.08

ordef of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
Money Order, or in Registered letter. *
Moneys thus gent will be at our risk.

ale, porter, strong beer, lager beer, cider, wines,
or intoxicating liquors of any. kind, as a bever-

The Pacific Railway.

MUSIC.

other man, were recently injured by the
premature explosure of ‘powder in a rock.
Rev. Jeremiah Clough of Canterbury has

J. Malvern, from the N. H. Y. M., Rev. Mr.

hearts were

Ham,

Resolved, That a

For Great Falls, 10,10A, M., 2.45, 545, 7.40 P. M.

York or Boston, and made payable to the

old South

June 22. 1868,

and on Monday, Wednesday and Friddy at 8.12 p. a,

Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in. Drafts on New

esolved, That the manufacture, sale, or use o

seen.
William Henry B olster.

Ministers and Churches.

Rev. Ezra

Charles Bean, from the M. W.Y.M., Rev.

CHURCH.—The

Summer Arrangement.

M., 5.45 P.M,
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10A.

Or-

copies.

2 cents each for two or more
ders are solicited.

‘| reasonably expect God’s blessing while it ignores
:
:
?
the temperance cause.

MUSIC.
The Seen and
6. Di1ssErTATIO.

7.. THESIS.

Visitors were invited

ference, and

GENERAL,

TEMPERANCE

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD.

:

Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or

Church, at Worcester, Mass., recently adopted,
unanimously, the following resolutions:

George Byron Files, Unity .

inJune, 10 at o'clock, A. M.
A. H. MORRELL, Clerk.

:Bpsiness Committee.—Revs. E. G. Page,

A

Treatise.

The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy.

by many years of exhausting labor.

The Practical Character

5. Disquisitio.

Resolved, Thatwe extend to his heartstricken family our warmest sympathies in
their great bereavement, and pray that it
may be sanctified to our mutual good.
Next session of Y. M., fourth Wednesday

Hampshire.
.
Officers of Conference.—Rev.
S. P.
Morrill, Moderator; Rev. Geo. W. Gould,

:

/

ih
of the Age.
done. The hall in it will be much the finest in
Galen Alphonso Newhall, Washington. | the city.
’

sembly united in singing, affer which pray- life; efficient labors, and wise counsel in
er was offered by Rev.

weep-

.

slowly recovering from the prostration induced

PRAYER.
(Latina.)

* 4. DisQuisiTio.

was

and

‘Rey. Henry B. Smith, D. D., says the Evangelist, was, at last advices, in the south of France,

2. DisquisiTio. Beneficence and Culture.
Lucien Chase Graves, Vienna.
MUSIC. ~
The Peace Festival.
3. THES18.
* Addison Small, Auburn.

seen fit to remove Rev. Roger Eta from la-

m—

,

disappointed, and

George Byron Files, Unity.

providence

which

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY, - .

the

MUSIC.

1. SarLuramio.

his

engaged

evening

manifestations

8. W. CrRowgLL, Clerk.

concert by Johnson's band of Lewiston.
- Wednesday, June 30, was Commencement day and although the day was far
from pleasant, the house .was crowded.
The order of exercises
was as follows:

ROGER ELA.

God

The prize:

were compelled to substitute a promenade

offices as are pledged to the

REV.

fo L0

such

graduating class had

at the last moment were

them by their official-acts.

AXDROSCOGGIN.

on: Monday’ evening.

Sabbath

attended with revival

ing penitents sought for mercy.

services’ of Gilmore's band of Boston, but

popular bitters of merchandize, is a violation of the principles of total abstinence.
Resolved, That consistency and humanity require that we not only resolve, but
that we speak and act in conjunction there-

that any one ever thought

astonishment

closing serviceon

was award ed to Dexter M. Small.

"Resolved, That we still adhere to the
which it is taught is nowhere so excellent
principles of total abstinence from everyas there. Lest Ishould not be fully under- thing.that
can intoxicate.
ae
stood by every one, I1beg leave to say once
- Resolved,
That the use, as a beverage,
more, that I am fully persuaded that” our of domestic wines, cider and many of the
teachers have done all in their power to
make the school all that it should be. When
a wiser generation shall have employed
six teachers to do the work these men have
been laboringto perform, there will be an

You are all Christians.

The Prize Declamation of the Junior class

circular as soon as practicable.

it is generally understood that the system
of Theology taught, and the ability with

rable by the presence and participation of Rev. C
C. Foster from New Hampton. Meetings
ofregious worship were very ol
alle WA the

class that shall graduate from this.college,

our Q.

Meetings and churchesto take action according to the instructions contained in the

be

There will

own peculiar department.

Y.

and which I pray God may be said to every

appointment of

i“

when

STAR: JULY 7, 1869. =

&

ly desire the school,

MORNING

to

THE

[3

mn

po Poirp. :
*

»

He lies neath the spreading apple boughs,
My little brotlrer Jim;
No care from the busy world
Casts its shadow ovér him.

around

© And let no one think he has no influence
1 worth usingin the world, no power to do
infinite and everlasting good, SO lobg as he

The golden sheen of his tangled curls
’Mid the clover blossoms gleams.
He is floating out on the tide of sleep,
To the happy sea of dreams.

can say tothe tried and tempted, to the discouraged and heart-broken, *¢ Look up.”
This is a cheering word which sounds
through all the ravelations of God to man
—**, Look up!” Heaven is above you, the
pit beneath. It is safe to climb, it is. destructionto stop and look back.” O, ye

Dozing there, with his bare, brown feet,
Kissed by the Autumn

sun,

¢

1 think of the brave and earnest path,
Our little boy

may

run.

z

Toilsome and roughto the idle throng,
Who

shrink from the summer heat;

Of noble toil for those who tread,

-

With true and patient feet.

halting and giddy climbers upon the steep
ladder of life, look up, and yau will see that
all above you is calm and steady, When the

i

4

I know there are snares for heedless feet,
In the luring haunts of sin,
There is fruit so fair to the passing gaze,
But ashes and dust within.

earth reels and trembles beneath, ..Look up,

divine hand reaching over the battlements
oof heaven to take yours and help you in.—
Am. Presbyterian.

‘With a swift and silent prayer,
3
That God of his chiluhood’s love and faith,
Be his leader everywhere.
i
Thus, with never a pang of fear,
throb of pain,
rg thought of his loyal soul,
As tarnished by spot or stain,
I trace his path up the “ royal road,”

We love babies. We confess it without
a blush, and experience a species ,of reckless satisfaction in thinking what a number of gentlemen there will be amongst our

My childish hero, my gallant knight,
My little brother Jim.

readers upon whom

Corporal.

Resolution,
—

If you’ve any task to do,
Let me whisper, friend, to you,
Do it.”
Ir you've any thing to say,

:

True and needed, yea or nay,
Say it.
.

If you’ve any thingto love,
As a blessing from above,

Love it.
If you’ve any

thing to give,

That another's joy may live,
’

y

:

Five it.

If some hollow creed you doubt,
Though the whole world hoot and shout,
Doubt it.
If you know what torch to light,

Guiding others through the night,

Light it,

If you’ve any debt to pay,
Rest you neither night nor day,

Pay it.
If you’ve any fii hold
;
Next your heart, lest it get cold,

grief to meet,

:

At the loving Father's feet,
:

Meet it.

If you're given light to see
‘What a child oRGod should be,

:

See it.

There’s a message sweet and clear

‘Whispered down to every ear—
.

Bown.

@he Family Circle,
Look
-

-

Up.

fm

&

3

Many years ago,a little boy while playing
in the

streets

of

Baltimore, happened

to

stand at the foot of 8 long ladder and look
up. He heard the sound of voices and hammers far up on the roof above him, and his
childish curiosity impelled him to climb.
He set his foot on the lower round and his
hands upon

the next,

and

then

went

on,

slowly pulling himself up, hand over hand,
round over round, until he was so high that
a fall would be

instant

death, and yet

he

had not reached the top. He grew tired,
and wished he had not begun to “climb.
He looked down to see how far he had
come, and the great hight made him giddy.

He began to tremble with fear, and was fast
losing his strength and his hold. Just then,
a man passing along the street at the foot
of the ladder, looked up, saw

his agitation,

and cried out in terror, “My

G—! that

boy is going to fall I” Those startling words

were heard by the poor child, and they made
him feel much more like falling than he did
before. He became more and more dizzy.
He thought the ladder swayed to and fro
like trees bent by the storm. He thought

* the house against which
the ladder leaned,
and all the houses in the street, were work-

ing and reeling, like ships on the sea.
All at once he heard another

voice,

loud

and cheery and full of courage, from the
roof of the house above him, * Boy, look

up.” He did look up. Anybody would,
hearing such a hearty voice as that. <All
right now, come on.”

giddy.

He was no -longer

He began to climb again, and soon

he reached the hand of the kind and - sensi-

ble carpénter on the roof, whose cheery

word had saved him from being dashed,
broken and bleeding, upon the pavement of
the street. That boy became a man of genius and culture. His written thoughts went
all over this land and stirred strong emotion
in thousands of hearts. But to the day of

his death, he never ceased to ascribe the

preservation of his life and the accomplishment of all that he didin the world to the
timely and encouraging words

of the car-

penter on the roof—** Look up”— Allright
now, come en.”
There is many a

poor

boy,

the steep ladder of life, high
already

to make it

climbing

enough up

fatal to fall, and yet

far from reachinga place of rest.

“weary and getting discouraged.
many

asser-

pacity of his sympathies.

The test of a

man’s sympathies is his love for babies.
He that has not this love in his soul let him

not be trusted.
For our part we firmly believe that there
are very few men in this world who,.in the
secret depths of their souls, have not a

sneaking affection for babies.

A baby .car-

ries an atmosphere about with it too suggestive to be breathed by a man without his
experiencing the sense of a renewal of
some one feeling within him hushed as a
distant memory, and silent in the clamor of
the world in which he lives and moves.
The fellow-feeling engendered by the natural fact,of his having been a baby himself
once, makes him kind. Nursery traditions
revived

within

him.

He

remembers

that the very old lady whom habit has
taught him to regard much in the same way
that you regard an old chair or picture, thgt
has been a long time in the family, possess:
es a past; and that with the past he is very
intimately associated. The unwinking eyes
of the baby that stare at him with a fixedness that is almost contemptuous, and certainly very embaragssing, are full of memories of himself.
He discerns in the round,

Whether life be bright or drear,

— Harper's Magazine.

this unqualified

tion will come like a shock. Yet who would
not pity a man who does not love babies?
Letany man object to the little plump precursors of posterity, and he places you at once
in possession of the exact breadth ‘and dimension of his mind. Dr. Johnson used. to
proportion the value of a man’s intellect to
| the quality of his humor. We go further
and proportion a man’s intellect to the ca-

are
$010 it.

If you've any

He is

He hears

say, ‘He will never gucceed,”—* He

rd

]

This seemed a

yery terrible thing.to lige

apparentlgfthinking intently about
her sister’had told her: = .

what

Itis the natural enemy

to neatness.

It will pull its mother's hair over her eyes,
after which its next onslaught will be upon her collar. This is the baby that upsets

the starch or the ink, that will touch the

hot iron, that has an ever-recurring tendency to crawl inside the fender. This is the,
baby that is forever losing its shoe. It
will make a dog's life a burden to itby
clinging to its tail. - It is never without a
mark upon it, indicative of the vengeance,

Itis always making

an effort” to upset the candle;

and if you

hold itup to the pfyno, both legs and arms
will instantly ke enlisted in the

creation of

-| the most hideous noise.

calls the child

“ father-to

composition,

“The

wish

thought.”

we

suppose,

was father,

Shakespeare's

Harry,

to the

If by child Wordsworth méant

baby, we do notatall agree with him.
The
uncertainty of the future is never more as-

do

- The icebergs which

fil

With her little heart freed

from its burher

the precocious child, whose intellect-

mother,

the conversation ir her quaint childish language to the baby, telling it over and over
again that it would take only a very little

prayer to keep it a good girl.

less in the attitude they are made to assume,

and who ery witha thin, small sound like a

the sailors.

call the

‘The devil,” her sister answered.
‘“Does -the devil put wickedness

in my

hurricanes;

und

in the same

year a great United States ship-of-war named
the Monongahela, was lifted out of the sea

ter's face.
'

'

Hips”

ship at one tim& was directly over the mar-

ch Empéror.

would

have

Maximilian,
nation, and
membered
to play the
world, stir

:

We

were

have

saved

the

unfortunate

unconscionable

cliims

against this countr!
these things whic
either ignore or

“Well, you

must

know

there

is'a

North than for the sake of the previgusty unheard-of amounts of bounty-money offered to the
volunteers,
We do not accuse the American
people; we
only accuse the dominsnt
faction that has got the upper hand. and hopes to retain it’ by the strong arm of military despot

great river in the ocean which is longer than
the Mississippi, and wider than the Amazon,
and deeper and swilter than all other rivers.
It is fifty miles wide! It is a great ocean
current, and is called the Gulf Stream.

ism in the South, abd by hostility towards
land—hostility

which

is cheap

as

Eng-

long
as it

confined to words
and to speeches from its
Sumners and Chandlers, but which might ha
pen to become very dear if it pas
from the
mouths to the. hands of responsiblp statesmen,
And after aH, great and powerful as the United States undoubtedly are, they are not so great
and powerful as to afford to be laughed at, Mr,
Motley is supposed to come te Loudon
fully
charged with the ideas and the
demands of Mr.

t

rises in the Gulf of Mexico, and funs along
our Atlantic coast, until it gets about as far
north as Boston. Then it turns and runs
east until it nearly reaches the European

Sumner—to

shore, when it branches, one stream running
northward to the northern seas, and the oth-

hold a moral

pistol at the

head of

r John Bull, and demand not only his money,
ut his _ honor and self-respect.
We believe
nothing of the kind, however, and shall not do

an eminent . historian, philosopher, jurist. and

statesman, or the President who nominated and
the Senate which confirmed him, the injustice of
supposing that he is authorized to present to Great

Britain, as basesof diplomatic action, the rant
of Mr. Sumner or the drivel of Mr. Chandler.

LITERARY MISCELLANY,
|

The Sea-Elephant.
—

—

At present the true sea-elephant is found
only in the Antarctic Ocean; a monster

not

anfrequently thirty feet long, and measures
over sixteen feet in circamference!
His
powerful teeth are formidable enough in appearance, and above them he raises, when
he is roused to anger, his inflated trunk,
which ordinarily hangs loosely over. his

upper lip. His whole body is covered with
stiff, shining hair, and underneath his fur
coat he has a layer of fat at least a foot
thick, which protects him effectually against

the terrible cold of the polarregions.
two awkward

The

feet, mére stumps encased in

fan-like coverings, are of little avail to the

giant when he moves on

few yards

firm land;

he begins to groan and

while the whole huge

body

aftera

to rest,

shakes as

were one vast mass of jelly-like fat.
he falls an

easy

victim

tothe

if it

Here

sailors, who

come in search of his ivory -and his nil;
they walk fearlessly through the thick
crowds and knock them over by a single
blow .on the nose. The giant opens his
enormous mouth and shows his formidable

There was a time when John Neal occupied a
prominent and enviable position in the:world of
He put certain qualities into
American Letters,
his well-wrought prose that rendered it attract
ive, and he was so far familiar with the world as
to know what it wished, and so versatile and capable asto be able to supply its every-day demands and gratify its superficial likes, ' His name
will appear half strange now to many intelligent

teeth, but as he cannot move he is virtually

helpless.

Very different, however,

motionsin his own element;

are his

as soon as

he

is under water he swims with amazing rapidity, turns and twists like an eel, and is thus enabled to catch not only swift fish and
sepias,
but even the web-footed penguins.
He must find it difficult, at times, to provide his enormous body with sufficient food,
for he swallows masses of tangled seatan ;
and large stones have been found in his
stomach to the number of twelve. When °
he wishes tosleep he floats on the surface,

readers, but his new book will not only revive

old friendships but also awaken fresh sympa
thies.
This piece of autobiography is very
frank, naive and spontaneous.
It tells the writ

er’s life-story. with great freedom, gs though he
were taking each individual reader into his special confidence and confiding in his sympathy,
He tells of the
his interest and his generosity.
smaller and the greater things that have affected
his life with about equal zest, painstaking and felicity of style; narrates the story of his blunders
and his successes us though they were alike entertaining and alike called for; tells of his inter-

course with eminent men

moreo-

was by the adventurous rowdyism of Irishmen
and Germans, who fought less for the sake of the

!

that

e think,

\

;

' “And which is the widest ?”
“The Amazon.”

Emperor

triumph as much to
this very generous, but, as the result shows,
somewhat foolish neutrality
on the part of Great
ritain, as to its own prowess, a
as the latter

river in the world ?”
~ “The Mississippi,” answered Willie and
7,

of

the annexation of Canada, and present, insulting
and

Minnie in a breath.”

strongly

made a firm friend of the Southern
rendered it impossible for the disfragments of the once United States
part of Dictator in the affairs of the
up Fenianism in Ireland, threaten

“I will tell you, but you must listen at- on any future ocession. Are
the triumphant North should
tentiwely, for itis not easy to understand. depreciate? We think not.
First of all, what do you say is the longest- ver, that the North ewes its

and is rocked and cradled by the

the ocean.
What bas, in all probability,

waves

of

~

led to their

being taken for human beings by credalous

and superstitions mariners of early ages,
is the beautyof their eye, and the deep feeling they
manifest at critical times. They
not only

and of his every-day

never attack men,

but

unlike

the

sympathetic seals, they alsoabandon their

experiences at home, with the same chatty and
unreserved freedom, and so makes up a beok

wounded companions, and purposely turn
aside so as not to witness their sufferings
and their agony. When they are mortally
wounded they drag themselves
painfully

that will beget the accusation both of indiscretion

and egotism, and yet that will be all the’more attractive on account of the very qualities that are
singled out for hostile criticism:
+It is issued in

inland, and hide behind

a large rock

to die

in peace unseen by others. If they are
prevented from thus retiring, they shed
ill turn again and again to its genial tears, as they also Wap bitterly when they
asant pages,
:
| are ill-treated by crue sailors.—Putman’s
Magazine.

excelledystyle, and will find many gratified read-

ers w
an

Morsa THE FAIRY.
By Jean Ingelow.
With
. Mlustrations.
Same Publishers, &ec. 1869.—
16mo. pp. 244.

Fairy land and fairy life will

dren, or if it is a misty and unsubstantial
to

them,

it will

still

keep

its

realm

attractiveness,

Jean Ingelow has worked this vein of thought
somewhat to the surprise of those who know
her only through her best and noblest poetry ;
but she has brought her genius

and

her eminent

moral qualities to this work of imagination
fancy, and made a book

dren glad and grateful,

and

that will render the chil

of BLACKWOOD’S MAGAZINE for June which
sets forth the view of the
bama controversy,

and of Mr. Sumner’s speech,\that is just now
taken and urged by the Tory
element in Eng-

‘We reproduce the concluding

pa

of the article, for the illustration which they afford of the way in which some of our cousins

across the sea are

|-

1. Those who think

brain

wont to deal witha grave naolving both justice and honor.

less waste of words to answer all Mr. Sumner's
absurdities, indorsed or unindorsed by the American people, or attempt to prove a set-off against
his little bill,it is possible to amuse ourselves
with a calculation of the set-off which Great
Britain might plead against

the United States as

represented by Mr. Sumner, Item, cost of the
war for the maintenance of the integrity of the

British Empire, imperilled by George
ashington, a rebel;—two hundred
millions sterling ;
item, cost to Canada of the volunteer force to re

threatened

inrouds

of the

Amerjcans—fitiy millions sterling; item, cost to
the Tmperial treasury for the defense of ireland
against Fenlan movements organized in America—fifty millions sterling; item, to the prolongution of the rebellious feeling in Ireland occasion.
ed by American symputhy, three Hundred milhis, of
lions sterling, et cwiera, et twtera.
course, is ull bosh, but no more hosh than Senator Summer's claims
against Great Brituin,—

There is no other specific against Sumnerism and

Chandlerism than contemptand
; no one need he
surprised if, in the long-run, as much of that
wholesome. medicine shall come from America us

from Evgland,
To conclude.
and

animosities

Is it vot time that all the heats
engendered

‘War should cool down?

by

the great Civil

The North has won its

cause, and ought to be reasonable,

it has a complaint to make

the

most

powerful

of Euro Jenn

ready to- acknowledge

work, require most

sleep.

If it fancies

the WI

monarchs w.

ork of the

most

AN wr

2. Time

saved from necessary sleep is infallibly destructive to mind, body, and estate. 3.

Give yourself, your children, your servants
—give all that are under you—the fullest
amount of sleep theyawill take by eompelling them to go to bed at some regular early
hour, and to rise in the morning
the mo-

fortnight,

nature, with almost the regularity of the
rising sun, will unloose the bonds of sleep

the moment enough repose has been secured for the wants of the system. This is the
only safe and sufficient’rule; and as to the
question how much sleep any one requires,

each must be a rule for

himself; great

na-

ture will never fail to write it out to the ob-

server under the regulations just given.—
Dr. Spicer.

oracle:
Though it may seem like child’s-play or a use-

pel the continually

most, who do

ment they awake; and within a

‘We referred last week to an article in the issue

land.

Importance of Sleep.

seem real to chil-

wguinst Great Brituin
| healthy baby's voice heard at some distance heart?” the little
one asked, with her great ‘by a wave thirty feet high,-and- carried] for want f-writtetr
and
spoken
sympathy
off through a fog. There are babies blue eyes turned ploadingly up to her sis- nearly over the
the
struggle,it ought 10 reflect upon the fuctduring
town of St. Croix. The
that

whose eyes donot follow you; get within

or domestic—

what would

ing. with the French Emperor in the recognition
‘of the Coufederate States—a recognition that

Literary Review.

in one little harbor in the West Indies, by

to remember

probable that so sagacious “a statesman and thorough a man of theworld as Lord Palmerston
would have seen the obvious advantageof uuit-

:

Truly it hath been well said that had we
but faith as a little child “we should be not
far from the kingdom of God.
May the dear children who read this little

one of these

for the

empire, or on any

ion now, that France was: right and England

er southward towards the Mediterranean.
This stream is much warmer than the rest
of the ocean. The icebergs which come
A Good Name.
from the Polar Sea in summer move southward until they get into this current, when
In the school of Dr." Woods, none were incident in Fanny's life always remember they flow east and rapidly melt away. As
allowed to enter the conservatory without that a very little prayer in the right spirit is the sailors know the’ course of the Gulf
Jewve ajo a boy’s handkerchief, with his enough to save their souls from hell, and Stream, and the season for the appearance
name upon it, had been found there. Just their hearts from being held in bondage by of the icebergs, they are careful to keep a
at the close of school, the Doctor’ called the: the devil.—Chr. Intelligencer.
sharp lockout and thus avoid them. Still
name of James Howard. The whole school
accidents do sometimes occur, and ships
became silent with suspense.
sometimes strike £hese icebergs and sink
-|
The Causes of Shipwrecks.
‘ James Howard, what has he done ? Such)
instantiy.
:
a noble boy ! such a good boy !” all thought.
Sa you see that God in his wisdom, which
‘ In the kingdom of Great Britian, there we cannot always understand, but which we
Dr. Woods himself believed he was sent into the conservatory by the teacher of botany ; is an officer whose duty it is to keep an ac- nevertheless know is always for the best,
count ofall the wrecks happening on the permits his agents to destroy many good
so he asked,
:
“James Howard, have you been inty the coast of that country. - Now the kingdom vessels and valuable lives; but would it asof Great Britain, grand as itsname sounds, tonish you if I were to tell you that most
conservatory to-day?”
nt?”
“I have mot, sir,” replied James, in a is only about twice as large as the little shipwrecks are brought about by man’s igState of Florida ; and its’ coast is only three norance and wickedness?”— Our Young
clear, calm tone.
times as long. Yet every year there are
Folks.
‘I believe you, James,” said Dr. Woods,
ere
your handkerchief
has been found about twenty-eight hundred ships lost on
t ere.
You are not the boy to tell an un- the shores of that country. About one
thousand men and women and poor helpruth.”
So James sat in his seat unmoved. Every less chijdren lose their lives; and if we had
RECOLLECTIONS OF A SOMEWHAT
boy in school believéd him, and almost en- all the money which is lost by these wrecks WANDERING
By John
An Autobiography.
BUSY LIFE.
we should have nearly twenty millions of
‘Neal. Boston: Roberts Brothers. 1869, 12mo.
vied his good name.
Co.
&
Lothrop
D.
by
Sold
431,
pp.
Dr. Woods said no more on the subject, dollars to spend every year.

“ Who put it there ?” asked the child.

Turkish

opinion then, we are still more strongly of opin-

‘“‘How, papa, how P”

:

«Well,” she replied, “I will not forget to.
ask him, and I am sare I shall not be naugh-

do well

of the

feet, until nothing

and know how to avoid them.”

tle children just as small as you are up in
his arms, and blessed them, and said, ‘Of

den of doubt, she went off to play with

was the pride of its

would

to cause a great many wrecks, but mariners
have learned how to ‘understand their ways,’

you

puch is the kingdom of heaven.'”

of the

occasion whatever, either foreign

‘Phantoms of the Sea,’ and which float down

“Yes, darling,” she answered, ‘God will
always hear you and answer you; for when

ty any more.”

whose full, intelligent eye inspired the father with all kinds of hopes, develops itself into dullest mediocrity, unpromising,
unprofitable.
:

or fighting against Russia at Sebastopol

maintenance

wrong on that occasion. Hadit not been for the
fear entertained in Lord Falmerston’s Cabinet
‘that the anti-slavery Pio-Atherican3
and Exeter
Hall influence would
have placed it in a Parliamentary minority on the question, itis highly

w3s to be seen but the masts.

if I say, ‘Please, God, take

for

by the ice in the White Sea. The great icebergs crushed the ships as if they were egg-

from the Arctic into the Atlantic Ocean, used

“Oh, sister!

England,

happened had England agreed to the suggestions

He will have to go away again, I am God's
little girl.”
iy

the naughtiness out of my heart,’
think that will be prayer enough?”

call it, against

States never felt or expressed for England when
she was engaged in quelling the Indian Mutiny,

shells, and the ice was packed around thém

her little hands on her lap, and said:

they

in Peru, half a mile inland and completely
wrecked. During the year 1867, more than

to the depth of twenty

The little one’s eyes filled with tears at
this, and coming close up to her sister, and
looking right up in her face, she clasped

as

want of sympathy—a sympathy, by the way,
which the people and Government of the United

wave which followed the great earthquake

“By praying to God to take him out, and
to keep him out, and by trying to be a good
little girl yourself, and by saying every
time you feel like being naughty, ¢ Here
comes the devil; he istrying to get into my
heart, but there is no room for him here.

tonishingly testified than by the develop-

ual infancy

“ bitter,”

“Sister, how can I’ get the devil out of sixty other vessels were crushed to pieces

ment of babies. The feeble grow strong;
the strong grow. sick. The meager, melancholy, dull infantturnsout a wise, bright
man;

with unexampled forbearance, refused to join
him in the enterprise, The Americans, who feel

built by our government, was carried by a

my-heart wlien he getsin ?”

LE

South, and that the Government of Great Britain,”

still,"as you may remember, the great ironclad ship, Wateree, the first iron war-vessel

Fanny, and £6 along time shesat very still,

“ You would be puzzled,” continued their
unspeculating, yet living, young eyes, the except those few words. Let every hoy
visian of a life that he has once lived. learn from va incident the worth of a good father, after the astonishment of the chilDeeply is that man to be pitied who, on name, espgcially when appearances are dren had subsided, *¢ if you could see one of
the maps which the English officer makes
:
watching a baby, has not upon him a against hit,
:
keen sense of the deep and subtle mystery | How came James's handkerchief in the out every year, showing the wrecks which
have occurred. He calls i the ‘ Wreck
conservatory ? for, as I have said, it was
of ahuman lite.
:
We do not say that it is necessary for a contrary to the rules of the schvol for a bey | Chart,” and the law requires him to pubman to love every kind of baby. ‘Did we to enter there unbi@den. James had lent it lish a new one every year; and what do
assert such a thing in sincerity, we’should toa small boy, named John Rand, to tie you suppose it is for? - It is a guide-book
display as profound an ignorance of human up some nuts the'day before when they had for the pilots and captains of vessels, and
The boy forgot forthe wreckers and coast-guards and lifenature as the tractarian that calls upon all alittle ramble together.
‘men to love negroes and aborigines as to return it. He also forgot the rule of the boatmen. On this map a little black dot is
brothers. There are some babies which you school against entering the conservatory, put down for every wreck, showing precannot love.
What is odd is this, that there but, seeing the door open, rushed in to look cisely on what part of the coast each of the
are babies which do not seem to want your at some rare flowers. The handkerchief, lost vessels came ashore; and a red one to
love. They repel each friendly overture being partly out of his pocket, dropped up- show the location of every life-boat station.
You may believe that, when twb thousand
with kicks,and appall you with hideous faces on the ground.
See kere the evils of heedless forgetful- of these red and black dots are put down on
on your putting out your lips for a kiss.
They are almost ferocious in their precocity. ness. The boy had exposed a schoolmate the map, it has a funny look.
Such a baby held in the arms of a pretty to censure ; and, had it not been for James
Now how does that map guide and inlittle mother will menace you with clinched Howard’s good name, his teacher would struct the pilots and wreckers and others?
surely have thought him to be the offender. The black dots point out the most dangerfists, and an expression on his moist mouth
that warns you to stand off! If you ad- At least, so thought John Rand.
ous parts of the coast,—for of course it is
How ashamed he felt when Dr. Woods most dahgerous where most vessels are
mire it—it doesn’t want your admiration,
mind !—you must admire it at a distance. said these words about a good. name.
The lost,—and, looking at the map, the pilot
Advance but a step, and you provoke words kept ringing in his ears. He had and captain know what parts to.avoid. It
sounds, compared to which the cries of broken a rule of the school, and was afraid also tells the wreckers and life-boatmen |
Lilliputians, on witnessing their royal pal- to own it. He thought the Doctor would and coast-guard that these dangerous points
despise him if he knew, and so would the are where they ought to gatherin the greatace in flames, must have heen musical.
There are babies which men regard with a boys. All the day, all that night, he had est numbers to save life and property. That
At length, he went to see is the use of the English ‘Wreck Chart.’
justifiable awe. They are the dragons of no peace.
the bed-chamber and the nursery. They James. He was not afraid to tell him all We do not have any in this country, though
we are very much in need of one every
never sleep soundly, and mothers force you about it.
“1
did
year.”
forget
it,
James,
truly,
honestly, I
to walk gently for fear of disturbing them.
Nurses grow visibly wrinkled - in minding | did,” said the child: “but I'm afraid the | “Bat,
paps,” asked
Minnie, *“ what
won't believe
me, as he
does causes all these wrecks ?”
them.. Even their fathers are not certain as Doctor
to the sentiments with which they should be you.”
“Why, the wind, Minnie, of course,”
“Yes, he will,” replied James.
*‘ Yon
contemplated. They have only one friend,
spoke up Willie, who, like many another
have
been
so
short
a
time
in school, there's
and that is the mother.
:
elder brother,/had a bad habit of displaying
This, however, it must be confessed, is a some excuse for you. Go at once, and own
to Lis younger sister the superior knowledge
deseription of a baby very much in the mi- up; for the longer you put it off the hard- which he possessed.
¢¢ Why, the wind and
nority. Other varieties of babies there are, er it will be. Always own a fault at once. storms,” he continued,—and seeing
his
each of which is good. It is a popular fal- Don't be. afraid; the Doctor will forgive father smiling, Willie
tried to think of other
you.”
i
lacy to suppose that all babies are alike. It
causes, and added, ‘and great rocks in
Thus
encouraged, the boy
went
‘to the
istrue that this is a fallacy which mothers
ocean,and such things as that.”
hold in great contempt ; but there are lots Dr. Woods, confessed his fault, and was
“I am afraid, Willie,” said his father,
forgiven;
but
he
learned
a
lesson
against
of people in this world who can never tell
“that you want to be a teacher before you
the difference between one baby and an- forgetfulness which he always rememberhave
finished going to school, The natural
other. As well might such people fancy ed.—Ezaminer & Chronicle.
causes of shipwrecks are very many more
that there is no difference between all the | than those you have named. Besides danswarms of human creatures who throng |’
Little Fanny’s Prayer.
gerous and unlighted coasts, shifting sands,
Cheapside of a morning. The truth is,
sudden squalls and storms, there is the
there are so many kinds of babies that it
Little Fanny Gray said to her mamma lightning, which destroys many good
ships,
wouid occupy several volumes to give even one Sunday afternoon: ° «
or rather it ‘did until Benjamin Franklin
a faint idea of their numbers and appenr“ Mamma, I believe T will go up to sis- taught us how to control and direct it, a nd
ances. There is the small, shrivelled baby, ter's room and stay with her a little while;
Sir Henry Snow invented his lightning conas different from other babies as light is she don’t mind my bothering her.”
ductor for ships.
You would not underfrom darkness, as a tallow-candle is from
And so saying, off she trotted up the stand this instrament
if I should describe it,
a mushroom.
steep staircase to the third story, and in “but it is said, teat, since it has been
intro~. The mother of the fat, healthy child, with a fow minutes she was talking away to her duced into the
British navy, not a single veslegs so full of health and life as never to big sister as fast as her little tongue could sel has been lost
by lightning, Then for
be able to keep still for a moment, wonld ran. - Among a great many other questions the
destruction of vessels, theyre are hurrinot thank yim for seeing no difference be- she asked her:
i
;
canes and earthquakes, which so often octween her baby and the baby with preco* Sister, what makes little children naugh- cur in the torrid zone, and
the gréat icecious eyes, and faint voice.. There are some ty sometimes P”
bergs in the frigid zone. In one day of the
babies whom a square-foot: of flannel will
“The wickedness in their hearts,” she year 1857, fifty-eig
ht vessels were destroyed
completely hide ; flat babies whom
replied.
;
!

will certainly
fal .” And those cruel words
make him fe l as if there were no nse in
you can
ying;
he might as well letgo and fall at put in any posture you will,who lie motionmust,
Nala A
in

open.

[§

&

Joe, it is the-devil who has got into your | house and the town, nearly to the sea, and
heart andis making you naughty.”
- landed high and dry on a coral reef. Later

the nian,” having in his mind at the time of our dear Saviour was on earth, he took,lit-

Le

Throligh a vista long and dim,

——-

it will thrust its short fingers in her mouth,
and exert its full infantine vigor to tear it

Wordsworth

Babies.

N

“Yes! When you don’t mind mamma, | kat house! Then the wave receded, and
and feel cross and ugly, and tease brother the ship wis carried back over the market-

Then turning toward her sister again she
ly hammer its mother's cheeks with its fists; | said:
i
:

and keep clim¥ing, and you will soon see a of an outraged cat.

And I kiss the sleeper’s trustful lips,

—Little

THE MORNINGS
TAR: JULY 7, 1869.
WL

eh

body above him, bencing down to take him their focus, and they will stare upon you
by the hand, and he will climb till he reach- with a rigid outlook which will make you
es the hights of heaven. Itis a very easy feel quite -. uncomfortable—like the eyes of
thing to say to such a poor, struggling child, the portrait of a criminal. There are other
“/ Look up,” a very easy thing to stoop down babies who seem friendly disposed to evSee such a
But these words of erybody but their mothers.
and give him ahand.
hope may save a soul from death ; that help- baby in its mother’s arms, and you will reing hand may lift a weary child of - ehith mark that, after it has peaceably suffered
Ee] you to Kiss it, it will turn and complacentto the battlements of heaven.

Dreaming.
:

.

a

>

.

ERT

Road-dust and Vegetation.
—

We

No. careful observer wili deny that the
trees along much: frequented roads, espe-

cially when exposed to the influence of prevailing winds, distinguish themselves in
the rapidity of their growth and the luxuriance of their foliage as being more thriv-

ing than those of the neighboring

wood.

This fact is being ascribed to the a from
the roads, which is carried and deposited by
the wind upon their branches and foliage.
Dry road dust contaifls from ei ht to ten

per cent. of organic matter,
the

excrements

of animals,

arising from

bay, or grains which may have
wagons frequenting
the road.

from

straw,

fallen from
After hav-

ng been pulverized
by carriage wheels to
a fine dust, they form a Jarge amount of al-*
ready decomposed and readily soluble nourishment for vegetable growth. Roads kept
in good condition,
are therefore not only im-

portant promoters of the civilization of the
district wherein they are located, on account
of easy transportation, but

also

because of

an inexpeneive but not lest efficient fortiliz-

| er. 16 i4 in such; at théfirst, unapparent
causes that an explanationof many of the
declared mysteries of vegetation may be
found.— Manufacturer & Builder.
.
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Bbiuismos Oobertisements.
ILL STREET LUI SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES
A

atm

i

termed

‘‘ aurora borealis,”

because

it is

chiefly seen in’ the forth. A similar phenomenon is alsv seen in the southern hemisphere, where it is called ‘‘Aurora Australis.”

Each of them may, with greater propriety,
“be called ** Aurora Polaris,” oi Polar Light.
They exhibit an endless variety of appearances. In the United States an aurora is

uniformly

preceded

by a hazy

or slaty

appearance of. the sky, particularly in the
neighborhood of the northern horizon.
When the “auroral display commences, this
portion of the sky assumes the form of a
dark bank or segment of a circle in the
north, rising ordinarily to the hight of from
fivg to ten degrees.
This dark segment is
not a cloud, for the stars are

seen

through

it as through a smoky atmosphere, with little diminuion of brilliancy. This dark
bank is simply a dense haze, aid it appears
darker from the contrast with the-laminous
arc which rests uponit. Inhigh northern lat-

itudes, when the aurora

covers the entire

heavens, the: whole sky seems

filled with, a

dense haze; and in still higher latitudes,
where the aurora is sometimes seen in

“the south; this

dark

segment

is

observed

resting on the southern horizon and bor
dered by the auroral light.
is,
Auroras are sometimes observed«simultaneous over large portions of the globe. The

aurora of August 28,1859, was seen through-

out more than 140 degrees of longitude
from Epstern Earope to California; and
on the south to. an unknown
from Ja
distance in British America on the north.
The aurora of September 2, 1859, was seen

at the Sandwich Islands; it was seen
throughout the whole of North Americ4 and
Europe; and the disturbance of the m
. netic needle indicated its presence -throughout all Northern Asia, although the sky was
overcast, so that at many places it could
not be seen. An aurora was seen at the
same time in South America and New Holland. The auroras of September 25, 1841,
and November 17, 1848, were almost equal-

ly extensive.
:
“The hight of a large number of auroras
has been computed, and the “average result for the upper limit of the streamers is
From a multitude

50 miles.

of observa-

themselves.

having a well-defined border are generally

23

latitude

but six

degrees,

auroras have been recorded within a hundred

mospheric and electrical conditions, so as to
uce, in addition to the central tornado,

a high wind, heavy rain, and an electric
storm. The most plausible theory which
occurs to us as accounting for the presence
of these fishes, is that the tornado in passing
over. some lake or river ih the immense un-

region of the northwest, drow up

known
years, and south of Havana auroras are still water, and with it these animals, which are
As we travel northward

more unfrequent.
from

Cuba,

auroras increase in frequency

and brilliancy ; they rise higher in the heav-

evidently amphibious. The tornado then
sped on its mission of destruction, passing,
perhaps,

miles above

the earth, and

occa-

ens,and often ascendto the zenith. Near the sionally as at Shipman, striking the earth.

or
——
It is several years since an astronomer
observed a disturbance in the movements of
a planet. His genius, taught by science,
saw the cause. He wrote to the seatofa
university, and requested the astronomers
there to turn their telescopes to one part
of the heavens. This they did, and lo, an
orb unknown to them before was there!
The attraction of that planet, which they
called Neptune, had created the irregu-|
of a greater]
larity in the motions
sphere.

better light, is cleaner, more
durable, and more econom-

When a Christian,

whose uniform

consis-

died

From

one

, annually.

Auroral exhibitions take place in the
upper regions of the atmosphere, since
they partake of the earth's rotation. All
the celestial bodies have an apparent mowest,

to

tion from east

arising

from

the

_potation of the earth ; but bodies belonging to
the earth, including the atmosphere and the
elouds which float in it, partake of the

+

earth's rotation, so thet

their relative po-

trial which made imprisonment tolerable
and hemlock palatable—to wit, a scolding
wife.
Ei

—Congregatonalist.

If our Yankee philosopher had known
just how to commit: the grave crimes against
religion and the state, charged against
the Athenian, so as to gét arrested and quietly put out of the way, there were times of
«lark desperation when he would have done
it; dreadful house-cleaning and“ killing

Cn

the

density

of the air is

tion

than

your

ary soiree.

Being exceedingly

ings so exalted, but watched

Sappho),patient John was

upon

his

ax.

Ther

he

phere of extreme rarity; so rare indeed

thought,

leaning

what I mean to do,’ said

implement of industry; and,

ty through

mosphere. During the auroras of 1859
these beams were nearly 500 miles in length,
and their lower extrémities were elevated

about 45 miles above the earth's surface.

Their tops inclined toward the south, about
17 degrees in the neighborhood of New
York, this being the position which the
dipping-needle there assumes.—Harper's
Magazine.

without looking to the right or left, walked,

Mrs.

Somerville, ‘I mean to have my white

A

thought.

Several buildings were damaged, and young
hickory trees actually ‘twisted off by the
wind. ' The growing crops were prostrated

expected

by the wind, and beaten into the ground by

the rain and hail.

But the most singular phenomenon, and

one which was not vouchsafed to any other
community, was a shower of snakes.
We have heretoforé read of showers of
gand,

of fish, and

sometimes

of flesh, but

never before of a shower of snakes; and
yet we are well assured that the phenome:

impressively, through the
Harriet

Martineau:

do better, my
3

think

;

o

Curious Prayer.
—

i

)

men.

bard ‘pets,’ who had often laughed to
scorn the advice and entreaties of a pious,
though very eccentric, minister who

resided

in the same town. It happened that one of
the boys was bitten by a rattlesnake and was
expected to die,when the

minister was sent

for in great haste. On his arrival he found
the young man very penitent, and anxious
to be prayed with. The minister, calling in
the family,kneeled down and prayed in this
wise :
«O Lord! we thank thee for rattlesnakes :
we thank

bitten Jim.

thée

because

a

rattlesnake

has

We pray thee to send a rattle-

snake to bite John; and,

O Lord!

send the

biggest kind of a rattlesnake to bite the old

mun, for nothing but rattlesnakes will ever
bring the Beaver family to repentance !”

How

Throwing down his load on the hearth,
*‘ There, Polly,
the truant said, quietly,

a Thief Began.
i

brought you your oven-wood.” And
‘with a scarcely perceptible start, reinstantly, with a coolness surpassing
** Well, John, you've been long

—

A boy onee slyly took a marble from a
playmate while playing with him.
The
play mate had many marbles, and did not
notice his loss. The same boys met freHough about it."—Ezaminer and Chron- quently, and no notice was taken of the
tele.
transaction,
the little boy never having miss»
ed his marble. This seemed to harden the
Wirt Puri=A
lady in Philadelphia little boy who stole the marble, for soon afquotes a “notice” in the announcement of a ter he took the opportunity, when his mother was not at home, and took some cake
Lgeand. -ball at the Academy of . Music,

irom the cupboard,

\

after this, he

covered.

Some

time

foolishly

among

his careless

gome money

rule, she asks, to males of an equivocal
character? The question is very well put.

Phis also, was not dis:

'

from

his father,
&&

and

and

stole

ON

_ SWAMSCOT
16tf

without sediment,

It is very simple and fle

be used one with the other.

a
The

om10

Eye.

INTEMPERANCE

mo, 20x24, of the

CANCERS.

discovered the new freatand EAR, by which he
the worst cases of Blindever known, without in-

pain.

Dr.

KNIGHT'S

new

treatment

for

Caneers surpasses all others now in use. It cures
without knife, plaster or pain, and heals without a
Office, 31 East Cane
CONSULTATION FREE.
soar.
13w16
ton Street, Boston.

Inthe same

by requested to give the

BATCHELOR’S

NOT

AMOS

-

DYE.

BUT

MEDICINE,

.

PAUL,

. . AGENT,

Cylinder

Engines,
aw

Machinery, (both circular and upright.) Iron
and Brags Castings, Gasometers and

Mineral Paint Co.

and

five years.

Exclusive

territory

Mass.

OUR

M. CO., 41 Summer

BOOKS

Ad-

[13t15

BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRI,
METAL,

AND

JOB

NEWSPAPER
Address

Street,

put the P. O. address of’ either of the above,
#8 the case may be, in the same blank

space in which they put the name of the
The latter can easily.be done

by placing the name a little higher up, in

ure

all scrofulous

tion; alco,

valuable

Rheumatism,
Liver

THE

testimonials

.

Sale.

A Good Chance for Investment.
NCITY OF DOVER BONDS for sale, In.
quire of the sub:criber at the Morning
Star Oflise, Dover N. H.
Lie R. BURLINGAME. ...
rat
Ria
Agenvs

'Lribube

Bah. New York, Brown’s Iron Building, Phils
contract

Constipation,

Uterine,

Kidney,

Gravel; Diabetes,

and

Piles, Female

for

y?

AND

SYSTEM

EFFECTUAL

REQUIRES

of

cures.

SEND

Con.

WHEN-

PURIFYING,

Hundreds of

FOR

PAMPHLET,

GRAYS & CLARK,
10.00

Middletown, Vt,
PER

DAY

Agents to sell the HOME

CHINE.

GUARANTEED
SHUTTLE

It makes the LOCK STITCH,

SEWING

MA-

ALIKE ON BOTH

‘Warranted for 5 years.

rePrice

Send for cireular.

Ad-

burgh, Pa., or St=Fouis, Mo.
10124
ASD
QUACKS.—A
vi'tim of erly indisoreAt on, eauring nervous debility, prematare decay, &o , having tried in vain every adv: rtized remedy,

|

to

Erysipelas,

dress JOHNSON, CLARK & Co, Boston, Mass., Pitts-

T

1 this paper.

Dyspepsia,

Complaint,

Qow13t19

#25.

iSY" REFUNDED.
ios
BY SernMee
delphia, are authorized

skin;

SIDES, has the under-feed. and is equal in every
spect to any Sewing Machine ever
invented.

) FIT DOES NOT

Publishers’

are UNand

Address,

information

(with stamp,) HARAgents wanted.

pe

CQ,,

including

REGULATING AND BUILDING UP.

Agent,

ARTO 4

& COE

of {he blood

affections,

sumption, Neuralgia,
EVER

y

For

wolNertul

and

Salt Rheum, Tumors, Ulcerous and Cancerous Affec-

to

Lv.

0Y.

Pearl §t., New York.

WATERS.

RIVALED for all diseases

Boston.

For

3%

Price

Weakness, General Debility, Catarrb, Incipient

FAOES.

orders

F RIENDS,
dies:
RiS BROTHERS: Boston, Mass.

:

BIDWELL, 254

These Waters are performing the most

TYPE,

KE. ROGERS,
Water

is unsurpassed for

MIDDLETOWN

- The Morning Star type is from this Foundry,

were

of

DANIEL

Urinary Diseases;

And lately for its unrivalled

55

for any purpose

elasticity, and adhesiveness.

cures yet: known in the shortest time,

3

here-

as a paint

SPRING

And its large varieties of

JOHN

the

It is.valuable for Houses, Barns, Fences,

Diarrhea,

NOTED FOR ITS

HARD AND TOUGH
BOOK

are now manufacturing

IN BOSTON.

First Letter Foundry in New England.
OOMMENOED IN 1817.
.

ALWAYS

of

HEALING

given.

St., Boston,

A full supply of Freewill Baptist
Books may be
found at Woodman and Hammett’s, 37 and 39, Brattle
St., Boston, Mass,
They furnish our books to all par
ties desiring them, at our published rates,
See thei
advertisement in another column,

|

article

sells at sight;

$6 per bbl. of 300 Ihs., which will supply a farmer for

6m3]

AGENTS WANTED everywhere to introducethem,
8.

want:

years; it is of a light brown or beautiful

body, durability,

CHICOPEE SEWING MACHINE,
First class and fully licensed. Every Machine Warfor

domestic

AINTS for FARMERS and others.—The Grafton

Gas Works,

ranted,

for a new

no competition, Send
stamp for circular.
LITTLEFELIS DAME, No. 102 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

.years to come,
Warranted in all cases as above.—
end for Circular which gives full particulars,
None
enuine unless branded in a trade mark, Grafton
Mineral Paint. ‘Persons can order the Paint-and reMil).
mit the money
on receipt of the goods,
Address

Lathes,
all kinds of

Arts and five Love Secrets mail-

T.F. WOOD, Vernon, N. J.

Carriage and Car makers, Pails and Wooden-ware
Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Vessels an
Ships’ Bottoms,
Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it
being Fire and Water proof,) Floor Oil Cloths, (one
Manufacturer having used 5,000. bbls. the past year,)

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

dress CHICOPEE

SONGS,

:

consumer.

AND

-

free.

chocolate color, and can be changed to green, lead,
stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit the taste of the

STATIONARY

tf51]

NEW

last 10 or 10

Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks;

every description, Mill Work,

Bos-

Best, Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two
coats well
put on, mixed with
pure Linseed oil, will

for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s

Shafting, Turning

to

in

ton,

17120

great utility ; meets a universal

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steamy’ Boxes

Portable Steam

Northam

ANTED—AGENTS

Barlow’s

Boilers;

Druggists,

13121

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Irox Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles¢ Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and

Sold by

Kingsley,

10a

OF

MANUFACTURERS

.

Stomach, Biliousness, and

relieve tnat Springy feeling.

large bottles, at 50 cts. C, B.
ton Agents.

SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H.

the Pastor, Ordained or Licensed Minister,
ag the case may be. Q. M. Clerks will please

Pastor, &c.-

HAIR

Mass. . G. C. Goodwin & Co., M. 8. Burr & Co.,

Company.

Machine

to all the

address

RUM

Headache, Disorde

SWAMSCOT,

to give the adP.. O.

a

hd

nD

dress of each ; and church Clerks are

by

Chro-

contai

KINGSLEY’S BITTERS are made from Mandrake,
Dandelion, Dock, Wild Ly
ALT Seal, Prick.
ley Ash, &o. Eight years’
proves these
best bitters for Dyspepsia, Liver troubles, Jaundice,

enclosed blanks, for each churéh Cierk.
In
those which were sent to the latter, the
lines for the names of the Pastors, Ordained Ministers and Licensed Ministers have

sufficient length in which

Railroad,

WM. PATTON, Springfield, Mass.

|

resigned

package

Prevented

as shown in the new

Valley

the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in
stantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints:
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
| applied at Batchelor’s Wig. Factory, No. 16 Bond
street, New York.
>

On March 23, the requisite blanks to be
filled to aid in making out the statistics for
Q. M. Clerks.

and

York,

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world ;

Forl870.
sent

CURED

Black

Sent by
7

New

THE MAGIC COMB.—Teeth are coated with
solid dye. You wet your hair and use the comb, and
it produces a permanent black or brown
ONE
somh Sent by mail for $1,25¢ Address

Statistics for the Register,

the Register for 1870, were

H.

Dr. Sewall’s diagrams. ‘“Asan exhibition of truth
kuow of nothing comparable with it.”—J. B. GOUGH.
Price by mail $2,50. Half price to Missio naries and
Pastors. Address BLACK
VALLEY CHECK Co., Box
224, Boston.
17610

The Eye.

struments or

714 Broadway,

view of its consequences,

A

1y9

DR. E. KNIGHT has
ment for the EXE
some of
is curing
ness and Deafness

N.

describes all Diseases and their Remedies.
mail, free, Address DR. 8. 8. FITCH,

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

35 Barclay St. and 40 Park Place, New-York.

MACHINE CO.,

NEWMARKET,

A VALUABLE
GIFT.—80
pages. Dr.
8, 8,
FITCH'S
“DOMESTIC
FAMILY
PHYSICIAN?

froducer

Proprietors, 8. R. Van Duzer & Co., Wholesale Druggisi

= SOUTH

20 NEW RECEIPTS—ARTS AND TEN Bal
_ lads sent free. .T. F. WOOD, Vernon, New
Jersey.
“
18617

wonderful
results. Its great superiovity and
econowsy
as a air Dressing over high cost French Pomades 3
acknowledged : all not only in this c
Sut in
Europe.
The Restorer and Zylobalsamum should not

united with the F'. W. B. ehuren, of which she
was a‘'worthy member when taken to the church
triumphant.
Sister Galaghee was not merely a
member of the church, but a living branch bearing good fruit constauntly,engaged in every good
work, ever holding up the hands of the ministry by her prayers and works of love.
During
her long sickness
her greatest
wish
was,
if ‘the Lord willed to restore her to health,
to attend the church of her choice and bow,
at her altars ; but it was the good Kather’s will
to take her to the upper sanctuary to sing the
song of the redeemed.
Almost her last words
on earth were; *‘I can read my title clear.”
Her
family and the church mourn her loss. At her
request, her remains were taken to the church
and a funeral sermon preached from 1st Thess.
4:13, 14, by the writer.
A. F. BRYANT.

|

Boiler,

ply to

Life, Color and Beauty.

of

D. Moopy.

Steam

in diameter.
:
Above Boilers in excellent condition. Ap-

Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUNM, another
preparation for the Hair ; clear and transparent,

it quite small letters, and the P. O. address on
wicked [the line.

gpent

m SECOND-HAND

MRS. S.A. ALLENS

comforting

was

‘Important Change.

15 inches

‘| diameter.

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.
It will promote luxuriant growth,
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.

* |sligion in 1852, was baptized by Rev. D. Smart,and
‘

of decay at the roots:

Natural

LAVINA, wife of EH. Galaghee, died in Latrobe,
May 12; aged 89 years. She was sick for over
one year, although attended by skill{ul physicigns
yet none could master that destroyer of thousands, consumption,which had fastened upon her,
claimipg her as its victim.
She experienced re-

ear-

‘I

dear.’”

:

Mrs.

ily consisting of an old man by the name of
Beaver, and his three sons, all of whom ate

non which: ocedrred on last Friday night
cun he described inno more fisting terms. “Females of an equivocal character will be
On Saturday ‘and Sunday last, every rigidly excluded,” why not apply the same

ditch, brook, and’ pool on the praia north
of Taylorville were alive with n6ndescript

with my

answered

\_¢ In the State of Ohio there resides a fam-

in fact, he had often half
blew in great strength from every direction. or Africa—where,
to encounter her.
I've
she,
plied
his,

Then

The Syracuse Star is responsible fo r the

He thought well, also, of Spanish convents;
and ‘was of the opinion that the Iudian Suttee was a custom favorable to the health

intermissions

violent, and with

dress.’

following :

At length, however,
there came over the
wanderer a strange longing to see home
and home folks—even his scolding wife—
once more. So, sometwelve or fifteen years
from the time of his flight, hg appeared before the old farm-house, a gray, bronzed,
A Shower of Snakes.
stalwart voyager who had seen the world
and no mistake. As he; was about to rap
nr
—
at the old brown door, he suddenly reThe great storm of last Friday night will membered that it was baking-day; and,
be long remembered in this State. In ad- glancing toward the wood-pile, he saw there
dition to the details heretofore
given, we some oven-wood ready split to his hand.
have information,
from a reliable citizen, of
armful as a propitiatory offering,
great damage at Taylorville. The storm Taking an bravely into the kitchen, where
he walked
burst in its full fury at that place about dark, stood his wife, grown a little gray, and
and the rain fell in torrents,
The elecwith the dear, familiar features a trifle
tric storm presented the same general fea- sharper
than of old, but much the same, he
tures a8 here. The wind, however, was
He would have known her in Asia,
much more

dyed brown, to wear

rt

he had seen he most respected the Turks,
for their stringent domestic regulations.

and long life of married

Martineau,

Is a certain indication

. AN.

Boilers

‘each 4 x 20 feet, with two Flues

HAIR

HAIR RESTORER
Will estore Gray Hair to its

and happy in ber last sickness and died ia peace,
leavidg an aged companion and eight children to
mourn the loss.of one of the best of wives and
kindest of mofhers.
A large number of.relatives and friends were present at her funeral,

laying her hand emphatically on the arm of

should say that we had obtained a perfect Indies, to China, to Africa, perhaps; but
: he never wrote home as to his whereabouts
;
vacuum,
‘Phe autora beams are simply spaces or adventures. Many years after, he was
which are illamined by tke flow of electrici- heard to say that of all the strange peoples

the upper regions of the at-

Miss

She

Steam

Combined in One Bottle,

OM.

favor of the cause of Christ.

SECOND-HAND

81-2 x 20 feet, with two Flues 13 inches

Mrs. BErsy FELTCcH, wife of Amos Fejteh,
died at South Newbury, N. H., Oct. 15, 1863, of
consumption, aged 84 years, 8 months.
She had
been a professor of religion more than sixty
years. She united with the church in Weare. N.
H.,in 1804. She has been a worthy and- faithful
member of the church in Sutton more than fifty
years, taking a deep interest in the prosperity of
the church, often bearing public testimony in

ordered to the wood-pile to split some ov- question of political gconomy, she resolved
en-wood. He went withouta word; but to draw near, and, nnperceived, catch and
hhis lips were set and his brows brought hoard up some of those grand revelations of
down in an ugly, ominous way. He chop, genius and bold speculations of science.
ped a few strokes with sullen fury; then he ¥ Fe stole noiselessly up to the window and,
paused for a few moments in profound hidden by the curtain, listened : ‘I'll tell you

out of his back gate, and took a bee line -crape shawl
over the hills to the nearest town. From brown satin
there he went to a neighboring seaport, Somerville
fled away as fast as a good trampet of
took ship, ange
breeze could carry him. He went to the you cannot

we could exhaust the air as completely, we

afar off

with the intense interest of true genius-worship. Atlast she saw them sitting together
in a secluded window-seat, conversing in a
deeply interesting manner, Thinking that
the subject under discussion might be the
track of the next comet, or some profound

dropped that

with an air-pump,
that if,in experiments

modest, my

them

and

years, encouraging

ed for twenty

ga

Also,

:

this servant of God in his declining days.
She
possessed a large degree of mildness, gentleness,
patience and fidelity. She was baptized by Rev.
Simeon Dana and united with the F. W, B. church
in Holderness in 1829,which relation she sustained in all goodness till death.
Her words were
few and firm, her piety quiet and highly praetical. Among the last acts of her useful life,was
a donation of $50 to the KF. Mission society. She
sickened and died among her children.
Her remains were brought and buried among her native hills. The fragrance of her consecrated life
rests on those she has left to mourn their joes.

friend dared not seek an introduction to be-

shooting-stars indicate an atmosphere at the
hight of 200 or 800 miles, while the aurora

indicates that the atmosphere does not entirehight of 500 miles. Auroral
ly ceas
exhibitions take place,therefore,in an atmos-

3

Literary women”are not so entirely unlike
the rest of their sex as some people imagine. Grace Greenwood tells the following
little story, which illustratesthe point: “A
lovely youag friend of mine once met Miss
Martineau and Mrs. Somerville at a -liter-

not affected |by it. The same is times, ” black days in his caléndar, such as
auroral exhibitions. Whenever an Monday and Saturday, set apart for. washcorona is formed,it maintains sen- ing and baking. At last things came to a
same position in the heavens dur- crisis; he could no more! It was on a baking the whola period of its continuance, ing-day, in early June, when all nature
although the stars. meanwhile revolve at without his doors was in an exasperating
state of mildness and pleasantness., After
the rate of 15 degrees per hour.
The grosser part of the earth's atmos. a sound rating for soms short-coming, real
phere is limited to a moderate distance or imaginary (more likely the latter, for
At the hight of a little your Xantippe hath a more lively imaginafrom the earth.
over four miles,

*

Literary Women.

sition is
true of.
auroral
sibly the

only one-half what it is at the earth's surface. At the hight of 50 miles the atmosphere is well:nigh inappreciable in its effect
upon twilight. The phenomena of lunar
eclipses indicate an appreciable atmsophere
at the hight of 66 miles. The phenomena of

:

TW

NG
Style.

Has been in -

& BLANCHARD.

use about two months only.

A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING

was the daughter of Edward Prescott of Thornton, N. H.
Her first marrisge was with William
Drake of Holderness, in 1821, with whom she
lived 19 years, when he was removed by. death,
Her second mar.| leaving her with four children,
riage was with Rev. Thomas Perkins of New
Hampton in 1846.
This relation she faithfully fill-

me, and see if there be any evil way in me.”

YORK

Nature's Crown.

New

Mill,

Stones 30 inches in diameter, manufactured

You Must Cultivate it
~GRAY

x.

Grist

by HoLMES

BEAUTIFUL HAIR,

parallelof 40 degrees we find on an average Near Taylorville the central body of the tency had been recognized by all who Christian integrity; seemingly * hid with Christ
patiently, but hailed the
only ten auroras annually. Near the par- storm was dissipated,as is shown by the facts knew him, startles them by unaccountable in God.” He waited with
triumph. Truly “the
hour of his departure
the average number is that the wind blew in gusts from all direc- deviations from that orbit around the ‘Sun righteous
allel of 42 de
hath hope in his death.”
W. L. N.
twenty annually ; near 45 degrees the num- tions, and these Sastures fell 10 the earth ti of. righteousness,” there is a_hidden Jorce
ZOHO, wife of D. Zoho, died April
ber is forty; and near the parallel of 50 astonish the
perplex the scientific drawing him away from Christ. God sees 17, CATHARINE
e,
in North Sewickly, Beaver Co., Pa., aged 37
of the Register. “it; and unless %e does soon, unlike the self- years, That fatal disease, consumption, was
degrees it amounts to eighty annually. and interest aD
62
adjusting
planetary
motion
under
God's
of
parallel
the
;
and
point
this
Between
the cause of her death.
She was taken in—Springfield (11:) Register.
sovereign sway, the end of the irregularity to the North Sewickly church in the fall of
degrees, auroras, during the winter, are
1866,
and
Jived
a
consistent
member
of the. church
appear
must
be
a
widening
cirele
of
departure,
unseen almost every night. They
till the Lord called herto‘her’reward in heaven.
til
he
becomes
a
wandering
orb
in
the
high in the heavens, and as often to the
A Strange Adventure.
A shropt time before her death she sung in a clear
-blackness of darkness forever!
A single ‘voice
south as the north. In regions further
the beautiful hymn,—* Jerusalem, my hap—
YW
the
in
secret
sin
unknown
to
all
but
God,
perhaps
except
seen
seldom
py home, name ever dear tome.”
Herlast words
are
they
north
Grace
Greenwood
recalls
a
good
story,
in
not
acknowledged
by
his
own
deluded
heart,
on
earth
were, * Jesus, take me home.”
A disdiminish
they
point
this
from
south, and
was preached June 6, from Rev.14: 10,
frequency and brilligncy as we advance which someof us have heard before, of a may be the dark mystery of many a hope- course
A. F. BRYANT.
ond latitude 62 de- Yankee worthy who was afflicted with the less fall, whose history to its beginning] by
toward the pole.
ABIGAIL J. PERKINS, widow of the late Rev.
of auroras is re- peculiar trial which Socrates bore with such was never written. Itis not strange that
grees the average nungber
Near -latitude 78 de- marvelous sweetness and equanimity—a David cried to God; ¢* Search me and try Thomas Perkins, died in Boston, Feb. 16. She
duced to forty, and

grees it is reduced to

0 Al

NEW

6m17

SA

SECOND-HAND

United States,

the

for

44 Murray Street,

of consumption,

youth his life was

:

hf

'E. A. HEATH & CO,;
Sole Manufacturers

in Satton, Vt., April 27, aged 25 years.
She
manifested much patience during her protracted
illness, and in departing left with her friends a
satisfying evidence that hers wasa better portion.
SAMUEL BALL died in Satton, Vt., May 11,
aged
54 years.
The early residence of Bro. B.
was imLisbon, N. H., where at the age of 13
years he professed faith in Christ and uanited with

the church.

FOR

ical every way than any lamp
now in ure. Testipnonials.:
of the BEST kind willbe tuxr- 5
nishedin abundance.
Send for Pamphlet and
Price List.

deeply sympathized with herin her severe sufferings, protracted through nearly two years.
The
last year of her sickness she experienced religion
and died happy in Jesus.
She leaves a mother,
four sisters, twou brothers and numerous other
relatives to mourn their loss. But they mourn
‘not as those without hope. Funeral services attended by
8S. SAVAGE.

Mgrs. OREN T. CURTIS

:

Depots, Skating Rinks, Man£20
38 & 40 Cornhill,
Hotels, Restaun0 THE EDITOR OF THE
Star:
:
rants, also Churches Phy~ gician’s country residences
ESTEEMED FRIEND,—We bave A postive cure
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close fence of prudery, hard as possible to
Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obitua
We are willing to admit that our knowl- be got over; and on the other, the man ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
ge of ichtkyology is not sufficient to de- ‘who will try, must go toit bravely, which, patronize it, must accompany them with cash
ermine what they are.
Eéls have teeth, alas, for his modesty! is likely to be quite 4 equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
are carnivorous ‘and belligerent. These impossible. Full three-quarters of the men Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
creatures are of the genus cyclopterous, or who get stuck in their bachelor life and are single square can well be afforded to any single
suckers, having no teeth, and are evidently never married, are, in fact, the most in- obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
unprepared for attack and, except by flight, born adorers of women; such as never in
are defenseless. Furthermore, they have no their lives can muster courage for any ad-*
ErisuA Tripp died in Providence, R. I., Feb.
fins, and their flippers are only adjuncts, and vance, just because the shrine they look up- 8, aged 67 years, 9 months. He was an honest
Ww.
not their prinéipal means ofs progression. on has too much divinity in itfor their mor- man and died trusting in Jesus.
They are not serpents, as they want fangs,
tal approach. Of course it will not do for
CLARISSA,
wife of Mr, James Churchill, and
either hooded or naked, which invariably unmarried womento put themselves ina the only sister of the late Rev. Elias Hutchins of
way of being suitors to men.’ That kind of Dover, N. H., died in hope of a better life, in
distinguished the order of ophidians.
We will not worry our readers with any suitorship would even be. an offense, and New > Portland, Jan. 15, agedoF 62 years.
E. WINSLOW.
speculation on a subject confessedly beyond raise a sense of revulsion; nobody would
REBECCA J., wife of Dea. A. M. Darling, died
our knowledge.
e are promised some recommend to women that they get over
specimens which will be submitted to natu- their modesty ; but the almost cholic strin- in Augusta, Mich., of consumption, May 21, aged
years, 9 months.23 days. For eight years she
ralists of acknowledged
ability, whose opin- gency of what are called good manners, in 925
had been a member of theslst Ff. W. B., church
ions we shall lay before the public.
:
this matter, might be relaxed, without real in Augusta. Our loss is her gain, for we trust
It is the universal testimony of all the impropriety and with great advantage. she has gone home to glory. Funeral services
peop:e of the country that no creature any- The present iron-clad modesty, whichis by the writer assisted by Rev. 8. 8. Lansing.
.
I. P. BATES.
thing like these was ever before seen by simply ridiculous in either party, mightbe
JANE, daughter of Rev. Benjamin Downey,
them. The size renders it certain that they so far mitigated as to let feeling feel its way,
in Staunton, Va., May 15, of consumption.
have not been developed there, as it is prac- and carry on itsown courtship ; requiring no died
She was connected with the Mission family for
tically impossible that they could ' have restriction save the restriction of words and nearly two years, was one of the first students
grown to that size without having been formal advances, and allowing nature to of the Normal School, was loved and esteemed
seen. It is quite certain they were never interpret and work out her problem, ham- by all of us for her qualities of mind and heart.
N. C. BRACKETT.
Women She died in the faith.
there before the storm, and it is almost pered by no unnatural coyishness.
equally certain the storm brought them cannot be forward and bold, but they are
AURILLA ABBOTT, daughter of Benjamin F.
: passed over so ow a great way further off than they need and Sarah M. Abbott, died in Lewiston, Me.,
there. This storm which
May 19, aged 16 years, 6 months; 1 day.
She
e.
large an extent of country, and was so viowiki
a very amiable young lady and greatly bes
lent, undoubtedly gathered, as do most ot
loved by ‘a-large circle of acquaintances, Who

less than 100 miles in hight.
Auroras are very unequally distributed
over the earth's surface. They occur most
frequently in the higher latitudes, and are
alfost unknown within the tropics. At
in

one

And Religious Publications,

The most Complete Assortment and Low

Houses, Jarge Storehouses,

inspection.

tions it’ is concluded that the aurora seldom appears at an elevation less than
about 45 miles above the earth's. surface, such storms, in the vast plains of the northand that it frequently extends upwards to west. It was a tornado, and in passing
an elevation of 500 miles. Auroral arches ‘through the country disturbed the usual at-
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The Polar Light is a light which is frequently seen near the horizon, bearing
some resemblance to the morning twilight,
whence it has received the name of aurora.
‘In the northern hemisphere it is usually

| it either, so the little
boy became more and
more emboldened, and thought he couldgo
Rev.
‘Dr.
Bushnell,
in
his
mew
book,
onin this way whenever an opportunity
inch in diameter. This diameter is very
slightly lessened at the head and tail. The “ The Reform Against Nature,” writes on presented itself, but, like all others who
persist in sin; his sin found him out. He’
:
tail is flat, like that of an eel, but has no this subject as follows:
caudal fin ; indeed there is no fin atall. The * There is one matter where a genuine re- wad gent as an errand-boy to a milliner’s
shop, and, being a smart little fellow, behead is, in (shape, that of an eel, ‘but the form would accomplish more for women,
mouth is that of a sucker.
The eyes are as I verily believe, and take them out of the came a favorite with his employer, and was
‘small, and the ears aré simply orifices. Im- corner that now pinches them a greavdeal frequently behind the counter; but again
médiately behind the head on each side, is more certainly, than to give them a right evil thoughts ame into his mind, and he
a flipper, like that of a turtle, say three- | of suffrage and of civil office; having also robbed the good lady who had employed
fourths of an inch to an inch in length, in- the farther advantage, that it would give him; first, by taking small sums again and
cluding the limb, which has a perfectly de- them a more open way to the proper wom- again without detection ; but at last he was
veloped joint, Inscolor, these snakes, or an’s life, for which they are made, instead found out, and taken to prison,. and sent
whatever they are, are a dark blue.
of taking them off into quasi battles with far away to a strange land,and never saw
The number of these creatures is beyond men, for points of precedence and prerog- his father and mother again. Who dan
all estimate; as we mention above, they utives of government which do not belong describe the grief of-those fond parents,
swim in evel
ranch and puddle of water.
to them and never can. I speak here of a when they found that their boy had been
Their mode of progression, in addition to reform that takes off, or somehow loosens, guilty - of such a sinful and dishonorable
the undulatory motion of a snake in the the embargo on women, as respects advan- thing as stealing? But his father's grief
and mother's tears could not prevent the
water, is by the use of the flippers described ces toward marriage.
above, and they swim entirely under the
The assumption now is, that women must punishment of the boy—the law must take
water or with the head and a few inches" of be first lassoed and taken, courted long and
the body above the surface, thus indicating skillfully then and almost to the death,before
that the flippers are not absolutely essential they can venture an approving look. If” to motion. They are perfectly harmless. they cannot be conquered then, they must
Boys and men take them from.pools by not be had, and they must take this ground
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companions; but his father did no miss
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creatures, which have been described to us
as being from one and a half to two feet
long, and from three-fourths of an inch to an

RAR

~ Theories of Auroras.
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her hair became entangled in the shaft,

and was drawn in nearly to her head

before

the

machinery could be stopped. A portion of her
hair was torn out, and had she not been arrested
as promptly as she was, a sad death

would

have

been the inevitable result.
Sunday, June 27,in Philadelphia, was one of the
hottest days ever known there.. In the afternoon

there were thunder storms, and a tornado passed
over the southérn section of the city, doing much
damage. The 5th and 6th St. R. R. depot was partially demolished.

Two unfinished brick

houses

adjoining were destroyed. The roof of another:
house was carried three hundred feet by the
wind. The stove works of Chase and North
were much

injured, and

some

twelve

or fifteen

houses were unroofed.
A monument to the memory of the late FitzGreene Halleck is being erected over his grave
in Guilford, Conn., and will be formally dedicated,

with appropriate services, on Thursday, July 8.
A collision occurred

Sunday, June

27, on

the

uehanna railroad between Colliers and Maryin Otsego Co., by which two locomotives and

three cattle cars were badly smashed. The Cooperstown Railroad Company are allowed to run
trains on the track of the Susquehanna road,
and was doing so with a load
of ties when a cattle
train from Cincinnati,
en route to this city, came
fin sight; the engineers saw each otaer too late to
avoid a collision, and with the firemen saved

themselves by jumping from the engines.

A young man named Eli Raymond, 17 years
of age, was drowned in the Merrimack river at
Lowell, yesterday, He belonged in Dunstable

probably

evolving

ward with feelings of horror; and we

hasten

to

announce that after the appearance of the supplementary moon, original poetry will have no sort
of chance of publication in this journal; so that
nobody need end it.— Tribune.
HORACE GREELEY, in his address at the recent
czlebriition in Derry, N. H., took occasion to vindieate an‘open Bible and public schools, which
he fitly called the corner-stones of our nation. We
do not know that it has ever been our pleasure to
hear a clearer or more forcible argument on the
subject, and whatever may have been, or are, Mr.
Greeley’s vagaries on certdin topics, we cheerfully
accord to him most cordial praise for this address.
It comes at the right time, and we rejoice that
with voice and with pen he is opposing with all
the vigor of his great intellect the encroachments,
assumptions and imposition of the Romish church.

Mr. Greeley, always expressing his candid views,
whether they run with or agaiast the common current of thought, and the time-sérving editors and

politicians who weuld sell their country and its
free institutions and open Bible

and had beenin the city but afew weeks, and Catholic votés.

for the

sake

of

bit

Post Office. ~~ °

Turkeys are poor mothers. They never scratch
for their young, are great ramblers, exposing
their chickensto the wet grass and all sorts of
perils. They seem to have little common sense
and tact in managing a large family of young
ones, and when they commence with such an
one it is usually found that it grows small by de-

grees and

beautifally less very fast.

For this

reason it is algyays best to let a hen set upon the
turkey’s eggs. “She hatches more chickens than
the turkey, and takes very much better care of
them while young.
The hen is 4 model mother,
and can always be trusted to bringup a family
well, unless it be a family of ducks.
These are
altogether too much for her to manage.
They
will take to the water'in spite of her sputtering,
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and the men while they are at work upon the
compost heaps in stormy weather. They have
muck and peat enough to learn its great value,

every year.

bring it to the sea-board, then, with butter at
sixty cents and beefsteak ut forty cents a pound

and flour at eighteen dollars a barrel, as they are
in Boston at this present writing, (May, 1868,)

it is absurd to say that we are producing enough

last eight years.

American

hates

The

fact that a paper dollar is

farming

and

cannot
loves

account

trading,

paryy «because he i§ physically undeveloped,
carbonic acid ; second, that the quantity of that add therefore physically lazy; partly because
gas given off from stoves of plate iron was often | farming
is lonely and stupid, and without any
insignificantly small; third, that the earbonic acid of the stimulus of buman companionship to
contained in the air way readily converted into which his childhood at the district school aecarbonic oxide,by coming into contact with thor- customs “him; partly because at that schoolhe
pushy red-hot stoves; and fourth, that the ox- got no knowledge nor love of nature, but only

the trading ideas instilled by six yearsof drill
in the dolldr and “cent examples of the
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INPURESALERATUS A PUBLIC EN
EMY ~The destructive influence of which, every housekeeper should beware, and always secure that which is generally acknowledged reliable.
Pyle’s Saleratus has: stood'the test of time, and
become the standard ‘If New England. Ten

years experience has substantiated

its claim to

perfect purity, as well as the economy of its use.
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capital, but often all that he is worth, in a single
enterprise. The adventures of the farmer would
never hz so largely and suddenly lucrative
as

me!

bs.

those of the merchant sometimes prove to be,
but then he runs no such risks, It is safe to New York......d8
make ventures in barn cellars, and in the very
. i
great enlargement of the manure heap, in undersenna dd?
draining, in lime and clover, in improved tools’ I
and stock, and in new varieties of fruits and veg- oa
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from which the largest profit is derived, are deprived of getting that which they know to Te
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men American ler
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PURE SALERATUS.

tic; and last, though not least, hecatse farming

/

us for the M;

For the week ending, June 80, 1869,

the old, much less liable to rot, and of fair quality for the table. And yet the mass of farmers
cling to the old, in spite of the rot, because they
have a well-established reputation in the markete,and sell well when they can be raised. They
hesitateto buy seedlings that have been thoroughly tested and are fully indorsed by our best
o horticulturists. This want of faith is the reas

etables,

the

with

volume

The

livery.

Aorta,

have new varieties of potatoes more prolific than

adventurers at the expense of the farm.
The
merchant makes ventures, whenever he sees a
good opportunity, not only investing all his spare

one.

first number in April. Onkors. are solicited.
is allowed on money sent
No percen
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the fodder. They follow the old wasteful meth-|<
ods mainly, because custom has made them easy.
It is conceded by all who have tried them, that we

rapidly,and why other callings are crowded with

8, when

estern—

do not provide the necessary barn room or sheds

does not improve

and
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putting a cellar under

agriculture

8 copies,

The, postage is payable at the office of de-
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and yet they hesitate about using labor enough
to keep a large stock always on hand. Few intelligent men doubt the great waste of feeding
cattle at the stack in the winter, and yet they

mainly, why

is 24

on

sept-to one address, than on a single

Minutes of General Confer

to protect the animals and save the soiling of
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or any
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ception among farmers.
Very few live up to
the light they have, and are willing to invest
their money when they have every reason to
believe it will pay well. They know very well
of them

cv

x fo

worth more to him. than the same amount of | Oak..
o.

money invested in bank stock or in" Government bonds. This kind of faith is still the ex-
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Gunpowder,

There

admonition upon them, all of which make quite
as much impression upon ‘their stupid heads as
rain-drops on their backs.
And this is the way

—
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They will be ducks notwithstanding their step- barn, or building sheds and hovels around the
mother wastes so much anxious care and wise | yard, for the purpose of sheltering the ‘manure

A writer in the-current number of the Atlantic
remarks :
Iam tired of the stories about Western farmers burning their corn. Let the dry-goods clerks,
be set to work on the railroads and canals to
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man who believes in improved husbandry,
i8 willing to invest ten thousand dollars,
full half of his capital, in a good barn. He
no doubt that he can so manage his farfn

they hesitate about

the new law,

no more

in Farming.

feel the need of more
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they relish pure fresk water.—Mass. Ploughman.
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Clover,

a year; and

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.

thirst. . Their food is often salt, afid

ple can take the awkward waddle out of their
wi)k nor the ¢ quack” out of their vocabulary,

Why Americans Hate
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Bunch, ¥ box...

pork, from sound, healthy hogs, milk or corn fed,
is no doubt a Judyry if we only knew where to
find it. If kept closely confined, the hog ought
to have a plentiful supvly of good fresh water.’
Few persons are aware how freely it willbe
used if it is accessible.
No doubt hogs often suf-

fer from

PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
cents

car-loads to relish the

still good, sweet, well

vance.

1 =

to be healthful.

ver, N. H.
TerMs.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in ad-

{of the Myrtle, under

and not all her prudish precepts and prim exam- | thé efliciency of well-made yard. manures, and

stepmothers too often eh =eserved by stupid chil
dren,

8 BSL
bs

a

run of

Cas

the

pork after it is placed in the market.
With us|
the animal is kept too closely confined all his life

The sight of a new

Turkeys.

iron, give off, while in use, a large quantity of

sent to France
are, it is said, confiscated in the

the condition of too many

.

‘Nine out of every ten Asioriosn newspapers

ratus made of metal, and all stoves made of cast-

them

a small orchard enclosure near the house or barn
and others let them have the run of a pasture,

thermometer.—N. E. Farmer.

sults arrived at were, first, that all beating appa-

and

and old, to givethem

farmers give

|

boiling water, or exposing “it to steam for the
space of fifteen minutes,
or by putting it into an
oven heated to about 150 degrees of Fahrenheit’s

Pacific

to connect the Atlantic

Some

to Rev. J. M. BanLey, Eprror, Dover,N. H.
All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent
to L. R. BURLINGAME, Do-

|

in a tight vessel and then plunging the latter into

for provisions being two or three times their
former price. No, the real trouble is thut the

tensive experiments hgsl been made, and the re-

freer run.

per of its class.: All communications intended for publication should be addressed

a"

washed or sponged on both sides with a solution
of the corrosive sublimate of mercury in alcohol,
made just stropg enough not to leave a white
stain on a black feathér. Moths can be killed by
fumigating the article containing them with tobacco -smoke or with sulphur, or by shutting it

but two-thirds of a gold-dollar

tions of Europe will build a trans-continental

fort of the pigs, young

‘excellence is equal to that of any other pa-

;

The cloth linings of carriages can be secured
forever from the - attacks of moths by being

mittee app8inted to inquire into the alleged insalubrity attending the use of cast-iron stoves, Ex-

A contemporary
wants to know when the na-

pro-

mote the health, as it certainly would the com.’

| very superior quality, and its mechanical

§

articles

for home consumption and for exportation foo.
Many and many
a poor family have given up?
butter and sugar and juicy meat within these

=~

practice is carried too far, and that it would

It is printed on paper of a

first of April.

Lard keg Bb. .20,
Hams Smoked. %

sesszEs

are found to be the best for keeping all
- from moths and other vermin.

AT A RECENT meefing of the French Academy
of Science, a report was presented from the com-

worked in the Merrimack Print Works,

We think this

but the number is few. Now what we want to say
brushed over with spirits of tarpentine.
Pow- |
is, give them as much freedom as practicable in
dered black pepper strewed under the edges of
summer. If there is an enclosure near the barn
carpets is said to repel moths.
Sheets of paper,
that is suitable, it will do them good. If it is an
sprinkled with spirits of turpentine, camphor in
coarse powder, leaves of tobaceo, or shavings of orchard, it will do the orchard good. But if there
Russia leather,.should be placed
among the Tis no such enclosure handy, why not let them
a few days? We confess to
clothes, when they are laid sside for the sum- try the pasture for
a prejudice against pork, and we never eat the
‘mer. Furs, plumes, and other small articles, not
+in constant uséi’are best preserved by being put, pork that is offered for sale in our city markets.
A very large proportion of itis not fit to eat.
with a few tobacco leaves, or bits of camphor,
into bags ‘made of thick brown paper, and close- The western pork from hogs fed and fattened in
ly sewed or pasted up at the end. Chests of the field, ought to be good—and when it starts
camphor-wood, red cedar, or of Spanish cedar, from home it probably is. But we have seen

He referred to the struggle now going on in New i

York, to the attempt to overthrow our common
school system, and strongly as he represented the
case, it did not reach the full extent of the conflict.
We like to contrast the manly, honest course of

Frpryinh

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved about the

Clear, .....80

.

circumstances, do great injustice to all concerned.
Their relation to the public is an important one
and duty demands that they should aim to supply articles that have merited unquestionable repu
n. Housekeepers, too, should insist upon

having

their choice, and all who secure Pyle’s

Saleratus in pound

packages, will always be.

well compensated for the effort, The same may
be said of Pyle’s Cream Tartar and celebrated O.

K. Soap, articles of established value, Nearly

ll first class grocers keep them,

JAMES PYLE, Manufacturer,
Depot, 350 Washington 8¢,, New ork,
“ee

7

~ work,

ASTRONOMER,

Extra Clear.87

keeping swine closely confined in pens at this as

in all other seasons of the year.

Family pee) |

Baw

in the shoe manufactory of George W. Keene &
Son, at Lynn, was stooping down to adjust some

A GERMAN

the fact from the depths of his inner consciousness, has discovered that this respectable old
earth is soot to have another moon.
What effect
two moons will have upon human brains as well
as upon tide-waters, we cannot undertake to predict; but it is réasonable to suppose with a pair
of lovely Queens of Night, a brace of bright Empresses of the Starry Sky, that the production of
poetry, lyric, elegiac, philosophical and amatory,
will be immensely increased.
To such a consummation, devoutly to be deprecated, we look for-

than the

The Myrtle

ro

employed

Oe

Parties - designing to get new Sabbath
school Libraries, or to replenish old ones,
can send us their orders which will be filled
with our own publications as fast as they
are ready, or will be filled with the books
of other publishers, and will be furnished
to Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices. Address
‘L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

=

A day or'two since, as a young lady,

—

common

tained from the binder. Price of each book
75 cents. Postage 8 cents. All of these
are first class books for the family and the
Sabbath school.

—

A lady has been appointed and sworn in as
deputy register of deeds in Monroe County, Wis.

HL

Nothing is more

" and the ‘‘Boy’s Heaven,” are now
printed, and will be ready for our
customers just as soon as they can be ob-

B

warned to close their rooms on Sunday.

AN ARREST of a singular character took place
at St. Henry, nine miles from Quebec, recently.
Two gentlemen lately from France, were arrested at the instance of the parish priest, charged
‘with selling a copy of the New Testament.
No
fine was ultimately imposed, but the one found
guilty of selling copies of the Gospel, was condemned to pay a fine of $6 and costs. It is stated
that one of the men was arrested without a warrant. Influential gentlemen are determined to
have the matter fully investigated, and legal
measures taken against all concerned in the extraordinary froceedings.

The Piggery”

comes from the binders. Price of each book,
$1.50. Postage 16 cents. Also, of the Rainy
Day Series, we now have ready for delivry, “A Rainy Day ar ScuHooL,” and “THE
BIRTH DaY PRESENT.”
The five other books of this series, viz:
“Tae CHRIST CHILD,” “Good Little Mit» «Making Something,” ‘Jamie and

This semi-monthly, published by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

Pork

| West'rn sup-.. 3
cOom.extras. .
. medium do.. 8
choice do...
Tiiinois and Oo
ce
practice of

Of this prize series, we now have in process of publication, some of which will soon
be ready for delivery, the following : “Mas-TER AND PupIn,”: ‘MAY BELL,” ¢
ga
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The liquor dealers of New Bedford have been
severally called before the City Marshal, and

expelled

|

es when dead ripe are very little better for improving stock in the Winter than oat straw.

are now. ready for

fo

]

perance.
Nearly 85,000 members were
last year.

intem-

is

(These

S-

The owner has the

power Lo.arvest-trespassers.

upon

mowing

tian teaching,
delivery.)

LEE

and 30 days imprisonment.

would be to use it in effective war

late

the result of carelessness or a disbelief in the
deteriorating effects of an over-ripening of the
grasses before cutting. Timothy and other grass-

vivid por-

traiture, and its high and wholesome Chris-

Wo Lome

Fruit growers in Maine will be protected, under
a law passed by the last Legislature, from
fruit thieves. The law provides a fine of $20

THE SONS of Temperance have 1,968 divisions
in operation with 96,673 members, and 40,781 lady
visitors. The receipts last yer were $186,265,
and they have $223,693 in cash or good investments.
The best investment they could make

proper season, but this difficulty

exists, consequently

tion by its literary brilliance, its

=

Mr. Borie, the Secretary of the Navy, has resigned that position, and George M. Robeson, of
New Jersey, has been elected to fill the vacancy.

000,000.
Business men will appreciate the great
- ability required for so close and almost exact an
estimate.

at the

longer

whit behind the prize story in every essential particular, and will at once arrest atien-

$=

_ In dredging out the little river at Michigan City
“ lately, there was taken up a quantity of muskets
thrown into it by Knights of the Golden Circle,
during the war, to prevent their capture.

numbers, $360, 000,000, and the expenditures $325-

no

82288

A lieutenant of the Cincinnati police has lately
laid aside his blue and billy to go home to Germany to get a $150,000 inheritance.

been, in round

grass
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accident occurred at Providence, R. I., the other
at Chatham, N.Y.
.

receipts have

Lowell sup.3-ply 8 18 65
Extra super.... 81

ago, before the introduction of the mower, farmers with & hundred
acres of meadow ground
could not procure help sufficient to cut all their

£3 28

On the 23d ult., two men, in different places,
were crushed to death while shackling cars, One

turns out that the

$326,300,000. It now

state, while a greater proportion is wasted by | &
the stock in the process of feeding. Some years Mous. .de Laines . @ .

thor since the award of the prize, is not one

&

Several deaths have ensued from its bite.

000, and the expenditures

clothes, should be
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ly.revised and much improved by the aun-
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“‘SaNiNG Hours,” having been thorough-
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__A poisonous

arrested

his mother,

« A YEAR AGO Mr. David A. Wells contributed
an effective campaign document, which seems,
quite contrary to a great deal of such matter, to
be verified by the stern test of actual results. It
was a carefully prepared estimate that the Government receipts for the year would be $356,700,

und, pure ,

5

30

Ze ese

An adopted citizen of Iowa has been

tors.

Cotton Flannels16

with their flesh-forming substances in‘ the shape
of starch and sugar. Meadows in which the
grass is left standing till the fibers become bleached or dried to a brown color, supply much less
nourishment to stock than those cut in a green

00600000

A submarine diver, who has
heen operating in
the river at Norwich, Ct., says¥here is a cave under the banks of considerable size, the hidden
beauties and strange formations of which, could
the water,be drawn off so as to make it accessi. ble,would form one of the wonders of the world.

drawn out.
The holder of the coupon whose
number corresponds to that of the ticket, draws
a prize of fifty dollars.
The plan induces all passengers to buy tickets, and thus diminishes the
opportunities for stealing on the, part of conduc-

With

Agriculture, remarks, that when the geason of
flowering is over the nutritive constituents of
the grass pass into woody fiber, and thus part

0066 ®
*
awe

other state.

a week are saved, placed in a wheel, and one is

designs and destroy their eggs and young.

COTTO
N. 0. & Mobile .. @:, «+
Ordinary.....
129
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0
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experience of the best furmers. - Mr. Charles L.
Flint, Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of

tHis view wardrobes, closets, drawers and chests
will be laid open, and emptied of their contents,
and all woolen garments
and bedding, furs,
feathers, carpets, curtains, and the like, will be
removed and exposed to the air, and to the heat
of the sun, for several hours together, and will
not be put back in their places without a thorough brushing, beating or shaking.
By these
means; the moths and their eggs will be dislodged and destroyed.
In old houses that are much infested by moths,
the cracks in the floors, in the wainscot, around
the walls and shelves of closets, and even in the

1
1
Refined 40. eu]

that was awarded the prize of $500, and is
a work of unusual genius, skill and power.

:

of any

THE STREET railway companies of Cincinnati
increase travel on their lines by a novel plan.
All the tickets are numbered and are like theatre
tickets in having coupons.
The passenger retains one part with a number upon it corresponding to that he gives up. All the tickets taken in

gal..0

Crude
"Do. §Whale.

W—

when it isin bloom, which coincides with the

of curtains and of garments hanging up, and into
various other places, where they immediately
lay the foundation for a new colony of destructive moth-worms.
Early -in June, the prudent housekeeper will
take care to beat up their quarters and put them
to flight, or to disturb them so as to defeat their

OIL.

Olive, ¥

HEEL

California produced last year nearly fifteen million pounds of wool, which was larger by almost

ing the noxious atmosphere.
It is said that
horses have been killed at a distance of twelve
miles from the fatal source of these gases.
All
this is stated on the authority of a person who
claims to have been there, and has written the
account for a New York newspaper.

Cienfuegos .....06 @
Port RiCO......60 @-

Linseed:

As the season of haying approaches,
the question as to the proper time to cut grass is revived.
Some say let it get ripe, then mow; others,

drawers, under the edges of carpets, in the folds

all animals but man are instantly killed by breath-

—

:

50 @ 8 Ww
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The Mill of the American Powder Company, at
South Acton, Mass., was blown up on the evening of the 25th. Jacob. Gray was badly burned, and is not expected to recover.
[S

IN PERU there is a district in which the air is
rendered so poisonous by the gases arising froma
fissure made in the earth by volcanic action that

AL.

The Proper Time to Cut Grass.
.

380, 1869,

MOLASSES.
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in full

operation in the Cherokee and Choctaw Iadian
territory, free from tax. One of the factories is
within three miles of Fort Smith.

ona charge of murdering
years.
;

called

For the week ending, June

fellow was then taken home, and I can assure
you * sheep chasing” is now the very last thing
of all others that he ever thinks of.—ZLondon
Field.

13
bit

Private letters from Fort t Smith, Arkansas, say

two million pounds than the production

it out in full—

corded as a “col’d actor!”
1.

for $20,000.
that extensive tobacco factories are npw

so, when

upon again by the agent, wrote

“John Smith, collector.” The directory came out
again in due time, and lo! he found himself re-

siresto resign, on account of ill-health, but that’
the President, unwilling to lose his services, will
- give him six months’ leave of absence.
‘When John C. Breckinridge went into the rebellion he sold much of his land in St. Paul, Minn.
One piece, of forty acres, adjoining the city,
which he sold for $1 saul, cannot
€
now be bought

this year to have it correct, and
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de-

about the
The poor

Fqur new books just published and ready
for'delivery. Two'of them are the prize
stories.
‘‘ANDY LUTTRELL,” is the story

Hacket,” and *‘Aunt Mattie.” The publication of each book will be announced as it

Markets.

gsggsd.

that the Secretary of War

cleared the wall, and the dog dragged
park. till all three were dead tired.

"The

théy

i

rumored

they l

jumpers,

SSgee

tis

good

2e5e sn

at finding ‘himself registered as “John Smith,
col’d.” Nothing daunted, however, he resolved

No sooner were

all three being

sethen

2888

was robbed*on Sunday of $2,600,000 in gold and
bonds, only $30,000 of which belonged
to the

in the’

than

stick one or two in

wr

tory, gave his name—*‘‘John Smith, Coll.;” but
what was his surprise when the book appeared,

bank, the depositors losing the remainder.

.

agent for the new direc-

National Bank, in New York city,

el

loose

farm,

rams, and

tnd

FY
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being called upon by the

mostly

carrying them about on their backs as they move
.along, and others fastening
em to the substance
they are eating; and they“enlarge them from
time to time by adding portions to the two open
extremities, and. by gores
set into the sides,
which they slit open for this purpose.
Conceal- |
ed within their movable cases, or in their lintcovered burrows, they carry on the work ‘of destruction through the summer, but in the au- |
tumn they leave off eating, make fast their habitations, and remain at rest and seemingly torpid
through the winter.
Early in the spring they
change to chrysalids within their cases, and in
about twenty days afterwards are transformed to
winged moths, and come forth and fly about in
the evening till they have paired and are ready
to lay their eggs.
They then contrive to slip
through cracks into dark closets, chests and

If it is impossible,it

LAST YEAR a man, say John Smith, employed
as collector for a certain company in Brooklyn,

The efforts to improve the mouths of the Mis-sissippi by dredging are Bieeting with encopreging sugeess.

their eggs

let loose in the yard.

ints little hollow rolls and lining them with sitk.
They pass the sumer within these rolls, some

shall be done.”

milk home in a paper bag.

lay

taketiup to the sheep

curely tied between two Scotch

oS.

sible, it is done already.

They

chases he was.

inches long

each hill, leaving only the wrapped part above
ground.
The odor bf the turpentine does the
business,
‘I have tried this for four years,”
says a correspondent of an exchange
paper, |
‘with uniform success.”

ne

A patent has been obtained for the sanulie:
ture of water-proof paper. . It will be no uncommon thing, by and by, to carry a quart of

:

fringed.

Paragraphs.

report that
than uSuai

(TINEA-

‘spring, in May and June, and die immediately afterwards.; The eggs are hatched in fifteen days,
and the little whitish caterpillars or moth-worms
proceeding
therefrom
immediately
begin to
gnaw the substances within their reach, and cover themselves with the fragments, shaping them

Ep~xa DEAN PROCTOR has gone overland to
San ra.
She and is writing of what she sees on
the way. \ She found wonders in Chicago, whose
people ‘““ar® really sublime in their energy, their
courage, and their egotism.”
She thinks they
might as well inscribe on their banners the words
of the old French courtier: “If the thing is pos-

cation within a few days. ,

be called Timeans
~

to: a

The Tieng; in the winged state, have four
short and slender feelers, a thick tuft on the fore-head, and very narrow wings, which are deeply:

et
>

ceased publi-

may

belonging

“ped

At Des Moines, Iowa, the question of the .prohibition of the sale of beer and wine was ‘lately
submittedto the voters, and received 535 ‘majority.

Visitors at the White Mountains
thereis more snow in the ravines
during the last week in June.

group, Which
DAE).

others

four

Dip this in turpentine,
and

anBea

Postmistresses.

- Four Kentucky newspapers have

Law.

Numerous outrages are reported to have been
‘committed in Japanupon foreigners.
The English Minister had complained to the Japanese
Gov ernment regarding the matter.

some

sticks

one half inch in diameter—pine is best. Wrap
one inch of one end in a piece of cotton or linen.

Jeg

addition to the provision made by the Poor

with

Protect

vines thus: Take

cucumber

and

squash

melon,

your
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Texds has fifty-five female

is expected

granella),

into the habit of Chasing

sheep, and killing .aem too, whehiever he
ad
an opportuuity.
He was, sharply corrected and
kept chained up for some days, but when again
taken out was as bad as ever. My father happily remembered how he had cured a large retriever of the same sin five and: thirty years before, and we have, I am pleased to say, made a
perfect cure of my deerhound.
After one of his

or carpet-moth

.

©

"The apple yield of Pennsylvania
to be the largest for many years.

a year are. spehit on the

by the benevolent ‘societies, in

convalescent.

being

CuROD

Two million of pounds

poor of London

(Tinea vestianella)t the tapestry

well looked after, get

not

.
.

(T.tapetzella), the fur-moth ( 7. pellionella), the
hair-moth (7. Crinella), and the grain-moth (7,

-ic candidate for Governor of Ohio.

large deerhound of mine, or rather of my father’s
(a prize winner at Birmingham), from

hoEBm:

' ‘Gen. Rosecrans will probably be the democrat-

A

-3

Amgng them may be mentioned the clothes-moth

contrary.

te

Mass., over 8000 people shook hands with ‘him in for the security of the Papal ter ritory before conless than an hour.
-cluding the treaty.

to the

8°

at Grofon, |

assure him

-3

Grant

breed, after he has tasted blood is inI can

LR
§: 888: :

At the reception of Gen.

small insects; the largest of them,

when
arrived
at maturity, expanding
their
wings only about eight-tenths of an inch. The
ravages of some of these little creatures are too
well known to need a particular desgription.

new the Sep. convention with Italy for the withdrawal of the French troops from Rome, and that
she only requires suflicient guarantees from Ttaly

large

the

into the hog pen where there were nine Chester
whites that would dress about one hundred each.
The next morniog five were “dead.
The others
were affected with poison symptoms, but were

gsss2ss’

‘

er

curable,

counInsti-

leaf and pellicle: stripped from pie plant (rhubarb)

[1.11

enna.

tute Farmers’ Club that he recntly threw

8

“It is.reported that France is endeavoring to re-

ing sheep. He recommends much patience; in
this I quite agree, but to cure a confirmed ** chaser” requires more than most men possess. Your
correspondent fears a Newfoundland, or any oth-

SZURE Fafnoiit

apaoluted

mostly very

Wm. P. Passmore, of Farville, Chester
ty, Pa. , informs the New York American

>

has been

Wo

The various kinds of destructive moths, found
‘in houses, stores, barns, granaries and mills, says
Prof. Harris in his ¢ Treatise on Insects,” are

Mexico, on the basis of the treaty doncluded between Mexico and the Hanse Towns on Septem:
>
ber 10, 1855.

Secretary of the United States Legation at Vie

Moths.
—-

with

of commerce and navigation

+

|

Your correspondent, “ Straightforward,” tells
us how lie has cured some dogs addicted to chas-

®

Delaplaine

any

8. S. Superintendents,

-

for a treaty

The . telegraph reports ‘twenty-five Pott
drowned by a heavy flood in Kansas, x
T.

to SHppreSs

The Prussiin Government has ‘laid before the
Federal Council of the Zollverein a proposition

visit-

ed different localities in Washington Territory.

Mr. John

chief cities

.
.

Several earthquake shocks have recently

in the

FE]

‘been made
outbreak.

To

Keep Rhubarb, from Hogs.

Cure for Sheep-chiising Dogs.
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MISCELLANEOUS,
Andrew Johnson has returned to Washingtoh.

Buna any Domestic,

by

preparations have

:

Great fears of a revolution are entertained

the government of Italy, and

©

Summary.
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7 , 1869.
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